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Abstract 

Traceable low force metrology should be an essential tool for nanotechnology. Tra
ceable measurement of micro- and nanonewton forces would allow independent measure
ment and comparison on material properties, MEMS behaviour and nanodimensional mea
surement uncertainties. Yet the current traceability infrastructure in the UK is incomplete. 
This thesis describes the incremental development of the low force facility at the National 
Physical Laboratory (NPL). 

The novel contribution of this thesis has three components. First, specific modifica
tions to the NPL Low Force Balance were undertaken. This involved developing novel or 
highly modified solutions to address key issues, as well as undertaking detailed comparions 
with external ans internal traceability references. Second, a triskelion force sensor flexure 
was proposed and mathematically modelled using both analytical and finite element tech
niques, and compared to experimentally measured spring constant estimates. The models 
compared satisfactorily, though fabrication defects in developed prototype artefacts limited 
the experimental confirmation of the models. Third, a piezoelectric sensor approach for qua
sistatic force measurement was proposed, experimentally evaluated and rejected. Finally, an 
improved design for a low force transfer artefact system is presented, harnessing the findings 
of the reported investigations. The proposed design combines proven strain-sensing techno
logy with the advantageous triskelion flexure, incorporating an external stage and packaging 
aspects to achieve the requirements for a traceable low force transfer artefact. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and context of low force 

metrology 

1.1 Overview and motivation 

Progress in UK nanometrology and in other areas of nanotechnology has been constrained 

by an incomplete traceability chain for micro- to nanonewton force measurement. The gene

ral aim of the work described in this thesis was to complete a facility at the National Physical 

Laboratory (NPL) to disseminate traceability for such low forces. 

A lack of suitable traceable transfer artefacts has kept the primary realisation of the 

nanonewton unavailable to industry and academia, and hence to dependent applications. 

Traceability is an essential prerequisite for the quantitative comparison of independent pro

cesses and for meaningful estimates of forces acting on real micro- and nanotechnology 

applications. 

This thesis describes key development steps towards the completion of the NPL 

Low Force Facility, intended to provide the source of traceable micro- to nanonewton force 

measurement in the UK. The described work has three key strands. 

1. Upgrades, commissioning and verification of the NPL Low Force Balance (LFB), rea

lising traceable force measurement in the 10 nN to 30 IJN range. 

2. Development of an improved transfer artefact flexure design based on the triskelion 

concept. 

3. Evaluation of the suitability of the piezoelectric effect for traceably calibratable quasi

static force sensors for a low force transfer artefact. 



1.2 Objectives 

The specific objectives of the work reported in this thesis can be listed as follows. The list 

incorporates objectives defined at the outset of the project and additional objectives set or 

redefined during the course of the project. 

Objective 1.1 Establish a new LFB controller to mitigate surface charging effects in the 

mechanism whilst respecting the electrostatic force balance principle. 

Objective 1.2 Develop full continuous fringe-counting operation on the LFB z interferometer. 

Objective 1.3 Establish effective vibration isolation for the LFB. 

Objective 1.4 Establish techniques or procedures for measurement of capacitance gradient 

and plate voltages. 

Objective 1.5 Verify LFB performance via comparison with small calibrated masses. 

Objective 1.6 Verify LFB performance via international comparison with low force stan

dards at other National Metrology Institutes. 

Objective 2.1 Review the state-of-the-art in flexure design and fabrication techniques, as 

relevant for transfer artefact design. 

Objective 2.2 Establish a concept for the flexure design for a novel transfer artefact for low 

force traceability. 

Objective 2.3 Develop an analytical model of the flexure sufficient to allow the behaviour of 

a prototype implementing the concept to be predicted. 

Objective 2.4 Develop a finite element model to complement and improve confidence in the 

analytical model. 

Objective 2.5 Design, and have fabricated, a suite of prototype artefacts suitable for expe

rimental confirmation of the developed models. 

Objective 2.6 Experimentally evaluate the performance of the fabricated artefacts and com

pare with model-predicted behaviour. 

Objective 3.1 Review the state-of-the-art in on-board strain sensing in microfabricated flexures, 

as relevant for transfer artefact design. 

Objective 3.2 Develop a sensor circuit capable of detecting the electronic response of a 

piezoelectric sensor to quasistatic deflection. 
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Objective 3.3 Experimentally evaluate the suitability of the piezoelectric effect for strain ge

neration and strain sensing on a traceable low force transfer artefact, given the asso

ciated requirements. 

Objective 3.4 Establish recommendations for the future use of the piezoelectric effect in the 

traceable low force measurement context. 

1.3 Outline of thesis 

This thesis is arranged in a manner that reflects the undertaking of the project, and can 

be summarised as follows. Chapter two elaborates on the background to the project, the 

motivation, and the context for the work in terms of activity at NPL and at equivalent institutes 

worldwide. The status of the NPL Low Force facility at the outset of the reported work is also 

clarified. 

Chapter three describes the function and operation of the LFB and reports on the 

first strand of the project, that is, efforts to meet objectives 1.1 through 1.6 to make the LFB 

ready for use with artefacts. This strand of the project expanded in scope throughout the 

project as challenges and opportunities arose. 

Chapter four initiates the second and third strands of the project, defining the require

ments for a successful low force transfer artefact for use with the LFB based on the author's 

metrology experience and discussions with leading low force experts. The calibration of the 

transfer artefacts and their use to calibrate both stiff and compliant targets is discussed. The 

requirements in this chapter inform the direction and discussion of the subsequent chapters. 

Chapter five contains a review of the state-of-the-art in low force transfer artefact 

technology, considering both flexure design and fabrication and relevant strain sensing tech

nologies (objectives 2.1 and 3.1). The development, optimisation and evaluation of models 

to understand and predict the electromechanical behaviour of the basic concept are consi

dered. Based on consideration of the requirements set down by users and the specifications 

demanded from the artefacts, a suite of test artefacts was fabricated as a realisation of the 

concept and to verity the models developed. Stiffness measurements were undertaken using 

the prototype artefacts to consider the suitability of the developed mathematical models, as 

will be discussed. 

Chapter six describes the bulk of the effort to complete the second strand of the 

project, addressing objectives 2.2 through 2.6. Chapter seven describes the completion of 

the third strand of the project, addressing objectives 3.2 through 3.4. A sensing circuit and 

metrology fixture was developed in order to interface with, characterise and evaluate the 
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performance of the transfer artefact prototypes. The best-case observed artefact sensor 

performance for quasi static force measurement is presented and the viability of the approach 

evaluated. This development included significant prototyping work undertaken using the test 

artefacts. 

Chapter eight contains the final conclusions and key recommendations to the project 

and thesis, and informs chapter nine, the recommendations for a future working low force 

transfer artefact. Chapter nine considers a best-case design for the transfer artefact based 

on the knowledge accumulated over the body of the work. Sources of uncertainty in the 

operation of an artefact of the recommended design are considered. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

It is clear that the ability to measure nanonewton-scale forces has wide appeal across all 

fields of research and application of micro- and nanotechnology. However, the prior and on

going experience of the National Physical Laboratory, in addition to the precedent set by 

others, has influenced the formation of a low force facility for the UK. 

This chapter sets out the context for the development of the low force facility, consi

dering prior experience and local applications at NPL, as well as equivalent and potential 

facilities at other institutions. Also presented are the starting point and direction of develop

ment from the point of view of this thesis. 

2.1 Context and motivation for a low force facility 

The past twenty years have seen an increasing move towards quantitative understanding, 

fabrication and manipulation of processes and objects, for which behaviour on the micro

and nano-scale is key to function. Function on this sub-micro scale is typically governed by 

forces on the micro- to nanonewton scale. As such nanometrology applications mature and 

there is greater and greater need for integration and independent quantitative comparison 

of those sub-micro processes, traceability to the definition of the newton for small forces is 

becoming essential. 

Traceability of force measurement directly affects surface topography measuring ins

truments and material property testing instruments. Traceablity is indirectly of high impor

tance for real-world problems as diverse as timely deployment of vehicle accident manage

ment systems and accurate dosage in oral (nebuliser) drug delivery. 
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The mature measurement capabilities that exist to characterise and predict the per

formance of function of objects on the macro-scale must be miniaturised to produce analo

gous measurement capabilities on the micro- to nanoscale. In some cases this is 'merely' a 

question of more precise manufacturing capabilities to reduce the size of some mechanical 

gauge whose function remains effectively the same. 

However, typically this reduction in working scale necessitates a complete reformu

lation of measurement strategy to avoid increasingly overwhelming measurement uncertain

ties. Force measurement is a good example of measurement uncertainty barrier. 

Traceably calibrated deadweights, derived from the first standardised merchant scales 

from antiquity, have been, and continue to be used extensively to provide traceable force, 

mass and torque measurements from tens of meganewtons down to a millinewton. For smal

ler forces the measurement uncertainties encountered render the calibrated deadweight im

practical, and a replacement force calibration artefact and traceability route is required. 

As might be expected, developments in industries concerned with micro- and nanos

cale processes have led to methods of 'calibrating' force measurement to meet the requi

rements of those industries. However, those low force measurement standards are typically 

comparative in nature, relying on repeatability and assumed linearity of instrument scale; the 

standards are typically highly industry specific and often proprietary intellectual property, and 

lack the rigorousness of design and the open, verified traceability of standards developed at 

the world's national metrology institutes (NMls). 

The National Physical Laboratory (NPL) is one such NMI that has undertaken to 

develop a facility for low force measurement1. This development was undertaken within the 

2008 to 2011 National Measurement Office (NMO) Engineering Measurement programme, 

funded the UK taxpayer, and supports a more general strategy within the European metro

logy community [37]. 

The NPL facility complements comparable small force facilities developed at other 

major global NMls including NIST, KRISS, PTS and eMS-ITRI, which will be reviewed in this 

thesis. The facility aims to provide a route to traceability in the most technically challenging 

part of the force range with immediate application and relevance for UK industry, namely the 

1 0 ~N down to 1 nN regime. 

A facility representing a primary traceability route such as in this case is typically 

made up of two components: primary instrument or realisation; and transfer artefacts. 

The primary instrument traceably realises the basic quantity, embodying some base 

underlying principle. This primary instrument is optimised for best possible (lowest) uncer-

1 The author has been a full-time employee of NPL lor the duration of this project 
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tainty in the primary instrument and is typically unsuitable for direct, efficient interaction with 

instruments or processes to be calibrated. 

The link between the primary instrument and those instrument or processes is made 

using specialised transfer artefacts - typically suites thereof - that are optimised for the 

requirements and rigours of transfer of calibration. For example, a calibrated metre rule is 

a transfer artefact for the primary, optical realisation of the metre; similarly a commercially 

available kilogram artefact is a transfer artefact for the international prototype kilogram, .It 

[38]. 

In addition to the requirement to make a traceable low force facility available to UK 

industry, as discussed above, there are several local projects at NPL that would directly 

benefit from the development of such a facility. A traceable low force measurement capabi

lity directly supports the quantitative understanding and modelling of surfaces and surface 

texture, which are often critical to function and yet poorly defined on the micro-to nanos

cale. In micro-coordinate metrology, for example, a consistent and traceable definition of 

the threshold of force interaction defining contact is essential for measurement standards. 

Such a low force capability would also help to make traceable the extensive body of work 

undertaken in the materials sector through the calibration of nanoindenters and atomic force 

microscopes. 

At the commencement of this project, previous NMO funded work had resulted in the 

development, and very early-stage testing, of the NPL Low Force Balance, as the primary 

instrument in the NPL low force measurement facility. The appropriate next step, therefore, 

was to develop a transfer artefact concept to transfer low force calibrations from the LFB to 

users in industry. 

2.2 A brief history of low force measurement at the National 

Physical Laboratory 

2.2.1 The National Physical Laboratory 

The National Physical Laboratory (NPL) is, amongst other roles, the UK's National Measure

ment Institute (NMI). As such, NPL receives up to 60 % of its total funding from the National 

Measurement Office (NMO) to develop and disseminate world-leading capability to support 

UK industry. The NMO is an agency of the UK government and so NPL.:s NMI activity is 

funded directly by the UK taxpayer. 
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Specific responsibilities include the maintenance and development of the UK's pri

mary definitions of the base units (metre, kilogram, etc.), as well as maintaining equivalence 

of those units to other countries' definitions under the stewardship of the International Bu

reau of Weights and Measures (BIPM). 

NPL also has a responsibility to ensure that its measurement capability is available 

to all sectors and members of UK industry, in some case subsidising access to calibrations 

and advice for small- to medium sized enterprises (SMEs). 

This dual responsibility to develop world leading metrology capabilities and to ensure 

that traceable measurement is accessible to industry can lead to conflicting requirements 

that must be overcome for each area of measurement. Specifically, the instrument or tech

nique developed as the primary realisation of the relevant unit is usually much too expensive 

or impractical to be directly used by an end-user. This is certainly the case for low force 

measurement, as will be discussed. The solution is to maintain a complete dissemination 

chain ranging from primary standards and definitions to physical calibration artefacts and 

good practice guides for direct use on the factory floor. Some of this dissemination respon

sibility may be delegated officially or unofficially to appropriate intermediate bodies such as 

calibration laboratories and instrument manufacturers. 

The work described in this thesis was funded by the NMO Engineering Measurement 

Programme 2008 - 2011 and its preceding equivalents. NPLS low force capability develops 

upon established local capability for force, displacement and electrical measurements. 

2.2.2 Traceability 

When measurements are made in the world around us, the measurement scale or instrument 

used, whether a metre rule, mass balance or thermometer, is often assumed to be infallible 

by the user. If the measurement is not 'faulty', then its readout is 'accurate', at least to the 

resolution provided. 

This assumption is naive, and usually wrong. The relationship between the measu

red and actual value of the quantity under observation is complicated and often varies with 

time. Changes in environment such as temperature, pressure or external forces may change 

the quantity being measured, and distort the reference scale. 

If the measurand and instrument are understood, the different uncertainty sources 

affecting the measurement can often be isolated and estimated. The uncertainties are then 

combined using a set of procedures to obtain an overall estimate for the measurement un

certainty. 
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Many of these uncertainties may be provided in some form by the instrument ma

nufacturer, and originated (we hope) from calibrations at the factory, which had their own 

associated uncertainties. If everyone has done their job, there should be an unbroken chain 

of calibrations, and uncertainty estimates, back to one or more primary standards or length, 

mass and so on, maintained by national metrology institutes (NMls) such as NPL. This is the 

principle of traceability. Traceability is formally defined [39] as follows: 

Traceability is ''the property of a measurement or the value of a standard whe

reby it can be related to stated references, usually national or international stan

dards, through an unbroken chain of comparisons all having stated uncertain

ties". 

Thus it is the implicit chain of uncertainty, if it exists, that makes a measurement traceable. 

If a traceable measurement of mass is found to be 25.3 kg±0.6 kg (k = 2) then one can 

be 95 % certain that the actual mass value falls within 0.6 kg of 25.3 times the mass of the 

international prototype kilogram. 

The concept of traceability and propagation of uncertainty is discussed in the Guide 

to the Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM), originally published in 1995 [40] and later amen

ded and supplemented [41, 42]. The GUM introduces methods to estimate the uncertainty 

in a measurement and hence continue the chain of traceability. A familiarity with the GUM 

is highly recommended and will aid the understanding of discussions presented later in this 

thesis. 

2.2.3 Macro- to mesoscale force calibration 

Standard 'weights' (reference masses) and comparator balance techniques stretch back into 

antiquity due to their value in commerce, and the kilogram (or rather, the gram) was an 

essential component from the outset of the metric system and its successor, the International 

System of Units (SI) [43]. 

In line with other NMls globally, the development of the NPL low force facility has 

been influenced in part by many decades of traceable measurement of larger masses and 

forces. Precision balances to compare masses on the order of a kilogram were part of the 

original NPL capability in 1910. NPL was fortunate to inherit into its regular facilities the 

famous balance used by Poynting to 'weigh the Earth' [44, 45]. NPL developed one of many 

precision balances in 1930, as described by Lewis and Havard [46]. Today, NPL routinely 

calibrates up to 1.2 MN by directly applying deadweight forces, yielding relative uncertainties 
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of 0.001 % [47]. Forces up to 30 MN are accessible via a hydraulic secondary standard, with 

increased uncertainties. 

Since force traceability is derived from comparison with the weight of the kilogram, 

the lowest relative uncertainties in traceable force measurement can be found at around 10 N 

[48]. The kilogram has a relatively low surface-area to volume ratio, reducing the effects of 

contamination; it is of practical size to be manipulated, and yet small enough to be easily 

enclosed within an environmentally-stabilised chamber. Calibrated masses in the gram to 

kilogram range are routinely used in research and industry, and the OIML specifies multiple 

grades of standardised masses for this purpose [49]. 

The limit of usefulness of this technique is reached when uncertainties and practical 

considerations due to contamination and handling grow too great and too problematic for 

cost-effective use. It is at this level where a transition to the force measurement techniques 

considered in this thesis become preferable. At the lower end of the practical deadweight 

scale, small masses are nevertheless used at NMls to produce force, torque and density 

standards, to calibrate mass balances, and so on. Since the challenges in small mass ca

libration are dominated by contamination and the time penalty of appropriate handling, but 

otherwise produce highly repeatable results, they remain in use at NMls, in which the clean 

operating environment and tolerance of time-consuming procedures in place are conducive 

to their use. 

2.2.4 Direct force measurement applications 

For 'real' applications of force measurement in industry and academia, what is needed is a 

calibrated force sensor capable of measuring a force from an arbitrary direction, and with an 

arbitrary (and variable) magnitude on a continuous force scale, amongst other requirements. 

These requirements, and others, which are described in more detail in chapter 4, necessitate 

a force measuring solution other than deadweights. 

NPL developed a micronewton thrust balance for ESA for the calibration of ion thrus

ters ultimately intended for satellites such as GOCE [50, 51,52]. This macroscopic-sized de

vice balanced an input thrust with an electromagnetic force to maintain an interferometrically

determined deflection at a constant position. This system incorporated a relatively large iner

tial mass for high-frequency stability, and an ultra-low friction pivot arrangement. The thrust 

balance was capable of balancing 220 ~N with an expanded uncertainty of 3.3 ~N. 
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2.2.5 Material property research 

In the advanced materials team at NPL, complementary capabilities incorporating force mea

surement have been developed to assist directly with the characterisation of material pro

perties. 

Aside from atomic force microscopy, covered in the next section, the area of interest 

of most significance for the development of sub-newton force metrology is instrumented 

indentation, for which NPL has a long-established capability [53, 54). 

Much can be learnt about a material by producing an indent in a sample though the 

application of a known force with a tip of known shape [55). Traditionally, the tip was removed, 

and the indent dimensions measured optically. Instrumented indenters differ somewhat from 

this traditional approach, in that the vertical position of the tip is continuously measured as a 

calibrated force actuator pushes the tip into the surface. 

This approach offers clear advantages in terms of continuous measurement, higher 

resolution and repeatability, to the general benefit of advanced materials understanding. 

The range of force and motion supported by each type instrumented indenter varies, 

and these ranges are somewhat arbitrarily demarcated into indenters, microindenters and 

nanoindenters. Typical commercial suppliers of nanoindenters include Agilent Technologies, 

Asylum Research, Bruker AXS, Hysitron and MTS Systems [56, 57, 58, 59, 60). In addition, 

the mechanism by which the indenter force is produced and the displacement measured 

varies, in accordance with the expected operating range. One option (see figure 2.1) is to use 

a large flexure guide, electromagnetic coil force drive and capacitive displacement sensor; 

an alternative employs a modified AFM arrangement to achieve the indentation. 

Regardless of the technique employed in the indenter, the result is a system aiming 

to apply a known force through a tip of known vertical displacement. To do this, the indenter 

must be calibrated. One option is to indent samples of well-characterised materials, and 

back-calculate the applied force from the observed indent, having previously calibrated the 

displacement scale with a step-height standard. Such an approach is not very repeatable 

and leads to a necessarily 'discrete' calibration curve. It would be better if the force could 

be calibrated directly using a calibrated reference sensor, such as a low force artefact. The 

vertical spring constant of each indenter mechanism is chosen for compatibility with the force 

and displacement ranges of the instrument itself, which are in turn optimised for the expected 

surface contact stiffness values to be encountered. Commercially available indenters provide 

exemplary values for spring constant in the range 1 kN m- 1 to 10 kN m- 1
. Whilst the lower 

end of this range is most applicable to the low force regime, indenters nevertheless represent 

the stiffest typical target of traceable low force calibration. The range of force covered by 
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Figure 2.1: Two key types of instrumented indenter suitable for traceable low force calibration : (a) 
electromagnetically actuated, capacitively-monitored macroscopic precision flexure design ; and (b) 
modified atomic force microscope. 
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typical nanoindenters (for example, 10 mN for the MTS NanoindenterXP [60], with 1 nN 

resolution) extend significantly above the low force range, but one could imagine a low force 

capability augmenting a cheaper millinewton-scale calibration system. 

Nanoindenters are therefore an extremely relevant target instrument sector for a 

traceable low force facility and support of related local effort at NPL directly contributed to 

the motivation for the effort described in this report. 

2.2.6 Atomic force microscopy 

A significant proportion of Materials research at NPL, and indeed other fields at NPL and 

beyond, involves the use of atomic force microscopy (AFM) and other scanning probe mi

croscopy (SPM) techniques. There are many different types of SPM but all involve scanning 

a stylus-equipped spring (almost exclusively cantilevers) over a test surface, and using in

formation about the instantaneous deflection of the AFM spring to deduce the topography 

of the surface. This facile description does not do justice to the sophistication of the AFM 

techniques developed since the invention of AFM by Binnig et al. in 1986 [61]; some of these 

techniques are summarised in figure 2.2. 

Vacoot et al. [62] summarise the development of AFM from the dimensional nano

metrology perspective. The authors note both the widespread appreciation of SPM for a 

diversity of applications, and the continued challenges in traceably calibrating such instru

ments to meet, for example, increasingly stringent quality control criteria. 

There are multiple components to the calibration of an AFM. First, one must know 

to some degree where the tip is located over the sample surface in {xyz}. The AFM stage 

scales must be calibrated using special reference samples, or the location measured directly 

using traceable metrology in the form of a metrological AFM [62]. 

Second, it is necessary to know the stiffness of the AFM cantilever. It is becoming 

increasing essential to understand, quantitatively, the force imparted by an AFM probe under 

operation, even for so-called non-contact techniques that are nominally force-nulled. A force 

applied to the surface will change the surface to some extent, introducing uncertainties to 

the measured data. For non-contact techniques, to track the surface the probe must interact 

with that surface in some way. Peak forces during the cycle can be sufficient to perma

nently deform softer materials such as biological samples, advanced foams and aerogels. 

Only through adequate choice and calibration of the AFM probe stiffness can this risk be 

appropriately mitigated. 

Thirdly, the metrology for the deflection of the probe tip must be calibrated or cha

racterised. In the case of deflection-nulled techniques, including phase-locking techniques, it 
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may be sufficient to verity the long-term stability of the deflection analogue, perhaps as part 

of a wider characterisation of the instrument's mechanical stability. For contact-mode AFM, 

the deflection output would need to be fully calibrated against some traceable reference. 

Common deflection sensors include optical levers and piezoresistive strain gauges. 

To use an AFM as a force sensor, or otherwise to understand the force being applied 

to a scanned surface, one can either combine the calibration of the deflection metrology with 

that of the cantilever spring constant, or calibrate the deflection analogue directly in terms 

of applied force rather than induced deflection: force sensitivity, in place of displacement 

sensitivity. An example of a pure force measurement would be the manipulation of CNTs 

with a fixed AFM tip, or the manipulation of proteins (see section 2.4.1.5). If the applied force 

can be measured traceably, a significant barrier to traceability of measured material property 

value is removed. 

Without access to a traceable low force facility, the calibration of the force scale 

of an AFM typically proceeds as follows. The user purchases a set of AFM tips from a 

probe manufacturer to install. The tips carry a manufacturer-specified stiffness value with 

some measure of uncertainty over the expected range of operation. Typically this value has 

some obscure claim of traceability, or the manufacturer states that the value is estimated 

from the geometry (see section 5.1.2.1). With the tip installed, a calibrated step height may 

be used to calibrate the internal deflection metrology of the AFM head. From Hooke's law, 

and the displacement signal, the applied force can be calculated. Since the spring constant 

uncertainty of typically 10 % to 20 % dominates, the key focus of traceability improvements 

for SPM users, and NMls such as NPL, has been to develop ways to traceably calibrate 

spring constants. 

Regardless of the internal force or deflection metrology, or the mode of operation, 

the probe of an SPM is essentially a uniaxial flexure, a cantilever. The spring constant of this 

flexure can vary significantly depending on the application. A brief review of commercially

available AFM cantilevers, for example, reveals a spring contant range from 0.1 N m- 1 to 

100 N m -1 for standard applications. 

It is not the intention of this thesis to belittle the impact of the great body of SPM 

research published to date, nor that of instrumented indentation, despite the lack of SI force 

traceability. The demonstrated resolution and repeatability of such systems is sufficient to 

allow informative comparative material property measurements and the refinement of theo

retical descriptions. Increasingly however, the function (and hence quality control) of micro

and nanofabricated devices rely on the traceability of such material property measurements. 

Hence, both areas are key targets for low force traceability and motivated the described 

work. 
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2.2.7 Dimensional measurement 

The measurement of force is also extremely important for the development of traceable, 

low uncertainty dimensional measurement on the 1 00 ~m range, 1 nm resolution scale. The 

NPL low force facility explicitly supports advances in surface metrology and micro-coordinate 

metrology within engineering nanometrology. 

Significant uncertainties associated with the operation of high-end stylus surface 

texture measuring instruments, such as NPL:s Nanosurf 4 (the primary profile measuring 

instrument) [63] and the Areal instrument (the primary areal surface topography measuring 

instrument) [64] originate in the continuous nature of the various interaction force fields that 

define, on the nanoscale, surfaces that appear discrete on the macroscale. See appendix A 

for a discussion of these forces. These force fields provide the mechanism of ideal operation 

of non-contact measuring techniques, in which proximity of the probe to the surface induces 

a detectable change in, typically, the resonant characteristic of the probe. 

NPL has developed [4] a micro-coordinate metrology probe based on a patented 

non-contact vibrating sensor, to augment the resolution and application of micrometre-scale 

coordinate measuring machines such as the Zeiss F25 [65]. The F25 uses a touch probe 

equipped with a 300 ~m diameter sapphire sphere to measure the dimensions of small com

ponents to 250 nm MPE within a volume of 100 mm x 100 mm x 100 mm. This versatile 

instrument nevertheless applies significant forces (up to 300 ~N) to the sample and damage 

is sustained in many samples. NPL:s probe is, in contrast, designed to impart negligible pro

bing forces under vibrating non-contact operation. The NPL Low Force Facility will be used 

to verify this quantitatively. The non-contact operation will also assist in the avoidance of 

'snap-in' adhesion by the approaching probe, an effect that not only affects obtained measu

rement data but can, in some circumstances, prove catastrophic for the probe tip or sample 

on the subsequent 'snap-out' transition. 

Non-contact operation of this probe implies some sort of finite, fixed standoff main

tained over the course of the measurement by feedback control. Both the effective tip radius 

created by this non-contact operation, combined with the definition and stability of the sur

face arrival threshold involved, imply the need for accurate, traceable force metrology. 

The NPL microprobe uses a piezoelectrically instrumented nickel 'triskelion' flexure 

as shown in figure 2.3. The triskelion is equipped with a rigid tungsten stylus with monolithic 

tip, forming the surface interaction point. {xyz} motion of the tip maps to {8x 8,.z} motion of 

the triskelion centre, and vice versa. Motion is generated at the outer edges of the triskelion 

and induced perturbation to that motion, in proximity to the sample, is sensed on adjacent 

elements. 
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Figure 2.3: Schema of NPL microprobe and an image of a fully assembled device (from [4]) 

Based on the weight of local applications alone, as summarised above, the moti

vation for the development of a traceable low-force measurement capability was clear. The 

initial development of this capability, prior to the direct involvement of this author, will be 

discussed in the following section. 

2.3 A direction for traceable low force metrology at NPL 

When developing a primary standard with the lowest possible uncertainties, the key to suc

cess is usually simplicity. A simple operating principle implies a simple propagation of un

certainties - and a limited set of sources in the first instance - and a more well -defined (and 

hence lower) total uncertainty in the realisation of the unit associated with the instrument's 

purpose. 

The simplest realisation of a unit of force, at least on the macroscale, is the weight of 

a known mass. Since local gravitational acceleration may be determined very accurately (see 

section 2.4.1.3). a constant mass can produce a very constant reference force in the form of 

weight. For very small forces however, below 1 0 ~N , contamination causes the assumption 

of constant mass in a mass artefact to break down significantly. Furthermore, the weight of 

small masses is tied to the orientation of gravity and such artefacts offer no advantages over 

other more sophisticated microscale force sensors in terms of ease of handling. Indeed, the 

need to completely disengage from a mass artefact to realise its calibrated weight, as well 

as to calibrate that weight, necessitates many repeat measurements and statistical analysis 

to minimise the effects of force spikes that occur during on-off contact transitions. Finally, 

small mass artefacts necessarily produce a set of discrete, fixed force values, limiting their 

application in continuous force sensing applications. 

Therefore, NMls seek to realise their definition of the newton in the low force regime 
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based on some other continuous principle. Practical considerations have resulted in the 

use of either electrostatics (bespoke instrument) or electromagnetism (commercial mass 

balance) to generate a force to balance the input test force. A control system is used to 

maintain dynamic force equilibrium and enable traceable comparison. 

The range of force, range of application and range of user requirements for traceable 

low force measurement are broad. In general, higher instrument or sensor performance has 

an associated cost in terms of practical usage of that instrument. NPL undertook to produce 

a low force facility with performance and uncertainties approaching that of the NIST vacuum

operated facility (as will be discussed in section 2.4.1), but with the more rugged nature and 

accessibility of the then-fledgling PTB facility. In this way NPL would be best placed to meet 

the requirements of internal users and wider UK industry. 

The proposed strategy was therefore to develop an air-operated electrostatic force 

balance, after the NIST precedent, operating down to one nanonewton, and further to pro

duce practical, high-performance, affordable artefacts to transfer traceability to users. Fur

ther, NPL would design its artefacts in order to overcome key uncertainties associated with 

precedent artefacts, and ultimately offer a step-change in performance for the same level 

of useability. The implementation of this strategy will become clear in the remainder of this 

thesis. 

2.3.1 Status of the NPL low force facility at the outset of this project 

At this juncture it is appropriate to define the start-point for this thesis in terms of develop

ment of the low force facility. Broadly speaking, the NPL low force facility has two intended 

components: the LFB, and a collection of transfer artefacts to facilitate the link between the 

LFB and potential users of a calibrated low force facility. 

At the outset of this project, the mechanism of the LFB had been designed and 

produced, in collaboration with a key industry partner, and initial characterisation work un

dertaken. Initial consideration of vibration isolation was underway but no formal steps had 

been undertaken other than to site the LFB in an environment with low mechanical and 

acoustic noise, and to install an acrylic draught shield around the LFB. 

A simple FPGA-based PIO controller had been written to provide null-position feed

back based on a single-fringe intensity lock interferometer operation. A full fringe-counting in

terferometer had not been implemented. A basic procedure had been developed to measure 

the capacitance gradients of the balance, but full characterisation of linearity and stability 

had not been undertaken. Initial results had been obtained based on small mass artefacts 
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[66], but subsequent work undertaken by this author casts doubt on the uncertainties asso

ciated with the results. In chapter 3, key improvements to the LFB made by this author will 

be discussed in more detail. 

At the outset of the project, no work had yet been undertaken towards a candidate 

low force transfer artefact. The development of low force transfer artefacts at NPL by the 

author is described in this thesis in detail. 

2.4 Precedent for the NPL low force facility 

The development of the NPL low force facility has continued against a backdrop of comple

mentary small force facilities at other NMls worldwide. Significant capabilities developed at 

NIST, PTB, KRISS and, latterly, at CMS-ITRI, will be introduced below. 

Kim and Pratt [17] thoroughly reviewed these capabilities; however, for the purposes 

of this narrative the most pertinent details of international efforts to date will be summarised 

in this section. 

Each NMl's endeavours represent a response to the same motivation, domestically 

and internationally. Political aspects aside, it may appear unnecessary to duplicate the same 

capability at different NMls. The metrological argument for duplication is subtle but important. 

Each facility functions as the primary realisation of a measurement, based on first principles. 

With an uncertainty budget developed, the instrument should stand alone at the top of the 

traceability tree for that unit. It is naive to assume that all uncertainty sources can be properly 

indentified and quantified, and it is equally naive to assume that the physical principle used 

to define the unit can be implemented without flaw. 

Parallel, complementary, primary facilities are therefore essential for confidence in 

the traceability infrastructure. A key activity of NMls is to carry out suitable intercompari

sons of facilities, with formal instances registered on the BIPM key comparison database 

(KCDB). A by-product of this undertaking is that facilities from different countries (NMls) can 

be considered equivalent subject to individual uncertainty budgets, supporting the principle 

of the mutual recognition arrangement (MRA). Two such examples to which this author has 

contributed are: a comparison of the NPL mass traceability route to the NIST electrosta

tic force traceability route for low forces [33]; and an international comparison of low force 

balances using a commercial piezoresistive cantilever [34]. 
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2.4.1 Primary balances 

Two distinct bases for a primary force balance have emerged. Bespoke electrostatic force 

balances, produced by NPL and NIST, and latterly at PTB, are considered first. Primary force 

balances traceable through mass and derived from commercial precision mass comparators 

at PTB and KRISS are also considered. Finally, alternative force balances of varying degrees 

of suitability are considered. 

2.4.1.1 Electrostatic force balances 

Overview The last century's advances in electromagnetic theory and electronic enginee

ring have permitted highly attractive alternatives to dead-weight force production. Electro

nically generated forces are continuous, range tuneable, and may be pre-conditioned to 

minimise the effect of noise sources and systematic effects, resulting in excellent signal to 

noise ratios and repeatability. In fact, almost all modern active mass balances are realised 

as mass-calibrated electronic force producers, as will be discussed later. 

But with careful design, an electronic force producer may be made intrinsically tra

ceable. Given suitably defined geometry, the electrostatic force in a capacitor or the electro

magnetic force in a voice coil may be calculated extremely accurately, in terms of the volt, 

farad or ampere. These units are in turn traceable to fundamental constants of nature, as 

shown in figure 2.4. This means that, in principle, uncertainties can be decreased arbitrarily, 

and traceability is not reliant on a changeable kilogram. The technical approach and more 

philosophical motivation for an electronic newton relate to the Watt balance [67, 68, 69) and 

the redefinition of the kilogram, the volt balance (70), and the general trend to redefine the 

SI units and their heirarchy in terms of fundamental constants of nature (71). 

Directly traceable force production was therefore a good candidate for incorporation 

into a primary low force balance design. The removal of the need for mass calibration (though 

admittedly usefully retained as a method of intercomparison) allows an arbitrary force axis 

vector and removes the need to align the balance mechanism to the direction of gravity. 

For a force balance for force measurement, an arbitrary electronic force is generated 

to establish force equilibrium, monitored by deflection against a traceable fixed displace

ment scale, and the input electrical driving signals (voltage, current) are measured using 

instruments traceable to quantum standards. Values for additional quantities in the force ge

neration equation, such as capacitance or displacement, are similarly measured. As shown 

in figure 2.4, the LFB is ultimately traceable in terms of the speed of light c, Planck's constant 

h, the electronic charge e, and repeatable behaviour of the caesium atom. The generated 
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force is calculable via a form of the equation 

IdC 2 
Fel = :z-V 

dx 
(2.1 ) 

which gives the force Fel along x between two capacitor plates with mutual capacitance C 

under an applied voltage V. See chapter 3 section 3.1 for a more detailed explanation of this 

equation for the LFB. 

NIST The first NMI to report the use of a force balance based on a calculable electrostatic 

force was NIST [72, 73, 74, 5]. A number of design iterations resulted in the EFB, shown in 

figure 2.5. The EFB contains a nested cylinder capacitor, the relative coaxial plate position 

of which is measured interferometrically. Concentric cylindrical plates with separation much 

less than their diameter approximate to a parallel plate system. It can be shown that radial 

misalignment of the nominally concentric cylinders contributes a non-linear variation to the 

total capacitance. The relatively large balance is modular, with the benefit of adaptability at 

the cost of alignment uncertainty. 

The EFB is operated in vacuum to remove water vapour and hence minimise capil

lary forces. The EFB is almost entirely coated in a metallic (gold) layer to provide an exit 

for spurious charge, thereby avoiding electrostatic parasitic forces, particularly on an inter

action with an artefact. The most significant additional source of uncertainty in terms of the 

physics of the voltage generation and balance mechanism relates to the surface potential at 

the electrodes; this effect is cancelled by procedure through the reversal of the DC voltage 

applied across the plates [74]. 

The EFB is designed to operate in the 200 ~N to 1 nN range [74]. NIST reported 

in 2006 an agreement between electrostatic force and mass-artefact deadweight force of 

13.3 nN for a 200 ~N test force, that is, within the expanded uncertainties for this com

parison [75]. The previously discussed NPL-NIST mass-force comparison was undertaken 

subsequently following some adjustments at NIST and led to the identification of a key sys

tematic error due to a new artefact manipulation stage (see [33] and section 3.9). 

PTB Since the initiation of this thesis PTS have developed a somewhat divergent design 

of electrostatic force balance using a pendulum, rather than a flexure, as a means of trans

ducing any force inequality into a measureable, nullable displacement error [76, 77, 78, 79]. 

This balance is designed to facilitate the calibration of quasistatic forces below 1 ~N with a 

resolution of 1 pN, and as a consequence of the resolution target has more stringent en

vironmental specifications associated with it. For example, vacuum operation is mandatory 
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Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of the NIST EFB, from [5) . Labelled components are as follows : Sche
matic of balance components : (1) parallelogram balance, (2) differential plane mirror interferometer, 
(3) main inner electrode (cross-section) , (4) main outer electrode (cross-section), (5) vacuum cham
ber, (6) optical table, (7) granite foundation block, (8) heterodyne laser light source, (9) mass lift and 
(10) counterweight. 
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for this instrument, but merely recommended for the NIST balance. The PTB balance does 

incorporate features such as a secondary pendulum for tidal and seismic input reference, as 

well as a novel method for effective balance stiffness reduction through prescribed driving 

of the internal electrodes. Both features increase the force resolution of the balance. The 

balance is capable of resolving 47 pN forces as demonstrated via radiation pressure experi

ments [78]. The authors report agreement between electrostatic force and gravitational force 

at the 80 nN level with an uncertainty of less than 3 % [79]. The force interface direction is, 

by definition, perpendicular to the local gravity vector and hence mass intercomparison is 

not possible. 

2.4.1.2 Mass comparator-based force balances 

Overview The dissemination of traceability for mass measurement is facilitated by a de

vice known as an electronic mass comparator, more commonly known as a 'mass balance' 

or 'set of scales' in the context of home use. Low to medium performance balances are im

plemented as a stiff flexure deflected by the load to be measured. A strain gauge measures 

the deflection and the mass is calculated based on pre-determined linear scaling factors 

and displayed. This approach must also be used for precision dynamic force measurement, 

where there is insufficient time for lengthy mass compensation and stabilisation routines. 

To achieve the highest precision and lowest uncertainties, commercial ultra-precision 

balances employ an electromagnetic drive (or 'voice coil') to balance the input force and null 

the optically-detected deflection of a much more compliant flexure. This approach is illus

trated schematically in figure 2.6. The deflection of the flexure is measured using an optical 

indicator that may not have a linear response outside a narrow range. A PIO controller alters 

the drive current to the actuator coil so as to cancel any deflection. The gain parameters of 

the control loop are typically set to provide a much slower response than associated with 

electrostatic force balances, relying on the static nature of the intended load (a mass) and 

statistical approaches to mitigate the effects of noise. The coil would be equiped with tem

perature sensors to track, and possibly counter, a temperature rise due to actuation of the 

coil. 

It follows that such comparators may be used as force balances, for the calibration 

of cantilevers and similar. Figure 2.7 gives a schematic overview of example balances from 

PTB, KRISS and eMS-ITRI. The artefact to be calibrated is pressed, using a secondary 

vertical stage, onto a special point or sphere platen on the balance pan. The recorded 'mass' 

and artefact sensor output may be used to determine the force sensitivity. Since this type 

of balance actively maintains a fixed platen position, if the vertical position of the artefact 

substrate (and hence the artefact's deflection) is also known, an artefact spring constant may 
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Figure 2.6: Comparator mass balance schematic diagram (from [6]) 

be derived. Alternatively, an additional compliant component may be inserted into the force 

chain, forming a 'displacement divider' such that the force step associated with the resolution 

of the secondary stage is much smaller. Note that, of course, such a divider system would be 

applicable to any balance. Comparator balances typically achieve displacement (and hence 

force) equilibrium after one to ten seconds, and therefore whilst relatively insensitive to high

frequency oscillations are slow to operate. 

Nevertheless given a pre-existing suitable operating environment, such balances are 

straightforward to commission and exploit the development effort of the relevant commercial 

supplier. This is important for metrology institutes for whom scientific ideal must be tempered 

by a relative lack of development resource. The caveat is, of course, the need for reliance on 

proprietary IP and the associated quality systems. 

PTa PTB has developed a number of mass-comparator force balances for the calibration 

of force sensors, though all but one operate in the force regime above that considered in this 

thesis. The PTB 12 Nand 2 N balances are intended to facilitate the calibration of force trans

ducers to ISO 376 [80, 81 , 82). ISO 376 was developed for macro-scale force transducers 

but could in principle be applied to the smallest force sensors. The incorporated feedback 

control of the balances is able to stabilise force down to ±1 ~N . 

The PTB Micro-force Measuring Device has an operating range of 50 ~N to 400 mN, 

employing a 41 g capacity Mettler SAG245 mass comparator with 0.2 ~N equivalent reso

lution [83 , 84) . The PTB Nanoforce Measuring Device has an operating range of 10 nN to 

20 mN, employing a Sartorius SC2 mass comparator with 1 nN equivalent resolution [84] . A 

1 00 ~m PIFOC precision stage is used in each to deflect the sensor under calibration. These 
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Figure 2.7: Schematic overview of the mass comparator primary force balance concept. 

systems have been used for the determination of spring constant and force sensitivity of a 

commercial piezoresistive AFM cantilever, a vibration sensor [83], V-shaped cantilevers [85] 

and a PTB cantilever-type force sensor [16]. 

KRISS The KRISS small force facility targets the force range from 500 nN to 100 I-IN , that is, 

within the scope of this thesis. The facility is based around the 'nano-force calibrator' (NFC), 

derived from as g mass comparator (Mettler-Toledo UMX-5) with an equivalent resolution of 

1 nN. The NFC is intended to facilitate traceable calibration of the spring constant, and force 

sensitivity where applicable, of AFM cantilevers and force sensors in the range 0.01 N m- 1 to 

100 N m- 1
. Demonstrative calibrations have been reported [86, 87], with associated relative 

standard uncertainties of better than 1 %. The NFC contributed to a local comparison of 

methods to calibrate the spring constant of AFM cantilevers [88] . 

eMS-ITRI In recent years, the Taiwanese NMI has developed a broad sub-newton facility 

with an emphasis on practical application of established techniques [89, 90, 91 , 92) . The 

facility includes the Nano Universal Testing Machine, a tensile force instrument operating 

below 500 mN; a nanoindentation system calibrator based on a Mettler-Toledo UMT5 ba

lance; and, most recently, a promising prototype electrostatic force balance [91]. The group 

have developed a torsion pendulum balance for the measurement of horizontal gravitational 

forces below 50 nN with a target resolution of a few piconewtons. The balance incorporates 

active damping based on radiation pressure from a 1.3 W Nd:YAG laser with interferometric 

displacement monitoring [92) . 
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2.4.1.3 Small masses in low force metrology 

The most intuitive method of force production makes use of the Earth's gravitational field 

acting on an object of finite mass: a deadweight force. Since the local value for gravitational 

acceleration can be measured to parts in 109
, in principle the deadweight would produce a 

very well-defined and stable force2 . 

Dead weights have traditionally been used, and are still used routinely, for maintai

ning force traceability in the millinewton to meganewton range [64]. Traceable calibration 

below the kilogram of any mass measurement device, such as the derived force measure

ment devices discussed above, must be undertaken using the process known as 'subdivision 

from the kilogram'. In this process, different combinations of calibrated sub-kilogram masses 

as used to generate arbitrary calibrated masses in a process analogous to the use of coins in 

transactions. The process accumulates uncertainty with each division, limiting the extension 

of the scale, and ultimately limiting the usefulness of mass artefacts intended to generate 

small forces. The trend is for the relative uncertainty to increase in inverse proportion to the 

decrease in mass [48], with maximum uncertainty over the LFB working range reached at 

1 nN deadweight force. For the calibration of a mass comparator intended to be used to mea

sure a 1 ~N force with a resolution of 10 nN, a traceable mass artefact of 1 ~N weight would 

be required to preserve SI traceability of force via the mass route. Below 1 0 ~N, handling 

difficulties and contamination lead to high relative uncertainties in weight measurement. For 

example, a 2 ~g mass, equivalent to a weight of approximately 20 ~N, can most practically 

be formed from a length of fine gauge wire of length around 10 mm [33]. 

In this force range, small mass artefacts are no more robust or immune to contami

nation than equivalent MEMS devices. Moreover, such mass artefacts lack the mechanical 

tether to a larger substrate of a MEMS artefact and consequently are troublesome to ma

nipulate. Aside from practical issues of designing automated lifters that will not 'drop' the 

artefacts despite disruptive adhesion forces, it is typically extremely difficult to smoothly and 

repeatably land a mass artefact as required for calibration. In this author's experience, de

monstrative experiments to calibrate a cantilever with a similarly-dimensioned mass artefact 

resulted in repeatabilities of around 20 %, and the technique was not used further. 

Mass artefacts have further disadvantages when considered as low force transfer 

2High specification absolute gravitometers available have quoted accuracies on the order of 2 x 10-8 ms-2 

(see for example [93)). The average local value for gravitational acceleration is highly dependent on latitude, 
altitude and proximity to massive objects, in order of significance, but has been modelled to below the accuracy 
of available gravitometers [94]. Local gravitional acceleration varies predictably at the part in 107 level due to 
solar and lunar tidal effects. Calculations undertaken for shipping applications [95] suggest a lunar tidal variation 
amplitude in g of 1.1 x 10-7 and a solar tidal variation amplitude in g of 0.52 x 10-7 ; the latter component varies 
itself by about 3 % annually due to the elliptical nature of the earth's orbit. 
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artefacts. Their associated weight is tied to the local vector of gravitational acceleration. 

The forces produced are discrete, rather than continuous, and the adjustment of the applied 

force requires significant disturbance of the measurement vicinity, including transient force 

spikes. They do not have a well-defined point of application, no single tip. Finally, and more 

philosophically, mass artefacts perpetuate the reliance on lumps of matter to define mass, 

despite the current push toward the redefinition of the kilogram. 

Where time allows, however, and given sufficiently clean and tolerant operating 

conditions, small mass artefacts may be used to ensure traceability via mass, or to compare 

traceability routes. Ad-hoc manual production of masses has been attempted by investiga

tors at various NMls over the years, with formal instances reported more recently. KRISS 

describe a calibrated set of mass artefacts of mass O.OS mg (O.SIJN), 0.1 mg (1 IJN), 0.2 mg 

(2 IJN) and O.S mg (S IJN) for use in the calibration of compliant cantilevers. The relative 

standard uncertainty of the smallest artefact contributed, at 0.4 %, the largest component of 

uncertainty in the cantilever calibration [86]. 

NPL and NIST devised a method to use calibrated mass artefacts to compare the 

established NPL SI mass scale to the new NIST SI electrostatic force scale [33], and as a re

sult identified and removed a key systematic uncertainty in the NIST EFB (see section 3.9.2). 

A similar internal mass-force comparison was subsequently undertaken at NPL, as will be 

described in more detail in section 3.9. It is possible to transfer electronic force traceability 

via a small mass, by directly measuring its weight using a traceable electronic low force ba

lance. This process, partially demonstrated also by Pratt et al. [7S], avoids the deterioration 

in uncertainty associated with sub-division from the kilogram. 

LNE produced a calibrated set of artefacts in the range 0.1 mg to 0.9 mg to calibrate 

the sensitivity, or smallest detectable mass, (rather than the scale) of mass comparators [96]. 

The reported standard uncertainty of the smallest mass standard of 0.1 mg was 0.06 IJg 

based on correct usage and storage. 

As a consequence of the above mentioned and related work in the metrology com

munity, OIML has produced a specification for commercially-produced calibrated masses 

intended for clean, high-performance users such as metrology organisations or pharmaceu

tical companies [49]. The E, mass scale in this specification extends down to 1 mg (ap

proximately equivalent to 10 IJN) with an MPE of 3 IJg (approximately equivalent to 30 nN). 

This MPE sets a lower limit on the uncertainty in the use of such small masses, which is 

dramatically increased by additional uncertainties as a result of any attempt to actually use 

the masses. 

It is clear then that the use of small masses as deadweight force producers is unsui

table for a practical low force transfer artefact system. and is a non-ideal uncertainty-limiting 
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necessity in the calibration of mass comparators and in specialist NMI operations. 

2.4.1.4 MEMS-based primary force sensors 

Whilst the developments reported above show there is still scope for improvement and op

timisation of balance topology and performance, macro-scale primary balances are essen

tially a mature concept. Innovation is focussed on the development of novel transfer arte

facts, exemplified by this thesis. The focus of future development of primary balances is 

now to provide traceable measurement for forces down to the attonewton level to better un

derstand quantum-based forces such as the Casimir force or to characterise devices that 

manipulate objects with light. A force probe accessible to such experiments would have to 

be of millimetre size or smaller. 

Of course, one could conceive of using a MEMS sensor previously calibrated on a 

macro balance to measure such tiny forces. However, the uncertainties associated with such 

a calibration, involving extrapolation through several orders of magnitude of force, would be 

unacceptably high. Clearly, an inherently traceable device would be preferable. In gene

ral, MEMS devices are surprisingly robust because their moving elements have very small 

masses; the low inertia leads to resilience to mechanical shock, whilst the weight becomes 

small in comparison with the working forces. 

Note that it is already possible to resolve forces on the attonewton scale (see for 

example [97)). However, traceability is only possible at the piconewton levels discussed in 

this section, and force units associated with reported values below this level must be treated 

as arbitrary. 

Miniaturisation of current macro balances is understood to be restricted by at least 

two practical aspects [98) that limit the determination of the applied force. The first is an 

extension of the surface potential challenge observed in the NIST EFB; the second is due to 

the increasing difficulty of capacitance gradient determination with miniaturisation. NIST de

monstrated calculable electrostatic forces nominally from 5 nN to 100 nN with uncertainties 

at the level of a few percent under the direct calibration of a colloidal AFM probe at the low 

end of the viable force range [99). 

Cumpson et al. at NPL previously developed novel comb-drive devices for the cali

bration of AFM cantilever spring constants. One example, the 'Electrical Nanobalance' de

vice [7], is shown in figure 2.8. A vertical asymmetry in the fields generated in a pair of 

comb drives levitates a landing stage against an internal elastic element. Measurements 

of the driving electrical signal and resultant deflection lead to a spring constant value po

tentially traceable to the SI. At end-use, the device becomes a passive, calibrated, elastic 
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Figure 2.8: Computer model of the NPL electrical nanobalance device. The area shown is 980 IJm x 
560 IJm. Dimensions perpendicular to the plane have been expanded by a factor of twenty for clar ity. 
Taken from [7] . 

device requiring no electrical connections and producing no interacting fields . To convert the 

Nanobalance to an active device it may be possible to recalculate displacement from the 

capacitance across the comb-drive. The device is susceptible to stiction in the drives and to 

the well-known MEMS 'snap-on' effect wherein the moving stage catastrophically adheres 

to the base plate on contact due to van der Waals forces. The authors report a landing stage 

centre-point spring constant of 0.195 N m- 1 ±0.01 0 N m- 1 and suitability for calibration of 

AFM cantilevers in the range 0.03 N m- 1 to 1 N m- 1 . The device, calibrated dynamically, 

must be operated in vacuum to avoid dust contamination of the key working elements. A si

milar technique is used in the same group's Lateral Electrical Nanobalance (LEN) designed 

to measure lateral forces such as friction in AFM [8], shown in figure 2.9. 

It may be possible, with developments in onboard signal processing, to develop a 

fully functioning null-servo electrostatic force balance in a MEMS package. Difficulties in 

altering servo parameters in a chip-implemented servo loop would suggest a limited range 

of operation. Furthermore, a metrologically stable uni-axial flexure would be required to allow 

the MEMS and full size balances to each reach their set-points, adding further complexity to 

such a design. Two interacting servo loops would require appropriate bandwidth matching 

for successful operation , and that of a MEMS device would not be trivial to tune. 
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Figure 2.9: NPL LEN for lateral force calibration , from [8] . Inset in the expanded view is a side-on 
view of the 10 jJm thick structure of the device. 
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2.4.1.5 Alternative calculable force generation techniques 

Alternative calculable force generation techniques become practical at very small forces, and 

in some cases are preferable to macro-scale techniques. Such techniques are considered 

in this section. 

Radiation pressure The use of radiation pressure for calculable small force production 

was noted in the context of the PTB pendulum balance [100] and CMS-ITRI torsion balance 

[92], and indeed previously considered by other NMls including NIST and NPL [31]. 

The optical pressure exerted by a focussed laser beam is currently under conside

ration for verification of the lower end of the LFB's force range, adapting similar examples 

(such as [101]. applied in vacuum). This technique could be adapted for calibration transfer 

purposes at the lower end of the LFB operating force range. A medium power laser would 

be directed onto the end of the balance platen, to which a very high reflectivity (> 99.99 %) 

mirror is attached, of suitable size to intercept most of the laser light. From any standard 

text (for example [102]) the radiation pressure Prad on a surface, reflecting fraction a of the 

incoming radiation of intensity I, with speed of light c, is given by 

Prad = 
(I + a)1 

c 
(2.2) 

In the ideal case, the force Frad generated on a perfectly reflective (a = 1) platen by 

a perpendicularly impinging laser beam of power W is given by 

2W 
Frad =-. 

c 
(2.3) 

This simple model indicates that, in the best case, a nanonewton of force would 

be generated by 150 mW of input optical power. Care would need to be taken to eliminate 

spurious radiometer effects, which would need to be traded off with lower heat dissipation 

when deciding on the use of a vacuum for operation. Some noise will originate from the 

effect of particles boiling off the mirror. The design of the NPL LFB combined with operation 

in position-nulled mode is such that thermal expansion in the vicinity of the platen would 

have a negligible effect on the measured force. Furthermore, with a high-reflectivity mirror in 

place the transmitted power would be of the order of a milliwatt or less, acceptable provided 

exposure times are kept short. Radiation pressure has also been used to manipulate, cool 

and characterise microcantilevers [103, 104]. 
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SQUIDs: quantised magnetic force Quantum phenomena are now routinely used to de

fine the SI electrical units, so that each unit is defined in terms of fundamental constants of 

nature. 

Other quantum effects may be employed to create an analogous fundamental re

ference for force. Researchers at KRISS have investigated the use the quantisation of flux 

through a cantilever-mounted SQUID to produce fixed, well-defined force steps [105, 106). 

The deflection of the extremely compliant 0.1 mN m-1 cantilever is monitored interferometri

cally as the applied force changes in device-dependent steps of 184 fN. The minimum force 

step FQ is given by the expression 
dB 

FQ=mQ-
dz 

where ciJ. is the calibrated external magnetic field gradient and mQ = fe is the flux quantum. 

The system has an estimated capacity of 40 pN. The ability to define the newton on this 

scale, perhaps facilitated by a precisely (atom by atom) built cantilever and the traceable 

external magnetic field, would be attractive. Many secondary force sensors or processes to 

be calibrated could be compatible with the cooled vacuum required for operation. However, it 

is suggested that a magnetic field strong enough to establish the required uniform 10 T m- 1 

field gradient would be incompatible with many devices to be calibrated. Alternatively, the 

device could function as both balance and artefact, with the quantum effect used to calibrate 

the cantilever spring constant and then disabled, relying on the interferometry to monitor the 

spring deflection under onward calibration. 

Protein-based intrinsic force standards At first inspection, the stepped force trace pro

duced when unfolding protein structures such as DNA provide a elegant and readily available 

source of transfer artefacts for the high-piconewton to low nanonewton range. A single pro

tein is attached at each end to a piezoelectric translator and the force probe of the LFB or 

target; the former stretches the protein whilst the latter records the tension in the protein. 

In principle, once the force step associated with a given protein is 'calibrated' on 

a low force facility, then any party can produce their own calibrated artefact by following a 

defined synthesis procedure. It is likely that well-defined, probably artificial protein designs 

will be specified from the standard biochemistry toolbox, thus creating a range of samples 

with fixed force steps. Any artificial protein constructs would likely be protected by patent 

and not remain freely available for use. 

Force stepping in biological molecules have been ex1ensively studied by various 

groups, for example [107, 108, 109). Apart from artificial constructs, the usual choice of 

working protein is titin, probably the longest common protein at around 1 11m in length [110). 
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Figure 2.10: Force extension curves obtained by stretching titin proteins show periodic features that 
are consistent with their modular construction (from [9]). The ex1ension curve in the spacer region 
preceding the saw-tooth is not well defined and would likely hinder traceability. 

Well-defined force steps in the 100 pN to 300 pN range, as protein structures are unfolded 

in sequence, have been reported (see for example [9)) (see figure 2.10). To demonstrate the 

measurement bandwidth performance of so-called 'small' cantilevers (length of order 10 11m), 

Viani et al. [10] repeatedly stretched a titin molecule, obtaining extension-force curves as 

shown in figure 2.11. 

From a metrological perspective there are significant problems associated with using 

protein unfolding in a transfer artefact. The mechanisms for folding and unfolding are not suf

ficiently understood to put confidence on the repeatability of the behaviour of a protein based 

'spring'. A discussion of comparative times of refolding and spontaneous unfolding is presen

ted in [111]. Hysteresis and hence irreversibility is common for large proteins, although not 

universal [112]. Clearly, one would not be able to isolate one characterised protein molecule 

and reuse it for each step of a calibration transfer between the LFB and a target; it would 

be 'lost' between disassembling the LFB-artefact interaction and assembling for the artefact

target interaction. The assumption must be made that all molecules behave alike; this is 

unsatisfactory for application in a high-accuracy transfer artefact. 

The inconvenience of specialist laboratory conditions, equipment and skills required 

for protein handling, along with the not insignificant challenge of 'installing' a protein onto the 

LFB platen, would add significantly to the cost and risks for this method. 

An alternative, perhaps for future consideration, is the artificial creation of simplified 

biochemical 'binding-site' structures on two interacting surfaces, with calculable interaction 
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Figure 2.11 : Four consecutive extension-force curves on a single titin molecule using a 'small' (length 
- 1 0 ~m) cantilever. All extension curves were acquired at a pulling rate of 30 mm s--' to 39 mm s " 
which is an order of magnitude faster than previously performed with conventional cantilevers. System 
was left at rest for thirty seconds between pulls to allow protein to refold (from [10)). 

energies and hence force-separation curves. At the most basic level charge writing [113] 

could be used, though reliant on expensive bottom-up fabrication techniques; developing 

further, whole artificial binding molecules could be configured on a surface, preferably in 

arrays for comparison. 

2.4.1.6 Unsuitable force generation techniques 

There are a number of force production methods that, superficially, might be considered 

suitable for a quantised or repeatable low force generation system or balance. Such tech

niques are considered and discarded in this section. In general the underlying processes 

are either not fully characterisable, too dependent on environment, or not possible to control 

sufficiently to follow a prescribed procedure. The techniques might also be considered, for 

similar reasons, for use in a low force transfer artefact (see chapter 5), but similarly rejected. 
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Quantum surface forces In this section, methods to utilise forces on the very short range 

will be briefly considered. These forces, the product of processes explained by quantum 

mechanics, are typically considered as unwanted additional interaction forces bringing un

certainty to the use of larger forces. See appendix A for a reference of interaction length for 

each force. 

A manifestation of quantum effects within individual atoms, the van der Waals force 

has been demonstrated in the nanonewton regime using MEMS-scale technology [114, 115]. 

This range compatibility and the force's ubiquitous nature would suggest the use of the van 

der Waals force in a force transfer artefact. However, the force only has a useful magnitude 

under very small separations that are experimentally very difficult to maintain. Interacting 

surfaces must be very well characterised; clean, uncharged and nonmagnetic, to remove 

other force production mechanisms; and the operating environmental conditions must be 

carefully controlled. Usually operation in vacuum is required to avoid effects from particles 

between surfaces. Specialist equipment would also be required to measure the surface se

paration, and the traceability of such measurements would likely be very poor. Furthermore. 

traceable application of the van der Waals interaction requires the determination of the Ha

maker constant [116], which varies depending on the interacting materials, to a level of 

accuracy not currently available. 

Considered a macroscopic equivalent of the van der Waals force, the Casimir ef

fect is becoming increasingly important in the development of the ever-smaller, miniaturised 

components of emerging microtechnologies and nanotechnologies and has been investiga

ted by various groups [117, 118, 119]. The Casimir effect is an outcome of quantum field 

theory. Applying boundary conditions to the quantum electromagnetic field around interac

ting bodies reveals a vacuum energy mismatch that manifests as a very small force. The size 

and direction of the Casimir force depends on interface geometry. As an example of opera

ting range, the attractive Casimir force between two mirrors, each of area 100 mm2
, placed 

1 11m apart, is approximately 100 nN. The net Casimir effect between a sphere and plate is a 

repulsive force. Practical experiments using the Casimir effect suffer the same requirements 

as van der Waals interaction experiments [120] and both would appear impractical and in

sufficiently understood for a transfer artefact solution compared to the more straightforward 

alternatives discussed elsewhere in this chapter. 

The accurate measurement of these forces impiles a mastery of control over the lar

ger forces (that is, capillary and electrostatic) and may be an ideal demonstration experiment 

for a low force facility. There appears to be little practical use for these effects for transfer 

artefacts on the proposed scale, however. 
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Fluid flow and capillary forces Nanonewton forces may be generated by directing a sui

table flow of a fluid at a target that deflects that fluid. Force is generated from the change 

in fluid momentum. To generate sufficiently small forces for use here, the fluid would either 

need to be very low in density (and hence a gas) or flowing at an extremely low rate. Ac

tuation of an AFM cantilever in a fluid by an acoustic transducer at radio frequencies has 

been more successfully demonstrated [121} but as a dynamic method is not suitable for this 

application. Force production by fluid flow is likely to be very noisy, extremely hard to set up, 

and will produce poor repeatability. It is difficult to see how any platen or working surface 

could be coupled to the flow of fluid, whilst preventing any interaction with the remainder of 

the calibration system. 

Surface tension in liquids can produce forces in the low force regime (see for example 

[122)). Indeed the capillary forces generated from condensate forming between a probe tip 

and sample surface in atmosphere are a common nuisance for the experimenter. Even a 

monolayer of water molecules can cause significant capillary attraction between hydrophilic 

surfaces [114}. The sudden and significant 'snap-in' effect as the water layers on two micros

cale surfaces adhere can destroy smaller SPM probes and introduces a significant source of 

uncertainty in the operation of a precision balance. In the latter case, in this author's expe

rience, the steep force gradient overcomes balance displacement control gain parameters, 

which are de-tuned to avoid force spikes under normal operation. The result is a significant 

displacement error excursion, with a force drift cost due to flexure hysteresis. The relative 

size of these forces might suggest good candidacy for use in a low force balance or artefact. 

However, the difficulties in establishing the contact surface geometries and separation and 

hence the liquid surface shape, combined with fluid property changes due to humidity and 

local surface chemistry, makes force prediction and traceability extremely difficult. These 

methods are, therefore, completely unsuitable for use in a low force facility. Fortunately pro

vided capillary force issues during contact cycling can be overcome, for example by suitable 

servo loop dynamic tuning, capillary forces do not contribute significantly to the mechanics 

of two hard interacting surfaces once contact is made. 

2.4.2 Transfer artefacts 

The second component of the low force facility is the low force transfer artefact, the device 

that facilitates the dissemination of the newton to target instruments and processes in re

search and industry. The current precedent for low force transfer artefacts will be discussed 

in the context of the review of candidate technologies in chapter 5. 
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2.5 Conclusions 

This chapter has established the context for the development of the traceable low force 

facility at NPL, considering in particular prior related experience, the chosen direction of de

velopment, and the status of complementary activities at other NMls worldwide. At the time 

of writing, there are still only a handful of NMls with any capability to measure small forces 

traceably, though their collective experience is growing, partly as a result of international 

collaboration for the benefit of micro- and nanotechnology as a whole. 

In the following chapters, modifications to the NPL LFB will be described, as well as 

a review of low force transfer artefacts and related technologies. 
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Chapter 3 

The NPL Low Force Balance 

This chapter introduces in greater detail the NPL Low Force Balance (LFB), the primary 

realisation of traceable low force in the UK. The design and function of the LFB directly 

influence and constrain the function of the transfer artefacts that are the focus of this thesis. 

The working body of the LFB had been designed and constructed, and a rudimentary 

control system developed at the commencement of this project. This chapter summarises 

the development, by this author, of several key components of the LFB to support this project. 

These included 

• the addition of an AC modulation to the basic balance principle to remove previously 

unanticipated dielectric surface charging effects; 

• the development of a full fringe-counting displacement metrology system, adding func

tionality to the LFB by replacing the existing fringe-locking design; 

• the addition of vibration isolation to the LFB and caveats to its use; 

• an optimised procedure for the determination of the capacitance gradients in the LFB; 

• an unsuccessful attempt to operate the LFB with a reduced number of expensive 

calibrated DVMs, and an evaluation of this attempt; 

• an evaluation of the suitability of the LFB to operate in indentation mode to facilitate 

the calibration of a wider range of artefacts; and 

• the development of prototype platens to allow interaction with the LFB, and the esti

mation of the resultant effective LFB stiffness. 
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This chapter also presents efforts to verify the performance of the LFB by comparison with 

the NPL traceable mass scale, and by international comparison with low force facilities at 

other NMls. 

3.1 The design of the Low Force Balance 

It is prudent to explain the LFB operating principle in more detail at this juncture, since 

some inherent subtleties contribute significant sources of uncertainty to the operation of the 

primary instrument. Consider the simple, uniaxial balance system shown in figure 3.1 . 

Newton's laws require that a system at equilibrium has no net force acting : the forces 

in figure 3.1 sum to zero. At equilibrium we have 

Finput - Fel + mg - k(z - zo) = 0 (3.1 ) 

Assuming the weight (third) and elastic (fourth) restoring terms are unknown, which 

is typically the case, it is not possible to equate Fel to Finput in order to measure Finput. 

However, it is possible to equate the forces when changes in force are instead considered. 

Neglecting tidal effects, discussed later, mg can be considered constant. The term k(z - zo) 

can be considered constant if z is accurately measured and found to be constant at all times. 

Then it is a simple matter of subtracting two instances of (3.1) above for two values of Finput 

to obtain the differential force equation 

LV'i nput - M el = 0 (3.2) 
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In practice, a dynamic equilibrium is maintained, in which a closed loop controller 

is used to maintain a fixed balance displacement (z), ensuring zero net acceleration, and 

hence ensuring that (3.2) holds. 

Uniaxial motion is achieved or approximated by limiting the degrees of freedom of 

the flexure system. NPL.:s primary instrument, the Low Force Balance, uses an electrostatic 

implementation of the above concept, known as the electrostatic balance principle. 

The electrostatic force active on an arbitrary axis x between the two plates of a 

capacitor can be calculated as 

F - !V2dC 
x - 2 dx (3.3) 

where x is the displacement of a component of the capacitor with associated capacitance 

gradient ~;. In the case of the simple parallel plate capacitor, 

C = e,f{)A 
d 

(3.4) 

and a force will be generated along any vector that will change the value of any parameter 

in (3.4). 

That generated force will be proportional to the square of the voltage applied across 

the capacitor, and to the capacitance gradient. 

There is a distinct advantage to having a fixed relationship between the generated 

force Fx and the applied voltage regardless of the displacement along x. In particular it 

largely removes the need to determine the absolute value of x. A fixed relationship requires 

a constant dC / dx and hence a system design such that either A or e, in (3.4) is proportional 

tox. 

The LFB varies e,; its precedent at NIST varies A (see chapter 2 section 2.4.1 for a 

description of the latter). 

For feedback control purposes, a force proportional to V2 is still not ideal; a linear 

relationship greatly simplifies the transfer function of the system. It is possible to use a com

bination of capacitors to sum linear terms, cancel quadratic terms and achieve this linear 

force, voltage relationship. 

A schematic diagram of the realisation of the above abstract principle in the LFB is 

shown in figure 3.2. A polysilicon dielectric vane is suspended on a flexure between four ca

pacitor plates (implemented as coated Zerodur for thermal stability). The vane is constrained 

to move vertically between the plates by a monolithic four-bar linkage system incorporating 

pairs of 20 J.lm thick flexures at each corner. Additional 10 J.lm thick flexures added vertically 

result in extremely well-defined virtual pivot points [123). The arcuate motion of the flexure 
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the LFB. 
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can be approximated to uniaxial for small deflections. For size reference, a photograph of 

the LFB is shown in figure 3.3. 

The unbalanced mass of the balance system (flexure, vane, pusher) is minimised 

through the use of a countermass, which not only minimises the unladen deflection of the 

balance (verifiable via known subtle non-linearities in the capacitance gradient, as will be 

discussed) but also minimises the net effect of tidal oscillation on the measurement uncer

tainty. The moon varies the local graviational acceleration g at a level that can be significant 

to low force measurement (see section 2.4.1.3). 

The input force is applied to a silica rod placed at the centre of the silica dielectric 

vane, laterally, so the net moment on the four-bar linkage is zero. By symmetry, the effective 

line of action of Fel is collinear with Finpul (see figure 3.2). 

Each of the six plate pairs that exist in the four-plate capacitor system of the balance 

have an associated capacitance and capacitance gradient and contribute a force in the form 

of (3.3). A matrix equation for the combined force has been derived [124] to give the total 

force as 
l T d 

Fel = F~ = ? V . - C . V 
- dz 

(3.5) 

where 
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Figure 3.3: Photograph of the LFB in situ . Note that the outer cylinder hull is about 20 cm in height 
and diameter. The LFB mechanism is within and above the tray marked with the TUfe logo. 

c" ) ( 
0 ) V = V24 -Vo-V 

V:,4 Vo -V 

(3.6) 

and 

( C" +CI3 +C14 -C12 - Cl3 ) e = - C 12 C12 + C23 + C24 -C23 

-C13 -C23 Cl3 + C23 + C34 

(3.7) 

Each capacitance C;J in equation 3.7 above is the capacitance between plates i and 

j. Note that it can be shown that 

(3.8) 

allowing I.e to be assembled from individual two-plate capacitance pre-measurements 

f.Cij. or :J' as will be described later. 
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Many of the cross terms in equation 3.5 are small, and it can be shown that to first 

approximation, 

IFzl = Ivvo :z e121 (3.9) 

That is, the generated force in proportional to the variable applied voltage V (and to Vo, and 

to !zel2 where el2 is the capacitance between plates 1 and 2). 

The LFB measures force by balancing the unknown input force with a traceably 

generated electrostatic force so that a dynamic equilibrium is maintained. This equilibrium 

is ensured by interferometrically monitoring the deflection, of the uniaxial flexure system, 

induced by a net force. The deflection is monitored interferometrically via a plane mirror 

differential interferometer of bespoke design. 

The LFB was designed and developed at NPL under the NMO Engineering Mea

surement Programme 2002-2005 in partnership with the Technical University of Eindhoven 

(TUfe). The development of the underlying electrostatic force generation system is described 

in [124]. The design of the flexure system is described in [125]. 

3.2 AC modulation of the LFB drive signal to mitigate surface 

charging effects 

Implicit traceability in a device such as the LFB demands a faithful implementation of the 

operating principle from which traceability will be inferred. In the LFB this requirement has 

two components; firstly, the generated force must equal the applied input force to the ba

lance; and secondly, the generated force must be calculable based on equation (3.5). 

Early mass comparison experiments on the LFB showed drift and scaling errors 

in a measured reference weight, on the order of half that weight. Measured forces were 

time dependent and consisted of an exponential approach to a settled value after any si

gnificant change in feedback voltage due to the change in load. In one experiment the cal

culated weight, derived from two of these settled values, was around 60 % less than its 

mass-calibrated value. 

The apparent explanation for this behaviour was an additional charge accumula

tion on the surface of the dielectric sheet due to the presence of a finite water layer on 

the dielectric vane. Such water layers are inevitable in any non-zero humidity environment 

(superhydrophic surfaces notwithstanding). 

Surface charging effects are a known problem for the NIST EFB [74] and practical 

experience of this author with the NIST balance suggested that a rapid reversal of drive 
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Figure 3.4: Sign convention used in the work with phase-locked AC signals 

Table 3.1: Summary of drive signals for the LFB under AC operation. 

I Plate I Amplitude I Phase I 
1 V 0 
2 Va 7C 

3 Va 0 

4 V 0 

voltage as a means of preventing significant surface charge from accumulating . 

By fixing the relative phase of drive voltages to each plate in the LFB (see figure 3.4) 

it is possible to achieve DC (rectified) force generation with a per-plate average voltage of 

zero. 

In section 3.1 the DC plate voltages were given as - Va and + Va for plates 2 and 3 

respectively, and V for plates 1 and 4. Under AC operation, these voltages are modulated 

with a one kilohertz carrier, as summarised in table 3.1, referencing figure 3.5. 

The actual synthesis of this AC generation profile required significant reengineering 

Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of capacitor plate numbering system. 
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Figure 3.6: Block diagram of the physical elements of the AC LFB controller. 
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Figure 3.7: Block diagram of the software behind the LFB controller under AC operation. 

of the LFB controller. 

Physical, software and controller block diagrams of the AC controller are shown in 

figures 3.6,3.7 and 3.8. The key components of the AC controller are as follows. 

One kilohertz carrier The PIO controller outputs an integer digital signal in the range 

± 16384. This variable signal and an additional fixed signal (amplitude ± 16384) are mo

dulated with a one kilohertz sine wave sampled at 8 ~s (that is, about 125 samples per 

cycle) . The result is two output voltages S and So, of rms amplitude of up to about 7.5 V, 

representing the feedback (V) and fixed (Vo) voltages respectively. 

Amplification stage The digital-to-analogue components of the National Instruments cRIO 

hardware are capable of high-resolution signal generation but cannot support sufficient cur

rent for this application . Unity gain amplifiers are therefore used as a source of additional 
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Figure 3.8: Control diagram of the LFB controller under AC operation. 

power. Since all amplifiers have a thermal coefficient, a large heatsink with active fan co

oling is used to dissipate generated heat. 

Transformer stage In order to step from around 7.5 V rms amplitude up to a voltage 

sufficient for operation, one-kilohertz optimised transformers were used. By centre-tapping 

the secondary coil of the transformer, it is straightforward to convert one low-voltage AC 

signal into two equal amplitude, opposite phase, AC voltages. Two 50:1 transformers are 

used; in one, So is used to generate Vo and - Vo at 25:1 ; in the other, S is used to generate V 

at 25:1 (the other half is not connected). Additional taps are provided to permit transformer 

ratios between 1:5 and 1 :25 in steps of 5, to modify the force range-resolution compromise 

in the balance. 

Consequences for the measurement of voltage Unfortunately the shift to AC voltage 

also had significant implications for the uncertainty in the traceable measurement of that 

voltage as will be discussed in section 3.6. The measurement of AC voltage requires the 

sampling of entire cycles and stable frequency and shape. Typical accuracy values for DVM 

operation (as quoted by the manufacturer) are around two to three orders of magnitude 

larger for traceable AC measurement than for DC. 

3.3 Development of a fringe counter for the z interferometer 

The LFB controller was originally intended to operate in a simple fringe-locking mode, in 

which the feedback voltage is varied to hold the position of an interferometer fringe minimum 

at the detector. Some method is used to bring the balance close to a suitable fringe minimum, 

and PID control is established based on the sensor signal. 

It is possible to count fringes to measure larger displacements, such as during ca

pacitance gradient characterisation, with reasonable accuracy. However, any motion greater 

than a few tens of nanometres must be done under external displacement drive or using non

trivial integral gain tweaks. Under fringe-locking operation the interferometer cannot track 

LFB deflection across the fringe-fringe transition. 
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It is initially simpler to implement a fringe locking control system. However, there are 

disadvantages to this configuration. 

In the simple fringe-lock approach, each detector signal is significantly non-linear, 

and gain parameters optimised for small controller error signals were found to lead to insta

bility and oscillation for transient errors, of significant fraction of a fringe in size, due to load 

changes. Such abrupt load changes are not ideal but are to be expected due to capillary 

force snap-in. 

Measurement of displacement is effectively quanti sed in units of a quarter wave

length. This would present a problem for any operation of the LFB in which a continuous dis

placement scale is important. One example is in indentation mode operation, when displacement

nulled operation is inappropriate (see section 3.7). 

One significant benefit of full, fringe-counting operation is that the LFB interferometer 

can be used to calibrate the z scale of any secondary vertical stage installed above the 

balance. Such a stage would be used to push an artefact to be calibrated into the platen 

of the LFB, and scale calibration would be essential for traceable artefact calibration. The 

spring constant of the LFB is typically some three to four orders of magnitude smaller than 

that of the secondary stage frame compliance. The LFB operates as a very high accuracy 

displacement transducer when the balance feedback controller is clamped at a constant 

output value. 

In any case, it is essential that large scale (multiple fringe) displacements be tracked 

by the LFB interferometer. As will be shown later (section 3.5), significant non-linearities are 

present in the capacitance gradient of the LFB, and a reasonable estimate of the absolute 

position is essential. 

Based on the balance of the above advantages and disadvantages to fringe-locking 

operation, it was decided to implement full fringe counting control. 

The design of the interferometer permits the development of a full quadrature fringe 

counter algorithm with subnanometer resolution. Interference fringes at the two detectors 

are approximately a quarter-cycle out of phase. The resultant 'sine' and cosine' signals are 

combined into a lissajous figure (see figure 3.9). The instantaneous phase, and hence dis

placement, is calculated at high speed from this figure using an arctangent look-up table. 

Any phase change is added to a running phase total as integer-plus-fraction fringe count. 

This is undertaken on the National Instruments FPGA card with a loop period of about 81ls. 

The general principle of the FPGA-based fast quadrature fringe counter interferome

ter for the NPL plane-mirror differential interferometer is derived from established precedent 
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Figure 3.9: Constructing the lissajous figure for the LFB: 'sine' and 'cosine' photodiode sensor ana
logue voltages (top left) form a virtual lissajous figure (top right) ; the analogue voltages are pre
amplified, normalised using an intensity reference, offset and read using ADCs. The software signals 
are offset to recentre the final ellipse. The deviation from circular, resulting from interfometer sensor 
misalignment, produces a periodic error in the final displacement signal. 
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at NPL (see for example [126]); the present author undertook a leading role in the imple

mentation of the same using NI hardware. 

The FPGA loop also accumulates a one-millisecond buffer of displacement samples 

and calculates an average to ensure that high-frequency jitter does not influence the circa 

800 Hz PIO controller. However, subsequent tests showed that the averaging has little in

fluence on the final controller error, in line with the expectation that the one kilohertz carrier 

is well above the main mechanical oscillation bandwidth of the LFB. 

3.4 Vibration isolation of LFB 

External sources of acoustic and mechanical input to the balance flexure increase the dis

placement error in the LFB controller or the jitter on the force feedback signal to cancel that 

error. Feedback gain parameters can be adjusted to optimise these signals for a given force 

measurement, but in either case the overall LFB performance will have been reduced. 

Yet even in a 'quiet' laboratory, such mechanical noise sources are always present. 

Typical sources include seismic traffic rumble, vibration of environmental control systems, 

and necessary human activity in the vicinity of the LFB. 

After exploratory tests with a demonstration system, a Halcyonics six-axis vibration 

isolation table and acoustic chamber were purchased to house the LFB. This system no

ticeably reduced controller error for frequencies above about 0.1 Hz (see figure 3.10). The 

effectiveness of the typical vibration isolation system degrades for frequencies below this va

lue [127], and low-frequency drift must be removed using other methods, such as direction 

reversal and comparison. 

A significant challenge presented by the acoustic enclosure was that it prevented 

dissipation of heat generated by the temperature-stabilised HeNe laser, causing the tem

perature inside the chamber to rise to an unacceptable level. The only available solution to 

permit the use of the chamber was to locate the laser outside the chamber. The laser was 

mounted on a cantilevered beam projecting out through an aperture on the chamber. The 

cantilevered beam was rigidly connected to the base plate supporting interferometer and 

LFB. Options in which the laser was mechanically disconnected from the LFB and interfe

rometer were explored. However, the interferometer design has been found to be extremely 

sensitive to alignment of source laser beam, and in this application the relative motion of 

laser and interferometer, due to relative expansion and vibration isolation table adjustment, 

was too great to eliminate unacceptable variation in interferometer signal response. 
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Figure 3.11 : A modified arrangement of the LFB system components to mitigate heating within the 
acoustic enclosure. 

The modified arrangement in shown in figure 3.11. The three corner mirrors shown 

are essential due to a slight angular misalignment of the LFB measurement mirror relative 

to the reference mirrors. This alignment originates in the assemble of the balance, in which 

the measurement mirror must be glued in place. As an aside, this misalignment introduces a 

slight path difference between measurement and reference beams and an additional effec

tive deadpath of up to two millimetres. 

One consequence of the cantilevered laser arrangement is that the system is vulne

rable to moments acting on the laser unit due to air currents in the laboratory. The moving 

part of the balance has a finite angular inertia and tilt inputs close to the 2 Hz resonant fre

quency of the balance will introduce a significant additional inertial force to the differential 
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balance equation (L1finput = L1Fel). Averaging over time is then required to reduce the uncer

tainty in the estimate of finput based on Fel . It may have been better to introduce further beam 

steering components and redesign the mounting plate to place the cantilever perpendicular 

to the plane of the LFB, though coupling between the axes in the system would prevent 

complete tilt isolation. 

Recent development of the NPL differential plane mirror interferometer has intro

duced a fibre laser feed, removing the requirement for a mechanical connection between 

laser and interferometer. The incorporation of such in the LFB interferometer would seem 

advisable should the future opportunity arise. 

3.5 Capacitance gradient determination 

Capacitance gradients are measured for each pair of plates in the LFB based on the proce

dure specified in (124). 

The LFB flexure is manually deflected by exerting a force on the balance platen, 

and the capacitance at various points over the range of motion measured using an Andeen

Hagerling AH2500A 1 kHz automatic capacitance bridge. Shielded coaxial cables are used 

to connect to the two plates under study. The other two plates are connected to ground via 

the outer shield to remove stray capacitances to those plates. Additional mass is added to 

the LFB counter-mass to bring the flexure to the top stop, thus allowing the external pusher 

to traverse the full range of flexure motion. Repeated measurement and comparison of data 

from each direction of motion allow for identification of various systematic uncertainties, as 

will be discussed. 

The optimised external push system is based on a high-resolution, five millimetre 

vertical stage driving a compliant pusher into the LFB platen. Using the compliant pusher 

(k rv 10 N m -1) it is possible to traverse the full flexure range without exceeding the maxi

mum load on the balance platen. Since the generated deflection is measured using the LFB 

interferometer, it is not necessary to know the pusher spring constant accurately. 

To measure a capacitance, the capacitance bridge drives one plate with an AC vol

tage and monitors the signal at the other electrode. Since the capacitance bridge operates 

in AC mode, it is not affected by surface charging effects. The observation of relatively drift

free capacitances for a stationary system partially motivated the effort to switch the LFB 

controller to AC operation (see section 3.2). 

Prior experiments, such as those associated with [66], have demonstrated that the 

capacitance gradients measured for the system follow the expected form. The capacitance 
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gradient C;2 should decrease linearly as the dielectric vane (and balance) is deflected down

wards and the fraction of the plate area filled with a higher dielectric constant material de

creases. Because of the symmetry of the system, the rate of increase in capacitance C3~ 

with the downward deflection of the vane should be equal to the rate of decrease of C\2. 

This is confirmed by experiment; c'\2 and C;4 are equal and opposite with magnitude around 

400 pFm-l. All other plate pairs in the system have no overlapping area and, according to 

classical capacitor theory, should have zero capacitance and zero capacitance gradient for 

all z. Again, experiments confirm that to first approximation the other plate pairs have zero 

capacitance. 

Closer inspection reveals, however, that each capacitance between each two plates 

is better represented by a quadratic model of the form 

(3.10) 

where ao is a capacitance offset subject to drift; aJ is the nominal capacitance gradient 

~~ of the plate pair, Gz is a small correction to the gradient proportional to z, and a3 and 

o represent residual non-linearities and noise respectively. The full capacitance gradient is 

therefore given by 
I dC 2 do 

C = - = aJ + 2a2Z+ 3a3Z + -d . 
dz Z 

(3.11 ) 

The propagating uncertainties proportional to z contribute random fluctuations to the va-

lues of each of the coefficients aO .. 3 for a given gradient characterisation experiment. This 

variation can be used to estimate an uncertainty in the determination of ao . .3. The total contri

bution of absolute uncertainties in z to the uncertainties in aO .. 3 tend to drop off according to 

the n- ~ rule, and so for large datasets may be reglected. In other words, it is appropriate to 

set ~~ = o. 

The aim of capacitance gradient determination experiments for each of the plate 

pairs was to obtain an estimate for the gradient as aJ + 2a2Z. The uncertainty in such an 

estimate would be the quadrature sum of the a3 term, the relative component of and the 

variation or uncertainty in the estimates of aJ and a2. Presentation of the measured results 

is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, by way of example, figure 3.12 shows non

linearities in the measurement of the capacitance gradient C;4' for which the nominal value 

(all was found to be -407.5996 pFm- 1 ± 0.0092 pFm-l. Since the residuals are highly 

position-dependent and have a turning point at zero LFB flexure position, it is possible to 

minimise the uncertainty contribution by ensuring that the interferometer scale is aligned to 

the true balance deflection to within around 100 IJm. 
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Figure 3.12: Non-linearities in ~4 after simple linear fit. The vertical axis is in attofarads; the horizontal 
axis in micro metres, in software engineering notation . 

3.6 Voltage measurement approach 

The LFB controller circuitry generates three AC voltages (Vvar , Vo+ , Vo- ). Vvar is proportional 

to the digital feedback signal Svar, with small additional perturbations ; Vo+ and Vo- are nomi

nally constant amplitude and opposite in phase, with small perturbations that are a function 

of S var. To measure force traceably, all three signals must be measured simultaneously using 

traceably calibrated digital voltmeters. Since the estimate of the generated electrostatic force 

is proportional to each voltage, uncertainties in the voltage measurement strongly influence 

the force measurement uncertainty. 

It is more challenging , and consequently more expensive, to measure an AC poten

tial difference to a given level of precision than it is with DC measurement. This is related 

to the need, in AC measurement, to fit a sinusoid to the incoming signal before estimating 

the amplitude. The practical consequence of this action was to increase the cost of voltage

measurement instrumentation for the LFB by a factor of at least six. 

An alternative is to use a single, loaned digital voltmeter of sufficient performance to 

'pre-characterise ' the three output voltages as functions of the variable output digital signal. 

If these characteristic perturbations in each of the output voltages are repeatable, that is, the 

relationsh ips between var and Vvar , Vo+ and Vo- are constant over time, then curves repre-
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senting these relationships can be used to imply the output voltages from SYar at any given 

time in an experiment. It was found that the act of removing the voltmeter from the controller 

circuit changed the output characteristics of the generated voltages, such that the measured 

force differed significantly from independently traceable reference values, despite remaining 

extremely stable. This indirect method was used for the comparison work in sections 3.9 and 

3.10, confirming that direct voltage measurement must be used. 

3.7 Indentation mode LFB operation 

In principle, the LFB could be operated in what is known as 'indentation mode'. That is, 

the LFB is used as a precision instrumented indenter, with platen displacement interfero

metrically measured and the applied force calculated from a prior traceable measurement 

of the LFB flexure spring constant. The device under test is then pushed into the balance 

in order to generate opposing forces in each device. Should circumstances call for it, the 

electrostatic force drive could be used during experimentation to apply a fixed offset force. 

However, measurements of the LFB spring constant showed evidence of hysteresis and 

other effects, suggesting that the LFB must always be used in displacement-nulled mode in 

order to achieve desired performance levels. 

The spring constant of the LFB has been estimated experimentally using the follo

wing procedure. The balance set-point was ramped stepwise from zero up to 18 IlN, ramped 

down through zero to -18 IlN, and back to zero. At each step of this quasistatic measure

ment, lasting around four hours, the force required to maintain the setpoint was recorded 

with the setpoint, using a short average at each step to remove noise from consideration. 

An example measurement cycle is shown in figure 3.13. Both hysteresis and notching is 

observable in the curve, both of which are attributed to material effects within the extremely 

thin flexure elements. The hysteresis is highly repeatable and independent of the time taken 

to complete the loop. 

Based on around 200 cycles of stiffness measurement, and the consideration of the 

straight sections of the plot (that is, discarding data from the first 5 Ilm of motion following a 

direction reversal), the balance stiffness was estimated to be kLFB = 1.615 N m- 1 ±0.009 N m- 1
• 

In the region immediately after direction reversal, a better estimate of the stiffness is kLFB = 

2.5Nm- 1±0.1 Nm- 1. This higher value is applicable when considering small deviations 

such as control loop errors. The knowledge of hysteresis in the LFB flexures has motiva

ted tighter procedures and stiffer control loop gains to ensure that transient excursions from 

control loop setpoint are minimised. 
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Figure 3.13: Example data from the estimate of the balance stiffness by electrostatic force deflection. 
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3.8 LFB platen and effective LFB stiffness 

To facilitate an appropriate interface between the LFB and test artefact, a bespoke platen 

was devised for the LFB. The base platen surface of the LFB is a silica rod of radius 1 mm 

oriented vertically. The interface platen used for this work consisted of a brass collar with a 

cone-type top surface onto which a ruby sphere was attached with cyanoacrylate adhesive, 

as shown in figure 3.14. The W-shape centre detail of the brass collar allowed the adhesive 

to spread sufficiently to allow full contact between collar and sphere. The 0.5 mm diameter 

sphere was sufficiently small to fit beneath the cantilever substrate whilst allowing the can

tilever to contact the sphere top-centre. This latter configuration was achieved by using a 

manual search for local maximum sphere height using the cantilever force feedback. 

The LFB is designed to have an infinite effective stiffness, due to the action of the 

null deflection control loop, which generates an electrostatic force equal and opposite to an 

input force to maintain zero deflection of the balance flexure. In practice, the flexure stiffness 

is finite, having terms proportional to the applied force and a dynamic term. The dynamic 

term is a consequence of the displacement error signal in the control loop, and is quickly 

reduced with averaging. 

The first proportional term is due to the finite stiffness of the bulk platen and glass rod 

connecting the platen to the dielectric sheet. Based on the simple model of axial compres

sion of the cylindrical polysilicon platen rod under a uniform end load, the spring constant 

associated with this first bulk term is estimated to be kpB = 10 kN m -1. This term is inde

pendent of the properties of the artefact contacting the LFB platen. 

The second proportional term is due to local Hertzian compression between the ruby 

sphere of the LFB platen and the artefact or other device contacting the LFB platen. Shi and 

Polycarpou [128] provide a method for analytically determining the contact stiffness for a 

smooth Hertzian contact between a sphere and a plane. Based on Hertzian contact theory, 

Shi and Polycarpou define the following expression (eqn 3.12) for the contact stiffness kCH : 

k - _ pl/l 2 (16RE*2) 1/3 

CH - 3 9 (3.12) 

where R is the radius of the sphere, P is the applied load, and E* is the equivalent Young's 

Modulus given by 

in which Vi and Ei refer to the Poisson's ratio and Young's Modulus of the sphere (subscript 

1) and plane (subscript 2) respectively. Shi and Polycarpou also note that for rough contact 

under light load, a better estimate of the contact stiffness would be kcHR = *kCH ' 
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Figure 3.14: Detai ls of the platen used for the comparison: (a) ruby sphere attached to brass collar
note the slight assymmetric setting due to the W-section centre ring; (b) a size comparison between 
the Kleindiek cantilever (approximated) and various sphere sizes ; and (c) an early concept of the 
sphere platen, with V-section and dimensions not optimised for fabrication and handling. Also shown 
to approximate scale in (c) is a sketch of the mass platen used in section 3.9. 
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Table 3.2: Material properties required for Hertzian compression model of LFB-artefact contact. 

I Material I Poisson's ratio v I Young's Modulus EIGPa I 
Synthetic ruby [129] 0.25 380 I, 

Silicon [130,131] 0.27 165 

Nickel [132] 0.31 200 

Equation 3.12 may be used to estimate the Hertzian compression between the small 

ruby sphere of the LFB platen and the contact surface of both nickel and silicon artefacts. 

The Poisson's ratio and Young's Modulus for these materials is given in table 3.2 below. 

In the ruby-nickel case, E* = 143 GPa and kcH = 31 kN m -1 for a sphere radius 

of 0.25 mm and an applied load of 1 !IN. Similarly, for the ruby-silicon case, E' = 124 GPa 

and kCH = 29 kN m- 1 . Taking into account surface roughness, as recommended by Shi and 

Polycarpou, the contact stiffness kCHR in both cases can be approximated to 10 kN m- 1 
. 

Note that the contact stiffness increases by an order of magnitude for each three orders of 

magnitude increase in applied load. 

Considering the two proportional terms in series, the effective stiffness of the LFB 

under a 1 !IN total applied load is therefore approximately 5 kN m- 1 
, decreasing to 1 kN m- 1 

for a 1 nN total applied load. This result suggests that suggests that nanonewton scale loads 

should be applied as small variations to a micronewton scale load to maximise the effective 

balance stiffness. 

Based on the above analysis, and assuming contact forces a significant fraction of 

the LFB force range, the LFB can be approximated as infinitely stiff for compliant cantilevers 

of stiffness on the order 1 N m -1 . 

3.9 Performance verification by comparison with mass standards 

3.9.1 Movitation 

Concerns about unresolved systematic uncertainties in the LFB force measurement capabi

lity, directly traceable via the generated electrostatic force, motivated a comparison with an 

independent low force traceability route. 

The simplest (though certainly not the quickest) method of verifying the performance 

of the measurement of an input force to the LFB is by weighing small deadweights. Small 

pieces of wire are lifted repeatedly on and off of the LFB platen and the resultant force cycle 

compared with the known weight of the wire pieces. If the wire masses and the local gravi

tational constant are known traceably, such an experiment in effect compares the traceable 
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mass and electrostatic force scales. If the function of the LFB is known correctly, the two 

scales should align within their respective uncertainties. 

The mass uncertainties and inherent impracticalities associated with the handling of 

small mass artefacts, coupled with the need for averaging over large numbers of measure

ments, means that small mass artefacts are unsuitable for use as force transfer artefacts. 

However, the uncertainties, whilst large, are well understood and hence mass artefacts are 

appropriate for the comparison work required here. 

3.9.2 Precedent activity: NPL mass scale versus NIST force scale 

The decision to undertake a performance verification using mass standards was motivated 

by the success of a similar comparison, also undertaken by the author (33). In this previous 

activity, small mass artefacts traceably calibrated using standard traceable mass measure

ment techniques at NPL were weighed on the NIST EFB, and the weights compared. In 

this way, the US realisation of the newly emerging electrostatic force traceability route was 

compared to the NPL realisation of the well-established mass scale, at a level not previously 

attempted. The use of sub-milligram test masses on the NIST EFB successfully led to the 

identification of a systematic error of nanonewton size that may now be removed or correc

ted for. A consistent under-read on the NIST EFB on the order of nanonewtons was later 

recreated by cycling the EFB mass-loading system without a mass present and diagnosed 

as an interaction between the lifting stage actuator and the ferromagnetic EFB flexures. 

3.9.3 Overview of experiments and data processing 

To accomplish the required comparison, pre-calibrated mass artefacts are repeatedly cycled 

onto and off of a modified LFB platen. The artefact weight is recorded for each transition as 

the difference between the stable LFB force reading at the on and off positions. The mass 

artefact is left to settle on the LFB with the lifting stage stationary; subsequently a force 

estimate is obtained as an average reading over several seconds of stability. The settling 

time is selected based on prior observation of the post-transition drop in controller error 

signal noise to a pre-transition level. 

The most successful choice of mass artefact is a length of wire of known material. 

The extended geometry and well-defined cross-section simplify lifting arrangements as well 

as volume calculations for any bouyancy correction. Raw materials are readily available in 

the form of multistrand electronics wire. Care must be taken to avoid ferromagnetic materials 

such as steel, to avoid any parasitic force interaction with either the LFB or the lifting me

chanism. A straight length of wire is cut to acheive the desired nominal mass. The ends of 
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the wire (first and last millimetre of a typically 5 mm to 10 mm length) are turned downwards 

by about 45° to lower the centre of mass and introduce a resistance to rotation, simplifying 

artefact containment on the lifting rig. Larger small mass artefacts are often realised are 

longer, thicker wire bent into a tetrahedral arrangement, but this arrangement increases the 

risk of the artefact 'walking' out of range of the hook after a number of transitions. 

The glass rod forming the base platen of the LFB is equipped with a small turned, 

rimmed, circular aluminium platform to provide a landing location for the mass artefact. The 

rim contains notches to accept the artefact. However, experience shows that the experimen

tal date from transitions without the use of these notches contain smaller transient force (and 

LFB error) spikes and hence lower associated uncertainties. 

The lifting mechanism consists of two parallel hooks, as bent metal wire of the same 

or similar material to the artefacts, glued (cyanoacrylate) to a glass slide, clamped to a verti

cal stage, specifically a five-millimetre range micropositioner from PI. The clamp incorporates 

a damping element such as a general-purpose adhesive tack, to reduce stage-to-sample 

transmission of vibration that would shake off the sample. The introduced hook position drift 

is not a significant problem for this application. To achieve a mass on-off transition, the lifting 

hook centres are moved vertically past the desired landing location and the mass transitions 

between the two locations. The hooks can be manually tweaked to close the distance bet

ween the transitions of the two ends of the artefact, to reduce the required hook motions and 

overall measurement time. 

At the mass scale required for this application, the hook-artefact surface forces are 

on the order of the artefact weight. The LFB controller must act to overcome these transient 

adhesive forces as the hooks pass the platen; typically a speed-dependent force and error 

spike results, increasing uncertainties. The dominant component of the adhesion is the ca

pillary force due to the small water layer between hook and artefact. In vacuum, this capillary 

force is removed, exposing the electrostatic force as the dominant component. In such a si

tuation it would be essential to ensure electrical connection between hook and platen at all 

times. 

The additional milligram-order mass of the artefact does not significantly affect the 

dynamic behaviour of the LFB, which has a moving mass of around 5 g. 

The 28.51lN weight of the 2.91 mg mass artefact used spanned around half the force 

range of the LFB, and so the LFB setpoint was varied periodically throughout an extended 

weighing experiment to observe any systematic changes in measured weight. 
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3.9.4 Experimental results 

3.9.4.1 Artefact weight via the NPL mass scale 

The wire mass artefact was measured with a Sartorius C5 microbalance, calibrated via sub

division from the NPL kilogram. The balance used had an associated uncertainty of 0.45Ilg, 

incorporating 0.40 Ilg of calibration uncertainty and 0.18 Ilg due to subsequent drift. Se

veral mass weighings were taken, correcting for the unladen balance reading. The mean, 

standard deviation and standard uncertainty in the mass measurements were 2906.09Ilg, 

0.27 Ilg and 0.10 Ilg respectively. The estimated artefact mass was therefore established as 

2.9061 mg±0.0004 mg. 

The local gravitational acceleration has been established previously at 9.81182 ms-2 

± 0.00001 m S-2. Thus the equivalent weight is calculated as 28.5140 IlN±0.0044IlN. 

3.9.4.2 Artefact weight via the NPL dimensional and electronic scales 

Using the experimental procedure oulined in section 3.9.3, 7355 transitions were completed 

over six days; of these transitions, 7200 produced meaningful results. Each transition took 

two minutes, including movement, settling and measurement. The LFB set-point was altered 

several times during the experiment to highlight related systematic effects. These results are 

shown as absolute force readings and differentials (weights) in figure 3.15. 

There are several points of note in the obtained results. Firstly, there are clear steps 

in the weight data coinciding with set-point and force endpoint changes. These steps are, 

however, not proportional to the force endpoint changes. These are particularly pronounced 

for the adjustments at the two- and three-day marks. Secondly, for large parts of the plot the 

data is extremely stable, with a standard deviation on the order of the controller noise and 

with any drift of this size or less. This would suggest that the largest uncertainty contributions 

are systematic in nature, in line with the previously described derivations. The additional 

noise in the day-three results is likely to be due to defects in the voltage calibration curves, 

which could be rectified in future. 

The results are centred about 29.27I1N±0.1 0 I1N and each contributing force rea

ding has an associated uncertainty of about 0.3 I1N. These results are correlated, but as 

that correlation is not fully understood it is not appropriate to reduce the uncertainty through 

statistical or differential arguments. The uncertainty in the final tilt in the vibration isolation 

table after completion of its internal levelling procedure translates to an alignment uncer

tainty between the LFB axis and the Earth's gravitational field, and hence a cosine term in 

the measured weight. The maximum tilt is likely to be considerably better than 2.5 mrad or 
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1 mm across the 400 mm width of the table. The cosine error due to such a tilt is 3 x 10-6 , 

which will be negligible relative to the uncertainty in the raw weight values. The manufac. 

turer specifications suggest a tilt repeatability of 0.4 mrad or a cosine error on the order of 

1 x 10-8 . 

An estimate for the weight as determined by the LFB is therefore 29.27 IlN±0.30 IlN. 

This is a relative uncertainty of 1.0 %, based on identified sources of uncertainty. 

3.9.5 Discussion 

The estimates of the artefact's weight from the mass-based and LFB-based routes are 

shown in figure 3.16. There is a clear discrepancy of about 2.5 % between the two sets 

of results not explained by the indentified uncertainties in either route. The cause of this is 

unknown but may be due to either a fundamental problem with the LFB operating principle, 

due to a physical change to the balance post-repair, or even poorer DVM performance than 

originally estimated. 

3.10 Performance verification by international comparison with 

low force standards at other NMls 

3.10.1 Overview 

This section outlines the configuration, undertaking and output of NPt:s participation in an 

international comparison of low force facilities using a Kleindiek force sensor. The NPL Low 

Force Balance (LFB) is briefly introduced and the Kleindiek cantilever calibration procedure 

discussed. Due to persisting discrepancies between electrostatic force- and mass-traceable 

force measurements from the LFB, analysis proceeds using each. The procedure and results 

for the 'calibration' of the LFB against the NPL mass scale is available in section 3.9 for 

reference. The calibration of the precision piezo-stage used to lift the Kleindiek cantilever 

is outlined. Finally the derivation of cantilever stiffness and force sensitivity estimates, and 

associated uncertainties, is presented. The results are summarised in table form. 

3.10.2 Comparison outline 

3.10.2.1 Background and motivation 

In traceable metrology, primary instruments aim to realise the primary standard for a given 

measurand within a national metrology system. Such instruments are almost by definition 
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Figure 3.15: Results of experiments to determine the weight of a 2.91 mg mass artefact using the 
LFB: (top) absolute forces readings on the ± 36 !-IN LFB force scale, with setpoint changes, and 
(bottom) the measured weight over time, ignoring off-scale outliers .. 
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of artefact weight estimates via mass/gravity and electrostatic force (LFS) 
routes. The uncertainty in the mass estimate is too small to show clearly on this scale. 

unique within that system. A primary instrument will have an associated uncertainty budget 

based on an understanding of how its standard is realised. Nevertheless, an additional level 

of verification can be provided by comparing equivalent instruments at peer laboratories 

worldwide. Such instruments are equivalent in fUnction , though not necessarily in design; 

indeed, agreement between divergent technologies tends to lead to increased confidence in 

the performance of each technology. Such a comparison provides an effective independent, 

traceable force comparison scale for a given instrument. Such comparisons are facilitated 

by the use of a suitable artefact or suite of artefacts. 

In recent years a number of national metrology institutes worldwide have developed 

primary low force instruments capable of realising or measuring a traceable force in the 

millinewton to nanonewton regime. Comparison between these balances can be achieved 

through the use of a suitable MEMS transfer artefact, as described in this report . 

This report describes NP~s invited participation in an informal international low-force 

comparison, using Kleindiek FMT-400 and FMT-120 force sensors as reference artefacts. 

This comparison of low force measurement facilities was administrated by Dr Min-seok Kim 

and Dr Jon Pratt at KRISS and NIST respectively. PTS also participated in the comparison. 

The comparison work was recently reported by the participants [34). 

3.10.2.2 Basis of the comparison: working artefact 

The comparison centred on the calibration of five reference artefacts : four Kleindiek FMT-

400 force sensors (see figure 3.17) and one stiffer Kleindiek FMT-120 force sensor. The 

force sensors take the form of piezoresistive cantilevers and are accompanied by a tunable 

resistance bridge to create a useful force-to-voltage transducer. For practical reasons, only 

one FMT-400 was characterised on the LFB, limiting NP~s participation to the comparison. 
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Figure 3.17: The Kleindiek FMT-400 Sensor, a commercial cantilever-format piezoresistive force sen
sor. (from [11]) 

Property Value 

Tip force constant (calculation) 2 N m- 1 to 4 N m- 1 

Maximum tip force • 8Ol1N 

Resistance 500 .Q to 650 .Q 

Sensitivity at Vbridge = 2.5 V t 18.8 x 10 - ;j mVnm 1 

Table 3.3: Manufacturer specification for the FMT-400 sensor. (*) Calculated with assumptive deflec
tion of 10% and the lowest force constant. (t ) Dependent on the bias voltage (Vbndge) that is applied 
to the series resistance of sensor and reference. 

For reference to the larger comparison effort, note that cantilever #3 was selected. The FMT-

400 sensor is shown in figure 3.17 and its specifications listed in table 3.3. 

The medium of comparison was the measurement of the stiffness (displacement per 

unit force) and force sensitivity (signal output change per unit force) of each of the devices. 

3.10.2.3 Context of NPL participation in this comparison 

Given the value of continual international cooperation in the small force measurement field , 

NPL was keen to participate in the Kleindiek comparison . 

It should be noted, however, that the LFB was operated in a highly non-optimised 
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configuration for this work. Consequently, uncertainties in raw force readings to be presen

ted from the LFB are significantly higher than understood to be possible for the instrument. 

The uncertainty increase was primarily due to systematics associated with an indirect mea

surement of voltage necessitated by a shortage of suitable DMMs. The underlying statistical 

variation was at the 10 nN level, as shown in section 3.9. 

Additionally, the force range-uncertainty tradeoff acheived in the LFB 1 kHz calibra

ted AC voltage supply transformer ratios could not be optimised for this work due to a lack 

of associated calibration data. These challenges are logistical rather than metrological in 

nature. Furthermore, given the uncertainties associated with the handling of the Kleindiek 

cantilevers, the additional raw force uncertainty increases the total absolute uncertainty va

lues for cantilever stiffness and sensitivity by less than 10 %. 

3.10.3 Kleindiek cantilever calibration procedure 

3.10.3.1 Procedure 

The mechanical arrangement for the comparison experiments in shown in figure 3.18. The 

Kleindiek cantilever was 'calibrated' by pushing it onto the stationary LFB platen (as descri

bed in section 3.8) with a calibrated stage (PI Nanocube nanopositioner) and recording the 

force, stage displacement and cantilever output signals. The LFB error signal was monitored 

for significant deviation from controller setpoint. In order to provide traceability to the artefact 

stiffness, the external displacement scale monitoring the relative position of the artefact body 

and the LFB platen, that is, the deflection of the cantilever, must be traceable calibrated. This 

was acheived by deliberately deflecting the LFB with the nanocube and comparing the LFB 

and nanopositioner displacement scales. The artefact stiffness derives from the relationship 

between nanopositioner displacement and LFB force reading; the artefact sensitivity derives 

from the relationship between the artefact sensor output signal and the LFB force reading. 

Indenter-mode LFB operation for this cantilever calibration would allow the direct 

use of the much higher performance LFB interferometer, and might appear to be more ap

propriate. However, hysteretic effects in the flexure motion increase the uncertainty in the 

required estimation of the LFB stiffness to an unacceptable level (see section 3.7). 
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Figure 3.18: Schema of mechanical arrangement for calibration of the Kleindiek cantilever. 

3.10.4 Uncertainty propagation 

3.10.4.1 Source of traceability for the experiments 

Due to preexisting concerns about the systematics shown elsewhere to severely limit the 

performance of the LFB, a decision was taken to report reports calculated via two routes : 

1. Electrostatic force traceability: that is, force values traceable through voltage and ca

pacitance gradient measurements, or 

2. Mass traceability : that is, relying only on the proven stability of the LFB force signal, 

the absolute value of which is 'calibrated' via the comparison described in section 3.9. 

Uncertainty and data processing for the two routes will be discussed, with a focus on the 

latter. 

3.10.4.2 Overview of data and uncertainty propagation 

An overview of the flow of information, and hence uncertainty, for mass-traceable characteri

sation of the Kleindiek cantilever is shown in figure 3.19. The mass-comparison experiments 

summarised in section 3.9 provide a calibration factor to correct the LFB-derived force rea

dings to the mass-traceable force scale. This force scale is used along with the output from 
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Figure 3.19: Overview of information flow in mass-traceable calibration of the Kleindiek cantilever. 

the cantilever controller to calculate a sensitivity value. The vertical axis of the nanopositio

ner, used to lift the artefact, is calibrated against the LFB interferometer, and an associate 

conversion factor produced. Corrected nanopositioner positional information is then used 

along with the force readings to calculate the artefact stiffness. 

For the purposes of this discussion, the following consistent shorthand will be used 

to distinguish between relative and absolute uncertainties: 

• U r is the absolute uncertainty in a representative physical quantitity or measurand x, 

and 

• 1', = ~ is the relative uncertainty in x, where x is a constant to first approximation. 
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3.10.5 LFB calibration via mass 

The comparison of weight measurements in section 3.9 showed a scale difference between 

mass·traceable values (Wma,s) and LFB-derived values (We)). This comparison may be used 

to 'calibrate' the LFB's electrostatic force scale against the kilogram: 

and subsequently to correct LFB force readings: 

The uncertainty in YF is given by 

Based on the results described in section 3.9, the scale factor YF is estimated as 

O.974±O.010. 

3.10.6 Cantilever stage (PI Nanocube) calibration against LFB 

The PI Nanocube nanopositioner vertical stage axis scale was calibrated against the internal 

LFB displacement scale in a pre-experiment, and a conversion factor 'Yz calculated. The base 

of the cantilever was used to deflect the LFB over the working displacement range. The LFB 

force output was held at a constant value Fe) by deliberately saturating the controller digital 

output. The calculation factor Yz can be used to calculate the cantilever displacement ZK on 

the LFB displacement scale ZLFB according to 

where &nano = 1-LlzLFB is implicit from the prior calibration of the nanopositioner. y, 

The use of the base of the Kleindiek cantilever holder in situ on the calibration rig 

to carry out the nanopositioner calibration means that correlated systematics such as mea

surement loop compliance, alignment error, abbe error, and so on, are absorbed into the 

calibration output scale factor. 

The uncertainty in the measured displacement ZK of the artefact can be estimated 

by the quadrature sum of the LFB Z scale uncertainty, the experimental variation in 'Yz and 

the manufacturer-specified nanopositioner accuracy according to 
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Figure 3_20: Residuals to linear fit of LFB interferometer fit to Nanocube target position over a range 
of target positions _ 

Due to time constraints, only one nanopositioner calibration experiment could be 

completed; residuals in the results of this run are shown in figure 3_20_ The convergence of 

the two curves on the left shows the mid-point of the bi-directional experiment The sepa

ration of the curves is due to drift in the nanopositioner_ The nominal value of the conver

sion factor y'. = ~ is estimated as the underlying gradient in the whole dataset, that is, 
... "nant) 

that which has been removed from figure 3_20_ The underlying gradient is estimated as 

1_005 11m I1m- 1 _ The uncertainty in Yz may be estimated by visual inspection of the resi

duals; the largest additional gradients are on the order of ± 30 nm I1m- 1 or ± 0_03_ Thus Yz 

is estimated to be equal to 1_005± 0_030_ 

Should repeatable form be evident in the nanopositioner's non-linearities in a futu re 

repeat experiment, this uncertainty estimate may be significantly reduced by characterising 

and correcting for these non-linearities, in a similar approach to that used to recreate the 

LFB output voltages from prior characterisation_ 

The combined uncertainty in the measured displacement ZK of the artefact is calcu

lated in table 3.4_ 
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Uncertainty contribution Value I 

Uncertainty in ZLFB 8.91 nm 
Uncertainty in Znano 10 nm 
Uncertainty in Yz 0.03 Z 

I Combined uncertainty at Z = 1 0 ~m ~ 300 nm I 

Table 3.4: Combined uncertainty in measurements of ZK. The uncertainty in Znano is dominated by the 
closed loop repeatability. 

3.10.7 Cantilever-LFB interface considerations 

3.10.7.1 Interface alignment 

Should the artefact be misaligned relative to the plane perpendicular to the LFB axis, a 

cosine error will be introduced. For typical manual alignment efforts, this misalignment is 

less than 3 0
, corresponding to a 10-3 uncertainty. 

3.10.7.2 Surface friction 

Any deflection of a cantilever artefact will inevitably result in parasitic axial deflection. Ro

tation of the artefact out of horizontal will increase the lateral tip motion with applied force. 

Due to the likely large difference in horizontal compliance of the LFB platen and artefact, the 

artefact tip will move across the platen surface. Such motion incurs an uncertainty penalty 

due to friction forces, which will be hysteretic in nature. Reported experience suggests that 

uncertainty due to lateral friction will contribute at the 10-4 level. 

3.10.7.3 Combined impact 

The additional combined relative uncertainty in force due to the quality of the interface bet

ween the LFB and the artefact is therefore on the order of 10-3 , and always reducing. This 

is around an order of magnitude less than the minimum total relative uncertainty in force 

measurements with the LFB using the indirect-voltage approach, or 0.01. Thus at present 

uncertainties due to inferface issues will have a negligible additional effect on estimates of 

artefact stiffness and sensitivity. 

3.10.8 Kleindiek artefact stiffness determination 

Fifteen force-deflection experiments were completed with the studied artefact. The Nano

cube was used to move the cantilever vertically into contact with the LFB, continue until the 
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Figure 3.21: Raw Kleindiek calibration data: LFB force output versus Nanocube target position. 

cantilever sensor output saturated, and finally to return the cantilever to its original position. 

The cantilever was held stationary at a number of deflection points whilst stable force , dis

placement and artefact sensor output values were recorded. Examples of the variation of 

LFB force output and cantilever signal output with Nanocube position are shown in figures 

3.21 and 3.22 respectively. Figure 3.23 shows the general form of the observed relationship 

between force and cantilever signal output. The three output signals may be combined to 

derive artefact stiffness and sensitivity. 

The cantilever stiffness is given by the gradient of the (corrected) measured LFB 

force Fmass against the canti lever displacement ZK: 

and the uncertainty in kK by 

i k = V2F. + v~ + gradient variation + re idual . 
K ma..'I' ... K 

The stiffness of the artefact is estimated from the gradients of the collection of plots 

of the form of figure 3.21 . A first-order fit was applied to each dataset. The constant (zeroth 

order) term represents force drift and was removed ; its variation is shown in figure 3.24. 
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Figure 3.22: Raw Kleindiek calibration data: cantilever output signal versus Nanocube target position . 
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Figure 3.23 : Raw Kleindiek calibration data: cantilever output signal versus LFB force output. 
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Run 

Figure 3.24: Force drift as zeroth order term in linear fit of LFB force to nanocube position. 

The drift is particularly large because insufficient settling time was available for suitable 

reductions. 

The linear (first order) coefficient is the nominal stiffness and is shown in figure 3.25 

for all runs. The mean and standard error in the first order coefficients are 1.6987 N m- 1 

and 0.0012 N m- 1 respectively. Applying YF and Yz to this mean gradient gives a nominal 

artefact stiffness of 1.646 N m- 1. 

Residuals to the linear fits are shown in figure 3.26. The residuals contribute an ad

ditional gradient variation of up to 80 nN in 500 nm, or a standard uncertainty of 0.092 N m- 1 

(rectangular distribution). The apparent repeatability of the non-linearities in the stiffness 

with deflection suggest a systematic or material property cause. 

The estimate of the artefact stiffness based on the electrostatic force traceability 

route is calculated trivially by setting YF equal to unity; in this case the nominal stiffness 

value increases to 1.690 N m- 1. The combined uncertainty in the measured stiffness kK of 

the artefact is calcu lated in table 3.5, in which the uncertainty due to non-linearities in the 

force-displacement plots dominates. 

The stiffness of the studied artefact is therefore estimated to (k=1) as 
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Figure 3.25: Canti lever stiffness estimates as first order term in linear fit of LFB force to nanocube 
position. 

Figure 3.26: Residuals in linear fit of LFB force to (change in) nanocube position. 
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Uncertainty contribution Value 

Uncertainty due to relative uncertainty in F mass 0.01 x 1.690 Nm =1 = 0.017 Nm- 1 

Uncertainty due to relative uncertainty in ZK 0.03 x 1.690 Nm ·1 = 0.051 Nm- 1 

Uncertainty due to gradient variation 0.0012 Nm -, 

Uncertainty due to non-linearities 0.092 Nm 1 

Cantilever misalignment cosine error 10 3 x 1.690 Nm 1 = 0.0017 Nm-1 

Combined uncertainty 0.106 Nm 1 

Table 3.5: Combined uncertainty in estimate of kK. 

kK = 1.690 N m-1 ±0.1 06 N m-1 (Electrostatic force traceability route) 

kK = 1.646 Nm-1±0.106 Nm-1 (Mass traceability route) 

3.10.9 Kleindlek artefact force sensitivity determination 

I 

The estimate for the force sensitivity of the artefact is obtained in a similar manner to the 

stiffness. The cantilever sensitivity SK is given by the gradient of cantilever sensor output 

voltage VK against the (corrected) measured LFB force Fmass: 

aVK aVK 
SK=--= 

Mma,s yFMmass 

and the uncertainty in kK by 

V;K = vL" + V~K + gradient variation + residuals. 

The sensitivity of the artefact is estimated from the gradients of the collection of plots 

of the form of figure 3.23. These raw plots are combined in figure 3.27; residuals to a linear 

(first order) fit applied to each dataset are shown in figure 3.28. 

The linear (first order) coefficient is the nominal sensitivity and is shown in figure 3.29 

for all runs. The mean and standard error in the first order coefficients are 1.2343 V~N-l 
and 0.0003 V~N-1 respectively. Applying YF to this mean gradient gives a nominal artefact 

force sensitivity of 1.2672 V~N-1. The former value corresponds to the nominal value via 

the electrostatic force traceability route; the latter to that via the mass traceability route. 

Residuals to the linear fits are shown in figure 3.28. The residuals contribute an ad

ditional gradient variation of up to 0.08 V in 2 ~N. or a standard uncertainty of 0.023 V~N-l 
based on a rectangular distribution of the influence of the residuals. The apparent repeata

bility of the non-linearities in the stiffness with deflection suggest a systematic or material 

property cause. The maximum deflection occurs at the right-hand end of this plot; there is a 
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Figure 3.27: Collated plot of cantilever sensor output versus applied force, for all 15 runs . 

clear separation in the cantilever sensor output between the 'approach' and 'retract curves. 

Note that the curves rejoin at a higher force value, outside the studied region of linear beha

viour. The resultant hystersis loop represents loss in the system. 

The artefact sensor output voltage was measured using the same Keithley 2000 

DMM used to calibrate the LFB drive voltages. Manufacturer estimates suggest the finite 

DMM accuracy contributes a relative uncertainty of 5.2 x 10- 4 whilst the finite DMM reso

lution contributes an absolute uncertainty of 0.58 mV. Summing in quadrature for a 10 V 

working voltage, the uncertainty in the measurement of the artefact sensor output is estima

ted as 5.2 mV: the accuracy component dominates. 

The combined uncertainty in the measured force sensitivity SK of the artefact is cal

culated in table 3.6, in which the uncertainty due to non-linearities in the force-displacement 

plots dominates. 

The estimate of the artefact force sensitivity based on the electrostatic force tracea

bility route is calculated trivially by setting YF equal to unity; in this case the nominal force 

sensitivity value increases to 1.234 V ~N -1. The force sensitivity of the studied artefact is 

therefore estimated to (k=1) as 

SK = 1.234 V~N- 1±0.026 V~N-1 

SK = 1.267 V~N 1 ± 0.026 V~N- 1 
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Figure 3.28: Residuals in linear fit of artefact sensor output signal to LFB force, for all runs. 
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Figure 3.29: Cantilever force sensitivity estimates as first order term in linear fit of artefact sensor 

output signal to LFB force. 
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I Uncertainty contribution Value 

Uncertainty due to relative 0.01 x 1.267 V~N 1 = 0.013 V~N 1 

uncertainty in Fma ... , 

Uncertainty due to relative 5.2 x 10 -4 x 1.267 V~Nl = 6.6 x 10 4 V~N-l 

uncertainty in VK 

Uncertainty due to gradient variation 0.0003 V~N-l 

Uncertainty due to non-linearities 0.023 V~Nl 

Cantilever misalignment cosine error 10 3 x 1.267 V~N 1 = 0.001 2 V~N 1 

Combined uncertainty 0.026 V~N 1 

Table 3.6: Combined uncertainty in estimate of SK· 

3.10.10 Summary of results 

The LFB has been successfully used to determine values for the stiffness and force sensi

tivity of the Kleindiek cantilever artefact #3. The results and uncertainty derivation are sum

marised in table 3.7. 

It was later determined that, for either route of traceability (force or mass route). 

the results reported here agree to the averages of three NMls' values (NIST, PTB, KRISS) 

within estimated uncertainties [34]. The average values for the #3 cantilever are, for stiffness, 

1.665 N m- 1 , and for force sensitivity, 1.262 VmN- 1 . Further investigations would focus on 

the identification and compensation of systematic uncertainties in the complementary but 

unique systems at each NMI. Furthermore, future comparisons should be based upon a 

more universally compatible artefact, such as one developed specifically at a participant 

NMI. 

3.11 Summary of development 

This chapter describes the development activities undertaken to bring the LFB to a wor

king state prior to use with transfer artefacts. A fringe-counting interferometer was imple

mented on the LFB, replacing the existing fringe-locking design to introduce the ability to 

characterise flexure displacement-dependent systematic effects, such as capacitance gra

dient non-linearities. The LFB feedback controller output was modulated with an AC signal to 

mitigate unanticipated surface charging effects, whilst maintaining the instantaneous phase 

relationship for DC force generation. The LFB was adapted to accommodate vibration iso

lation hardware, following an investigation into the potential benefits. Improved capacitance 

gradient and voltage measurement approaches were developed. Also presented are com

parisons of the LFB electrostatic force traceability scale with the NPL mass scale, via small 
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Calibration of Kleindiek comparison artefact #3 on NPL LFB 

Callbratton informatIOn 

Artefact descnption 
Indentiflcation 
Calibration period 
Operator 
Average temperature 

Klelndlek FMT -400 cantilever 
#3 
26-Feb-l0 to 28-Feb-l0 
Chris Jones 

20 ± 0.05 'C 

MaS-50 comparison (to 'callbrate' LFB agclmst mas~ scale) . sec append!)c 

Ma .. artefact calibration (Sartoriul C5 maal balance) 

Estimated artefact mass 
Local gravllatlonal acceleration 

Equivalent weight 

Ma.1 artefact weighing on LFB 

Weight estimate based on 7200 welghlngs 

LFB 'calibration' Icale factor baaed on comparllon 

2.9061 ± 
9.81182 ± 
28.5140 ± 

29.27 ± 

0.0004 mg 
0.00001 mis' 

0.0044 ~N 

0.3 ~N 

gamma F 0.974 ± 0.010 (k=l) 
This is dominated by systematic uncertainties In the force reading , such that the uncertainty In 
gamma_F Is a good estimate for the relative uncertainty in a LFB force reading from either 
traceability route. 

Klelnlliek canti lever stage (PI Nanocubc) calibration against lFB Internal scale 

gamma z forl0~m move 1.005 ± 0.03 (k=l) 1 

Klemdlek cantilever stiffness determination k_K based on 15 tnilts 

Nominal cantilever Itlffness k_K 

Electrostatic force traceability route 1.690 Nlm 
Mass traceability route 1.646 N/m 

Analysis of uncertainty In k_K, both routes 

Uncertaint.r. contribution Value 
Relative uncert. In LFB operation = 0.01 k_K 0.017 N/m 
Relative uncert. In cantilever stage scale = 0.03 k_K 0.051 N/m 
Uncertainty due to gradient variation 0.001 N/m 
Uncertainty to to non-linearities 0.092 N/m 
Cantilever mlsal!anment cosine error = 0.001 k K 0.002 N/m 
Combined uncertain!:l 0.106 N/m 

Summary 

Electrostatic force traceability route 1.690 ± 0.106 N/m 
Mass traceabilitv route 1.646 ± 0.106 Nlm 

Klemdlek cantilever sensitivity determination s_K based on 15 tnals 

Nominal cantilever force sensitivity s_K 

Electrostatic force traceability route 
Mass traceability route 

Analysis of uncertainty In I_K, both routes 

1.234 
1.267 

Uncertainty contribution Value 

V/~N 

V/~N 

Relative uncert. In lFB operation = 0.01 s_K 0.013 V/~N 
Relative uncert. In cantilever voltage meas. = 0.00052 s_K 0.001 V/~N 

Uncertainty due to gradient variation 0.000 V/~N 
Uncerta inty to to non-linearitles 0.023 V/~N 
Canblever mlsslignment cosine error = 0.001 s_K 0.001 V/~N 
Combined uncerta inty 0.026 v/~N 

Summary 

ElectroltatiC force traceability route 
Mass traceabllltv route 

Electrostatic torce traceability route, Inverted 
Mass traceabllltv route. Inverted 

1.234 ± 
1.267 ± 

0.810 ± 
0.789 ± 

(k-l ) 
(k- 1 

Table 3.7: Summary of results and uncertainties in the NPL estimates of the stiffness and force sensitivity of the Kleindiek cantilever artefact #3. 



mass artefacts, and with primary balances at other NMls, via a commercial force sensor. 
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Chapter 4 

Requirements for a successful low 

force transfer artefact 

Before considering the technologies available for a low force transfer artefact in chapter 5, it 

is prudent to clarify the function of the "ideal" low force transfer artefact and the key features 

that allow it to successfully transfer the traceable realisation of force to a target instrument 

[31]. By definition, the successful transfer artefact must: 

1. be calibrated on the NPL LFB, subject to the constraints imposed by the operation of 

the LFB; 

2. calibrate force acceptors, that is, target systems that deflect mechanically under an 

external load but do not generate a force other than that associated with elastic resto

ration; 

3. calibrate force producers, that is, systems that generate a force as a function of some 

control signal, typically generating an insignificant associated deflection; and 

4. maintain stable and repeatable behaviour over at least the length of the calibration 

cycle, that is, calibration on the LFB, then calibration of the target, and finally, verifica

tion on the LFB. 

Each of these calibration steps imposes a set of strict operating requirements on the function 

of the 'ideal' transfer artefact, requirements which in some cases are in conflict. The details 

of the requirements for each of these steps are perhaps best illustrated with the help of 

diagrams. 
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4.1 Calibration of artefacts on LFB 

To interact effectively with the very stiff LFB, an interacting transfer artefact must be relati

vely compliant (see section 4.4). Experience of the author acquired during, for example, the 

comparison work described in section 3.10 suggests that the LFB struggles to interact with 

artefacts with stiffness greater than around 20 N m - 1. Note that the stiffness of the transfer 

artefact is significant in terms of its usage, as will be discussed shortly. 

Such a transfer artefact only has value if any metrology required for operation at the 

target instrument is self-contained within the transfer artefact, or within a supplied controller. 

It is not sufficient to rely on the end user to provide such metrology, since such metrology 

equipment would typically not be appropriately calibrated, destroying the traceability of the 

transfer artefact. Furthermore, in order to obtain the most value from a calibration, it is stan

dard practice to employ a calibrator that is at least a factor of ten more accurate in all respects 

than the target instrument. As will be later argued, successful force transfer artefacts are ty

pically realised as repeatable springs. According to Hooke's law, for the artefact to measure 

a force, therefore, the transfer artefact must have onboard displacement metrology. Typically, 

some integral transducer will convert artefact spring deflection (or more specifically strain) 

into a useful, conveniently-scaled voltage analogue 1 . The transfer function of the transducer 

would be linear and repeatable, such that if the stiffness of the transfer artefact along the 

deflected axis were constant over the intended range of deflection, then the output voltage 

of the transfer artefact strain transducer would be an analogue of the force applied to the 

transfer artefact. 

A more compliant transfer artefact also offers advantages in terms of displacement 

resolution. Material effects and fundamental noise floors impose limits on the absolute dis

placement resolution of any onboard strain-sensing metrology. A more compliant artefact 

would achieve a finer force resolution for a given displacement resolution. For a more com

pliant artefact, the smallest resolvable displacement would correspond to a smaller change 

in force. 

The ideal transfer artefact WOUld, therefore, be calibrated on the LFB in the follo

wing manner, summarised in figure 4.1. A stable external stage would push the transfer 

artefact into the LFB platen so that the artefact deflects. Traceable measurements of force 

from the LFB during the quasistatic deflection of the artefact would then be combined with 

simultaneously acquired voltage analogue data to calculate (and hence calibrate) the force 

, Note that, of course. at some point the data must transfer to the user system and downstream traceability 
becomes the responsibility of the end user. The aim of this transfer artefact is to make the force value implicit 
(by actively maintaining a preset deflection, much like in the LFB) or transform it onto a scale measurable by 
instruments that can be procured and calibrated traceably (e.g. a commercial digital multimeter). 
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Figure 4.1: Schema of calibration of compliant artefact on LFB. 

sensitivity of the transfer artefact. This force sensitivity would have dimensions of force per 

unit potential difference, typically using practically scaled units of mNV- 1 or nNmV- ' . 

If the external stage scale has been traceably calibrated, for example against the 

internal displacement interferometer of the LFB, then external stage displacement data may 

be combined with the LFB force data to calibrate the stiffness of the artefact. In this case, 

attention must be devoted to considering the full displacement metrology loop involved. In 

particular, the generated displacement of the external artefact stage, from which the stiff

ness is calculated, will be equal to the deflection of the artefact, plus the deflection of the 

stage support, plus the compression of the LFB platen (see figure 4.2). Very compliant ar

tefacts would clearly also offer benefits in terms of relative artefact/loop stiffness. The most 

significant aspects of the characterisation of the external motion stage are its linearity and its 

stiffness under load. Both would need to be determined to a level appropriate for the artefact 

under test. 

4.2 Calibration of stiff target instruments using a compliant trans

fer artefact 

The ideal operation of the transfer artefacts, in calibrating the diversity of target instruments, 

is best explained by polarising that range into two distinct scenarios, considered separately. 

Interaction with a very stiff target (ktarget » kartefact), such as an instrumented inden

ter, would be similar to interaction with the LFB. A precision linear stage, which need not 

be traceably calibrated, would be used to push the very compliant transfer artefact into the 
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Figure 4.2: Cartoon of measurement loop deflection 
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!J.FART 

target cantilever 

Figure 4.3 : Schematic diagram of use of transfer artefact to calibrate a stiff target instrument. 

platen of the target instrument, as shown schematically in figure 4.3. After contact, the trans

fer artefact would deflect significantly; the target instrument would not. The force applied to 

the target instrument would then be calculated based on the transducer signal and the pre

calibrated artefact force sensitivity. The target instrument would be experiencing a traceably 

known force, and its internal sensors could be calibrated accordingly. 

The uncertainty of the force calibration in this scenario is highly dependent on the 

ratio of the artefact and target stiffness, and hence the degree to which the target instrument 

displacement can be considered 'insignificant'. Specifically, the relative uncertainty contri

bution due to the finite stiffness of the target is on the order of the ratio of those spring 

constants. Recently reported uncertainty levels of 0.1 % to 1 % correspond to two to three 

orders of magnitude for this ratio. [133, 15] 
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Based on the above it can be concluded that a very compliant artefact would be most 

appropriate for the calibration of a stiff target instrument. 

4.3 Calibration of compliant target instruments using a com

pliant transfer artefact 

The ideal transfer artefact for target instruments with a very compliant contact (k!arge! ~ 

kar!efac!) differs from that discussed in the previous sections. In this scenario, the challenge 

originates in the need to account for the deflection of the target instrument. As the transfer 

artefact and the target instrument are pushed together, both will deflect (see figure 4.4). The 

force applied to the target is calculated from the sensor output (as a result of deflection) and 

force sensitivity as for the stiff target. 

To calibrate the force sensitivity of the target - that is, the variation of some internal 

sensor scale with applied force - the procedure is straightforward. Newton's laws demand 

that the force experienced by artefact and target are equal, subject to alignment, and the 

applied force can be calculated, from the pre-calibration of the transfer artefact's own force 

sensitivity, for any displacement of the transfer artefact holder. 

To calibrate the spring constant of the target, the deflection ambiguity presents a 

challenge. The ratio of deflections of the transfer artefact and target instrument is dependent 

on the ratio of their spring constants, of which at least one - the target instrument - is 

not known traceably. The deflection of the transfer artefact may be calculated from a pre

calibration of its displacement sensitivity, though typically with a larger uncertainty than as

sociated with force sensitivity values for practical reasons (see 3.10). Alternatively, the arte

fact deflection can be reduced to an insignificant level by specifying a high artefact spring 

constant, in conflict with the requirements for the LFB. Finally the artefact deflection can be 

artificially reduced to a low level by force feedback, that is, generating a force inside the ar

tefact to null any deflection. This approach would be complex, expensive and not particularly 

practical (see section 2.4.1.4). 

In any case, in order to then calculate the target deflection, the total displacement 

of the artefact holder must be known traceably. To demand the use of a traceably calibrated 

displacement stage to displace the artefact holder would either break the requirement for 

self contained metrology by requiring the user to provide the stage, or demand the inclusion 

of such a stage with each distributed artefact, driving up the price of each system by perhaps 

£2 000, at today's prices. 

A better approach would be to hold the artefact holder in contact with, and stationary 
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Figure 4.4: Schema of calibration of a compliant target with a passive transfer artefact of similar 
stiffness. 

n 
transfer artefact 
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Figure 4.5: Schema of calibration of a compliant target with an active (pushing) transfer artefact of 
similar stiffness. 

relative to, the body of the target instrument and somehow generate a strain (deflection) in 

the artefact, and hence in the target instrument platen (see figure 4.5). The task would then 

be to characterise, via set offline experiments or indenter operation of the LFB, the relation

ship between the stiffness of the target instrument and the degree to which the generated 

strain for a given input force (within the actuator) is 'blocked' (by the reaction force from the 

target) . 

The net force applied by the transfer artefact on the target instrument is then derived 

from this prior artefact characterisation , and the transfer artefact (and hence target) deflec

tion derived from knowledge of the transfer artefact displacement sensitivity. The challenge 

in this scenario comes from the need to generate strain repeatably, which is non-trivial , as 

will be shown. 
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4.4 Calibration of stiff artefacts on LFB 

In the case of calibration of compliant targets it was noted that the calibration of a stiff arte

fact on the LFB would be challenging. The LFB struggles to maintain a zero deflection state 

in contact with a stiff artefact due to the significant change in required control loop gain para

meters compared to 'unladen' LFB operation. It is time consuming and impractical to retune 

the gains of the balance control system for use with each new artefact. Even if new gain pa

rameters can be found, it is not possible, with the current LFB hardware and a stiff artefact, 

to transition between gain parameters correctly to maintain appropriate null deflection during 

make (or break) of LFB-artefact contact. 

A work-around solution requires the operation of the LFB in a non-standard mode: 

indentation mode. In this approach, the balance stiffness is calibrated prior to artefact in

teraction by progressively increasing the internal electrostatic force and noting the resultant 

platen deflection interferometrically. Typically the balance control set-point is varied under 

displacement feedback control (superficially identical operation to null-deflection) to mini

mise uncertainties relating to noise. The force applied to achieve the setpoint is used to 

calculate the stiffness of the balance flexure. 

Stiff artefacts can then, in principle, be calibrated by pushing them into the LFB pla

ten with the LFB electrostatic drive disabled (or saturated to create a constant force). The 

LFB stiffness and interferometer data would be used to determine the reaction force from 

the LFB. According to Newton's laws, once again, the force applied to the transfer artefact 

would be equal to the reaction force in the balance. The spring constant of the artefact could 

be estimated from the calculated force and the discrepancy between the (calibrated) arte

fact holder displacement and the interferometric readout from the LFB. This spring constant 

would then be used to calculate the stiffness ratio and associated uncertainty in the interation 

of the artefact with the balance and later targets. A key limitation to this approach, however, 

originates in the balance itself. The LFB flexures have been shown to exhibit a reasonably 

large amount of hysteresis, which results in a balance stiffness that is dependent on the po

sition in the loop cycle (see section 3.7). This immediately imposes a best-case uncertainty 

limit on the performance of the artefact of about 0.6 %, which is certainly less than ideal. 

An alternative approach that may permit normal operation of the LFB would be to 

place the artefact series with a third, compliant component (figure 4.6) and push the com

bined arrangement against the LFB platen. The secondary flexure would assist the LFB to 

maintain servo control and provided the resonant characteristics of the LFB and transfer ar

tefacts do not overlap, force would equilibrate as required. The main source of uncertainty 

in this approach would be in the mechanics of the secondary flexure, such as parasitic com-
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of stiff artefact calibration on LFB using secondary flexure 

pliance in other axes. Furthermore, this approach would preclude the in-situ calibration of 

spring constant, which would have to estimated by some other means. 

4.5 Other general constraints 

The remaining constraints determine the range of target instruments with which the artefacts 

can be used, and the ability of the artefact to maintain a calibration/repeatable behaviour over 

a range of external inputs. These remaining constraints will be discussed in turn . 

4.5.1 Force vector 

The successful artefact must be uniaxial. That is, the artefact must only accept (or generate) 

a force along a single, well-defined, constant vector. Practically this implies infinite stiffness 

in all but one of the six degrees of freedom of the artefact platen . 

Successful use of the artefact sets the requirement for easy orientation to the wor

king axis. Therefore, the artefact must have a suitable datum surface enable optimisation of 

orientation . Poor orientation between the working axis of the artefact and that of the LFB 

or the target instrument not only introduces a cosine error, but also implies parasitic lateral 

motion at the interface and hence friction related issues [34, 134]. 
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4.5.2 Force range and resolution 

Common to each case is the need to cover the entire force range of the LFB, that is, from 

10 IlN to 1 nN. Since no one artefact is likely to have the force input range and measurement 

resolution of the LFB, though this would be ideal, it is expected that the successful artefact 

will form part of a suite of artefacts, each optimised for different decades of the LFB force 

range. In principle the use of several complementary techniques across the suite of artefacts 

would introduce some comparison mechanism, whilst driving up the development cost. 

A starting point for NPL efforts could reflect the current NIST target of an artefact 

to transfer forces at the nanonewton to micronewton level with an accuracy of a few tenths 

of a percent [73]. This is the accuracy sought for related draft measurement standards for 

instrumented indentation [135] and atomic force microscopy. 

4.5.3 Artefact orientation 

The artefact is likely to require inversion with respect to gravity without losing calibration. 

Most target instruments probe downwards onto a sample holder; in comparison the LFB is 

accessible only from above. The installation of a mechanism to invert the probing direction 

of the LFB would invalidate most of the unique design advantages of the LFB, significantly 

increasing working uncertainties. 

If the artefact calibration is embodied in the value of some linear property, such 

as stiffness or force sensitivity, then provided the artefact is held steady in the required 

orientation, then measured changes in applied force should be independent of orientation. 

The absolute measured force value will of course vary according to the component of the 

moving mass weight acting along the working axis. 

4.5.4 Tip design 

The artefact will be required to make contact with the LFB in a well-defined manner. The 

base platen of the balance is currently the millimetre diameter circular top face of the glass 

rod, protruding from the balance body. Thus either the artefact must incorporate a tip, or 

one must be installed on the balance platen and characterised for the inevitable compliance 

at the interlace (see section 3.10 for an example). A complication arises because most tar

get instruments interact via their own tip, and tip-tip interactions are fraught with difficulties 

associated with achieving and maintaining alignment. A small radius sphere could form a 

compromise between a tip and a flat; the curvature of the sphere facilitates a certain amount 
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of fine adjustment of alignment by 'feel', that is, by monitoring the artefact sensor output ra

ther than by optical inspection. The chosen tip must accomodate, by replacement or addition, 

a flat-pan platen for mass comparison experiments. 

4.5.5 Size 

The working volume of the target instrument will set the upper limits for the dimensions of 

the successful artefact. Instruments designed to probe objects or processes on the micro

to nanoscale typically have a short z range and clearance (throat) and the lateral range is 

typically minimised for metrology loop optimisation reasons. 

As stated by Pratt et al. [136], a successful transfer artefact would be a device with a 

well defined loading point, responsive to loads only along a well-defined axis, and possessing 

its own sensor for converting the load into a useable readout. It should be noted, however, 

that any guidance system would represent an alternative force path. Pratt et al. [136] further 

suggest that for the transfer artefact to be capable of use in either transfer approach, it must 

be compatible with both commercial AFM sensor and specimen holders, limiting the artefact 

volume to the typical 3.6 mm x 1.6 mm x 0.1 mm. 

The exception will be the case where the target instrument component to be calibra

ted, such as an AFM probe, can be removed and calibrated with the artefact more flexibly. 

Nevertheless, the remaining relative bulk of the probe chip and holder, to continue with the 

AFM example, will limit accessibility to the probe tip by the artefact (see figure 3.14). 

It is expected that the working part of the artefact will need to occupy a volume 

of less than about 20 mm x 20 mm x 10 mm, and that the chip holder will be modified per 

application at a reduced cost. 

4.5.6 Environmental stability 

Though the environmental conditions achievable in the vicinity of the LFB are quite stable2
, 

considerably wider variation in operating environmental conditions can be expected at the 

various target instrument laboratories. The expected range during transport is wider still. 

The ideal artefact would be expected to return to its calibrated state after excursions 

in temperature of say 0 'C to 50 'C and humidity excursions of say 0 % RH to 100 % RH. The 

artefact's behaviour would have well defined (ideally insignificant) dependencies on variation 

in atmospheric pressure, humidity and temperature. 

2Temperature stability specification 20.00 m±0.01 m; humidity specification 40 %±5 % RH; pressure as am

bient 
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Given the strong temperature dependence of most bulk material properties and di

mensions, it is expected that temperature variation will have the more significant influence 

on artefact performance. 

4.5.7 Ruggedness to environmental input and operator error 

The ideal artefact must withstand the rigours of its operation and transport. In the ideal case, 

the LFB and target instrument would be placed a few metres apart, under controlled labora

tory conditions. It is more likely, however, that transfer of calibration would involve kilometres 

of couriered transport, with the associated levels of mechanical and thermal stress. Further, 

the risks associated with manual mis-handling and target instrument mis-configuration, even 

by an experienced operator, should not be underestimated. 

The ideal artefact would therefore have some form of over-force tolerance or mecha

nical blocking, a small moving inertial mass to minimise vibration sensitivity, and a tolerance 

of thermal cycling. A MEMS or other microfabricated device would be suitable, for example. 

In the event that the artefact does finally fail, it would be ideal to incorporate some indicator 

to alert the user to non-ideal operation. 

Finally, the artefact should be insensitive to the levels of electromagnetic interference 

expected in the vicinity of the target instruments, including mains and RF noise, and stray 

electrostatic or magnetic fields. For example, the artefact must not be affected by the internal 

drive of the LFB. 

4.5.8 Cost 

It goes without saying that the cheaper the artefact to produce and calibrate, the more acces

sible it is to potential users. The strictness of this requirement depends on the architecture 

of the low force traceability dissemination infrastructure. More 'primary' artefacts will require 

higher performance and versatility but will be handled more carefully and can, within reason, 

be more expensive to make, calibrate and use. Artefacts to be sold to the general end user 

would need to be much more robust, simple and cheap to use, and semi-disposable. 

The policy adopted for the described work has been to optimise performance and 

utility as the first priority, followed by fabrication cost. Minimisation of calibration and usage 

costs (typically time) were given a lower priority in line with its use at an NMI. The artefacts 

were to be used by an experienced operator in per-target case studies. 

In any case, the logistics of the NMO project funding the reported work imposed 

upper limits on prototype development cost and risk. 
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4.6 Summary 

This chapter sets out the function and features of the 'ideal' low force artefact, noting that 

the requirements for different applications conflict. In particular, the calibration and use of ar

tefacts will differ depending on whether the artefact is intended for use with stiff or compliant 

targets. 

The most significant requirement identified is the need to 'push' the target. or self

generate strain, in order to remove the deflection ambiguity in the interaction between arte

fact and target with similar compliance values. 

Other key requirements include inversion tolerance, ruggedness, size, tip design, 

environmental stability and cost. 

Given the above requirements, the task was now to achieve these with currently 

available technology, as is discussed in chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 

Review of the state-of-the-art in 

transfer artefact design 

In the preceding chapters, the motivation and requirements for a traceable low force arte

fact have been discussed. A key component of this thesis was to develop working prototype 

artefacts to complete the NPL low force facility, bringing traceability to nanotechnology ap

plications in research and industry. 

It is therefore important to consider the current state of the art in low force transfer 

artefact technologies, and any fundamental limitations, by way of a representative review 

of the literature. Such a review is presented in this chapter, and aims to consider options 

beyond limitations imposed by operation of the NPL LFB. 

There is a significant body of published work concerning techniques to measure or 

produce force on the desired scale. Some of these were considered in the context of balance 

design (section 2.4). The extent to which those techniques suit the requirements set out in 

chapter 4 vary significantly, however. In particular, traceable operation is rarely considered, 

and in many cases, concepts have not developed beyond the proof-of-concept stage, for 

good reason. 

This chapter will update, condense and present components of a review of transfer 

artefact technologies previously published by the author [31]. Particular preference is given 

to prototypes developed by other NMls. These prototypes have been considered separately 

by other authors in the context of reviews of global low force metrology facilities (for example 

(17)), but must be included here for completeness. Noting that any successful transfer arte

fact is likely to incorporate some sort of elastic working element, this chapter will consider 

flexure design, instrumentation and fabrication techniques. This chapter will not consider 

deadweight mass artefacts, which is evaluated in section 2.4.1.3. 
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5.1 Flexure design 

5.1.1 The motivation for flexures 

In order to measure the size of a force, it is necessary to observe the effect of that force 

when applied to a well-understood system. When a force is applied to a rigidly supported 

object, the object and its supports will deform by a finite amount dependent on the material 

properties involved. 

This fact can be exploited to measure force accurately, forming a force transducer. 

The general form of a force transducer is a rigid platform, constrained to move along a single 

axis without rotation, with motion on the single axis restricted by a spring of known stiffness. 

The system is equipped with some means of detecting the position of the rigid platform. 

When a force is applied to the platform, the platform deflects until the restoring force in the 

spring equates to the component of the applied force along the axis of platform motion. Typi

cally, then, the resultant displacement is detected by an electronic displacement transducer, 

or 'sensor', and a voltage is generated that has a fixed relationship to the displacement and 

therefore the applied force. A prior calibration of the relationship between force applied and 

distance moved, or voltage generated, can be used to turn later distance or voltage values 

into force values. 

When using a force transducer, it is important that all desired components of the 

input force are measured. It is therefore important to have a well-defined single, constant 

axis of sensitivity (motion) in the transducer and to align the input force correctly to it. 

The requirement for a well-defined axis of sensitivity has led to the development of 

various examples of uniaxial flexures, or approximations to these. The LFB mechanism itself 

is a very repeatable, compliant quasi-uniaxial flexure and the LFB can be made to operate 

as a displacement transducer. It is, however, large along the axis of motion. Other much 

thinner, planar devices make use of the fact that, over their intended deflection range, their 

behaviour approximates to the general transducer model above. 

5.1.2 The cantilever 

The rectangular cantilever is the simplest and most well-used force transducer used in na

nometrology, in particular in the guise of SPM. Considering the transducer model above, the 

free end of the cantilever is the rigid contact platform; the root of the cantilever, in which 

stress is concentrated, is the compliant flexure. For small deflections the arcuate motion of 

the cantilever is approximately linear; and if the beam thickness is much less than its width 

and length, motion may be considered to be uniaxial. 
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The simplicity of the geometry and regular use for SPM applications means that 

cantilevers are well characterised, straightforward to model and readily available in a number 

of formats and materials. For this reason, as will be shown, most low force transducers 

produced to date have been based upon modified cantilevers. 

5.1.2.1 Cantilever spring contant determination 

To determine the spring constant as a function of axial position along a cantilever, a well 

known force must be applied at well defined positions along the cantilever and the resultant 

displacement accurately measured. The spring constant is strongly dependent on the posi

tion along the cantilever, with standard beam theory predicting an L -3 dependence, where 

L is the position along the cantilever from the fixed root. The cantilever would need to be 

brought accurately and repeatably into contact with a tip on the LFB platen and held during 

susbequent deflections. The same would be required when interfacing the cantilever with the 

target instrument. This need for accurate positioning implies that the requirement for high

magnification microscopy and high-precision initial cantilever positioning during all stages of 

the calibration transfer process. 

The spring constants of seemingly similar elastic elements are often very different 

due to manufacturing imperfections and impurities in the material. Calculated estimates of 

spring constants based on geometry are generally inaccurate due to the combination of 

uncertainties. For rectangular cantilever geometry, the spring constant k is given by the fol

lowing equation 

(5.1 ) 

where E is Young's modulus, t the thickness, w the width and L the length of the cantile

ver [102]. The power dependence on the length and thickness dimensions and the direct 

contribution of the generally not accurately known Young's modulus result in relative uncer

tainties as high as 25 % (1). Dimensional uncertainties are compounded when a coating is 

applied to the cantilever, for example to enhance reflectivity [133]. For these reasons it is not 

currently possible to manufacture a spring with a particularly accurately predefined spring 

constant. Hence a great deal of effort has been applied to methods of determining the spring 

constant; the methods are summarised in tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, which were adapted from 

[2]. Verification of the thermal method of spring constant determination has since been car

ried out. The precision and accuracy of the thermal method were found to be 5 % and 10 % 

respectively [2]. 

The minimum force detectable by a cantilever is discussed in [152, 10]. This mini

mum force relates to the cantilever dimensions; thermodynamic and Johnson noise form the 
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Table 5.1: Summary of methods for determining a cantilever spring constant: dimensional methods (adapted from [1, 2]) 

Approach Method, main source of Risk of User Advantages Disadvantages 

uncertainty in parentheses damage to friendliness 

tip 

[-.- -- - - - - -DIMENSIONAL- - - --__________ _ 
-- - - - - ----------

Butt (137) 25 %; 50 % in paper (equation Low High Simple equation. Measures Not a good model, f and E 

and f). cantilever stiffness directly. needed. Requires calibration of 

pendulum. 

Modified Neumeister 11 % (f and E). Low High Simple and accurate. t and E needed. 

and Ducker 

FEA of statically loaded 1 0 %; no attempt made at Low Medium Accuracy; computation allows FEA programs expensive, 

triangular cantilevers comparing with any other both normal and lateral spring complex, t and E needed. 

[138J technique (t and E). constants to be determined. 

FEA of oscillating 6 % and 25 % compared with N/A Medium 'Real' V-shaped cantilever Accuracy depends on 

composite V-shaped two different parallel beam geometry used. uncertainty in material 

cantilevers [2J approximations. properties and type of parallel I 

beam approximation used. 

FEA of oscillating 10 % for full FEA solution. N/A Medium Simple formula suggested Applies to limited resonant 

composite V-shaped relating the cube of the frequency range. Gold coating 

cantilevers [139J resonant frequency to the thickness dependent. 

spring constant. 

FEA of oscillating Up to 40 % for simple formula. N/A Medium Real V-shaped geometry used. Gold coating thickness 

composite V-shaped Full FEA solution regarded as significantly affects outcome of 

_ cantilevers ~OL __ correct. FEA. 
------- -- - - --- -- ---_._---
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Table 5.2: Summary of methods for determining a cantilever spring constant: static experimental methods (adapted from [1, 2]) 

Approach Method, main source of Risk of User Advantages Disadvantages 

uncertainty in parentheses damage to friendliness 

tip 

L- STATIC EXPERIMENTA,=- - .... -- - _.-
- - - .- - --- ---_._-

Static mass hanging 15 %-25 % (mass attached). High Poor No geometry and E data Accurate placement of spheres, 

[141] by inverting needed. Just one particle calibrated spheres and 

loaded cantilever required to be added to the tip. calibrated deflection needed 

Cantilever on reference 10% (ref. cantilever). Medium Medium Simple idea, geometry and Difficult to set one cantilever on 

cantilever [142] coating independent. other accurately. Need 

kref ::::: kworking 

Cantilever on reference 5 % (contact mechanics of Medium High Simple, potentially traceable to Contact method. 

spring [7, 143] working lever on ref spring). SI. 

Static loading using two 1 0 %-30 % (ratio of two probe Medium Medium Once one of the probes is Best for two probes of similar 

probes [144] stiffnesses). calibrated it can be used to stiffness. Requires accurate 

calibrate many different probes probe positioning. 

accurately. 

Nano-indenter [145] 8 % (nano-indenter calibration). Low Medium Simple, quick. Difficult to place indenter tip in 

correct position. Only for k, > 

1 Nm '. 
- _. - - - L.... __ . -- _. _. _. - _. - .... 



Table 5.3: Summary of methods for determining a cantilever spring constant: dynamic experimental methods (adapted from (1, 2)) 

Approach Method, main source of Risk of User Advantages Disadvantages 

uncertainty in parentheses damage to friendliness 

tip 

- -- - - - - - DYNAMIC EXPERIMENTAL -- - - -- -- - - - - ~ 

Forced osciliationiFEA 5 %-20 %; 10% compared with Low Medium No masses need to be added, Technique relies on accurate 

[146] (147] for V-shaped levers therefore, non- destructive. Just values of cantilever density and 

(unloaded resonant frequency; depends on unloaded resonant thickness. 

Young's modulus). frequency. 

Dynamic mass 15 %-25 % (mass attached). High Poor No geometry data needed. Need accurate placement of 

attachment [147] masses. Calibrated spheres 
o needed. I 

Thermal noise analysis 15 %-20 %. 20 % as obtained Low High once Only frequency and T data Model validity unknown. 

[148] by [149] comparing with a static set up needed. Requires cantilever to be 

loading technique. 5 % as pressed against hard surface 

determined by [148]. Precision for calibration. Ignores damping 

and accuracy of 5 % and 10 % effects - only for low kc 

respectively on a cantilevers. 

NIST-calibrated artefact [150]. 

(Interference from other noise 

sources). 
."----

Resonant frequency in 15 %-20 % (Reynolds no. for Low Medium Simple Only for rectangular cantilevers. 

air [151] the fluid-cantilever system). 
-----" .. 



fundamental limits. 

The effects of temperature variation on the physical properties of an elastic element 

are generally significant and should not be ignored. From the ratio of stress to strain a ma

terial's Young's modulus varies as the inverse of the bulk material's relative expansion due 

to temperature. Use of well-known materials would facilitate calculations to compensate for 

expansion due to temperature variation, which at any rate should be well controlled. The 

temperature dependence of the resonant frequency of the first eigenmode of a microfabri

cated silicon cantilever, for example, is dominated by the variation of the Young's modulus, 

whereas the temperature dependence of geometrical dimensions due to thermal expansion, 

especially the thickness, can be neglected [153]. For piezoresistive elements, the tempera

ture dependence of the piezoresistive coefficient and of the resistance itself will affect the 

force sensitivity [154, 155, 156]; a suitable method for compensation is to incorporate a pa

rallel resistor as a thermal sensor [16]. 

5.1.2.2 Cantilever arrays 

In order to provide suitable force transducer performance across a working range of forces, 

usually one device with a single spring constant is insufficient. It is common to design de

vices containing elements with a range of spring constants. This may be achieved in two 

ways with cantilever arrangements. Either an array of cantilevers with attached probes or 

single defined probing points is used, or one cantilever with multiple defined probing points 

is used. An example of the former, called an 'array of reference cantilevers', has been deve

loped by Gates and Pratt at NIST [12] and is shown in figure 5.1. The arrays, microfabricated 

from single crystal silicon, contain cantilevers with estimated nominal spring constants in the 

range 0.02 N m- 1 to 0.2 N m- 1. Variations in resonant frequency of less than 1 % are re

ported for the same cantilevers across manufactured batches, as an indication of uniformity. 

The spring constants were verified on the NIST electrostatic force balance. These cantilever 

arrays are relatively cheap to produce in bulk and may lead to a disposable transfer artefact 

with the level of uncertainty required for AFM calibration (parts in 102 to 103) [157]. 

Cantilever arrays are already commercially available for AFM non-traceable calibra

tion, such as an example by Veeco Probes [13], with cantilevers of width 30 11m and length 

100 11m to 400 11m (see figure 5.2). However, their route to traceability puts a much lower 

ceiling on their accuracy and the uncertainties specified. 

As the simple devices described in this section are passive, they would require pu

shing into the LFB by an actuator system and some external means of measuring deflection. 

This second requirement is significant since it relies upon the displacement metrology of the 
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Figure 5.1: Experimental prototype reference cantilever array - plan view (from [12]) 
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Figure 5.2: Commercially available AFM 'calibration ' cantilevers from Bruker, formerly Veeco Probes: 
photograph of the three cantilevers , with quoted nominal spring constants of 0.157 N m- 1 

, 1.3 N m- 1 

and 10.4 N m 1 (left) and a side view of one cantilever (right) (from [13]) . 
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target instrument, as discussed previously. The working uncertainty of these devices is hi

gher than with self-sensing cantilevers, to be discussed below, and may be better calibrated 

by such an self-sensing artefact. For a primary transfer artefact, however, direct use of these 

examples is probably not suitable. 

The alternative to the arrays of high-quality passive cantilevers discussed above is 

a single cantilever with onboard deflection metrology. This metrology would add significantly 

to the device complexity. The device would not be a mass-produced, disposable tool; rather, 

it would operate as an extension of the LFB or as the second highest level of traceability 

for calibration laboratories in the UK - a secondary standard. These would be used to ca

librate target instruments or indeed cheaper, lower accuracy, disposable transfer artefacts. 

Cantilevers of this active type usually are manufactured with multistage micro-fabrication 

[14]. Methods for sensing - and perhaps generating - displacement will be discussed in the 

following sections. 

5.1.3 Other planar structures 

Cantilevers are, however, not the only format of planar flexure, and alternative formats have 

additional benefits. It was noted in the previous section that the stiffness, and hence force 

sensitivity, of the standard cantilever is highly dependent on the axial position of the point of 

contact of the interfacing device. If the force transducer can be designed to have rotational 

symmetry, then it follows than this high dependency must be removed, with the clear practical 

benefit of relaxed lateral contact alignment requirements. 

5.1.3.1 Triskelion flexure 

Previous research at NPL led to the selection of the 'triskelion' geometry as the basis for 

MEMS devices for micro-coordinate metrology [158, 159]. As discussed previously, this 'Isle 

of Man' design (shown in figure 5.3) has three bent legs, the outer halves of which are thinner 

to allow flexure and so movement of the inner parts. With the ends shown free in figure 5.3 

all rigidly supported, the relative stiffnesses provide an approximation to a 3DOF motion. 

The rotationally symmetric form can be tuned to generate isotropic stiffness behaviour at the 

tip of a suitably-long stem attached at the centre of the triskelion and aligned normal to the 

plane of the triskelion. With the beams (outer leg portions) instrumented with sensors and 

actuators, a flexure fabricated with this form becomes a device that can sense and generate 

translational and rotational motion at its centre, or at the end of an attached tip or stem. 

If a stemless small tip (length on the order of the flexure thicknesses) is selected, the 

out-of-plane compliance dominates, creating an effectively uni-axial device ideal for low force 
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Figure 5.3: The NPL triskelion form, with nomenclature used in this and related documents. The 
hub and arms are nominally non-compliant (achieved through extra thickness on these portions) 
concentrating deflection in the outer beams. 

measurement. The residual compliance in the other axes is useful for the coarse detection 

of tip-surface alignment and unwanted lateral forces. The relative compliances are tuned 

through the selection of beam dimensions. 

The use of triskelia and tetraskelia in micro-coordinate metrology is now common 

and they have been incorporated into commercial instruments [65, 160, 161] for the pur

poses of dimensional metrology. However, the use of such forms for low-force artefacts is a 

novel approach. 

Several features of the triskelion flexure design would be advantageous in this qua

sistatic low force application . Firstly, it is simple to model the first-order vertical behaviour of 

the flexure. The triskelion simplifies to three parallel sets of two simple cantilever springs in 

series. The total stiffness is 1.5 times that of one half of one beam. The simple geometry 

assists scalability of the concept into another operating force regime. 

Secondly, the rotationally symmetric design intuitively contains a zone of near-constant 

spring constant, compared to the standard cantilever. This will be confirmed mathematically 

in section 6.2.3. The rotational symmetry also means it should be possible to detect signifi

cant lateral contact misalignment by way of signal differences between legs. 

Microprobe work completed at NPL at the same time as the early stages of th is 

project demonstrated the resilience of the nickel flexures to over-force, in addition to their 

intended isotropic properties. This rugged property has been confirmed in this project. The 

ability to tolerate reasonable excursions from the intended operating force range has practi

cal benefits for use. 

There are also some drawbacks to the triskelion design. The rotational symmetry de

mands that the chip body must surround the contact zone. For applications where a slender 
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final probe form is required to reach the active region of the target instrument, the triskelion 

is likely to be unsuitable. The triskelion device would calibrate a further, specialised sensor in 

this situation. To realise the benefits of rotational symmetry, the three beams would need to 

be well-matched in dimension, setting a limit on the uniformity of fabrication of the devices. 

5.1.3.2 Helical springs 

A different sort of elastic artefact, designed at NPL for AFM cantilever calibration, takes the 

form of a Microfabricated Array of (helical) Reference Springs (MARS) [7]. Twelve reflective 

discs are held supported above a substrate by a spring, each with a different spring constant 

in the range 0.16 N m -1 to 11 N m -1 , the standard range for most contact mode AFMs (see 

figure 5.4). The low inertia springs are usefully vibration and shock resistant and in their 

latest form can be directly calibrated via their resonant frequencies and Doppler vibrometry 

off the mirrored discs. The authors state that the position of an interacting tip on the 160 11m 

discs is much less critical than with cantilevers, with the entire disc having nominally the 

same spring constant. This would lead to an immediate operational advantage when used 

in a force transfer artefact interacting with a variety of instruments. However, the design 

may be susceptible to parasitic deflection; this would need to be quantified. An array of 

tipped cantilevers of varying spring constants could offer a suitable compromise. The other 

challenge in the use of this device in a transfer artefact is the lack of onboard deflection 

metrology. An independent capacitance-based system might represent a solution. 

The current spring constant based methods seem to offer the most direct route for

ward for a viable transfer artefact. A suitable version of a current technology could be housed 

in a suitable unit complete with a three axis translation mechanism and an independent de

flection measurement system. This unit could then be kinematically mounted onto the LFB, 

calibrated, inverted, and installed in the target instrument. A compact fibre-fed laser interfe

rometer could provide the deflection metrology if not achieved through MEMS technology, 

provided it could be made resistant to physical inversion. 

5.2 Force (or strain) detection and actuation mechanisms 

5.2.1 Piezoresistors 

5.2.1.1 Basic principle 

A number of techniques exist to measure the strain of an object by a resultant change in 

bulk resistance of that object, or a sensor laminated onto it. One of the earliest examples of 
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Figure 5.4: A MARS. Above the spiral spring is the more massive poly-crystalline silicon platform , 
suitable for AFM contact. A scale bar of 1 00 ~m has been overlaid on this optical micrograph (from 
[7]) . 
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Figure 5.5: General form of the Wheatstone bridge. 

such a sensor, invented in 1938, consists of a folded conductive foil pattern that stretches 

when the surface it is attached to deforms. The resultant dimensional change leads to a 

proportional increase in resistance, which is detected via a Wheatstone bridge. 

The Wheatstone bridge circuit, shown in figure 5.5, detects small changes in a resis

tance, outputting a voltage analogue Vc of the variable resistance Rx according to equation 

5.2 

Vc = - V, ( 
Rx R2) 

R3 +Rx R] +R2 . 
(5.2) 

where R], R2 and R3 are the other bridge resistors and Vs is the supply voltage. 

The class of semiconductor materials known as piezoresistors experience a change 

in resistance with strain several orders of magnitude larger than attributable to conduction 

path length changes [162). These materials, formed by selectively doping regions of a se

miconductor, are suitable for high-resolution force sensing. Bulk strain induces lattice de

formations and a resultant change in resistance. In common with the simpler foil sensors, 

piezoresistive sensors are sensitive to temperature fluctuations and are interrogated using a 

Wheatstone bridge. 

5.2.1.2 Precedent 

One of the first examples of an AFM probe with on-board piezoresistive deflection sensing 

was developed by Tortonese et al. [163, 14). The device, shown in figure 5.6, was fabricated 

as a single piezoresistive strain element with pointed-tip cantilever geometry. The resear

chers claim a 0.01 nm RMS vertical resolution, which is equivalent to 1 nN with a spring 

constant of 10 N m- 1 for this proof of concept device. 

To reduce the uncertainty of interaction position on the cantilever, and to allow ope

ration at a range of spring constants, fiducial markings may be printed down its length. Since 
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Figure 5.6: Tortonese et al.'s early piezoresistive AFM cantilever: schematic diagram of piezoresistive 
detection scheme (top); SEM photograph (centre) and plane view drawing (bottom). Images from 
[14]. 
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interactions often permanently mark the cantilever (an indentation), the interaction position 

may in some cases be determined by the appropriate choice of microscope after the inter

action. 

A number of piezoresistive cantilevers have been developed by several national mea

surement institutes. Cumpson et al. at NPL developed the C-MARS (cantilever microfabrica

ted array of reference springs) device [15] as part of a set of microfabricated elastic-element 

devices intended for traceable AFM cantilever spring constant calibration. The relatively large 

cantilever (150 11m wide by 1600 11m long) is marked with fiducials that in principle allows 

precise alignment of the contact point for a cantilever-on-cantilever calibration. The size of 

the fiducials is influenced by the 100 11m x 100 11m field of view of typical AFMs. Surface pie

zoresistors near the base of the cantilever allow the monitoring of displacement and vibration 

of the cantilever [16]. as required. Detail of the device is shown in figure 5.7. As for many 

similar examples, the small mass of the cantilever renders it relatively immune to mechanical 

shock, and in principle could withstand transport by mail. The authors present the determi

nation of spring constant values at the cantilever tip using Sader's method, Euler-Bernoulli 

theory and finite element analysis (FEA). Spring constants are also quoted for interaction at 

each fiducial, providing a range of 0.03 N m- 1 to 25 N m- 1 . 

Researchers at PTB have created a slightly larger piezoresistive cantilever, of one 

millimetre width by a few millimetres length, for use in nanoindentation and surface texture 

work [16]. An integrated temperature sensor may be used for direct sensor signal thermal 

drift correction. Commercially available AFM cantilevers with integrated strain gauges (for 

example Piezolever™ by ThermoMicroscopes, Sunnyvale, CAl are reported to have dimen

sions too small for easy accurate alignment; their length and width are in the range of several 

hundreds and tens of micrometres, respectively. The PTB group has created both a two-leg 

sphere-probe example and a single-leg tip-probe example, as shown in figure 5.8. The proto

types, manufactured using standard silicon bulk micromachining technology, have a stiffness 

range of 0.66 N m- 1 and 7.7 N m- 1• The authors report a highly linear relationship between 

the gauge output voltage and the probing force in the micronewton range. 

Most recently NIST have developed the example shown in figure 5.9, which has thin 

legs at the root to concentrate bending in this root region. Numbered fiducial markings as

sist in the location of balance-artefact or artefact-target interaction via an optical microscope 

[18]. In continuous scanning mode, the probing tip of a piezoresistive cantilever, such as 

the NIST device, may be moved slowly down the cantilever beam, with beam deflection and 

external force values regularly recorded. Notches with well-defined positions show up as dis

continuities in the recorded force-displacement curve, and act as a scale for accurate probe 

tip position determination from the data [164]. The result is a function that describes the 
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Figure 5.7: Images of the NPL C-MARS device, with detail of its fiducial markings; the 10 11m oxide 
squares form a binary numbering system along the axis of symmetry (adapted from [15)) . 

spring constant of the transfer artefact, after probing with a low force balance. For interaction 

with an electrostatic force balance operating in position-nulled mode, such a device would 

need to be pushed into the balance tip, creating a requirement for a metrologically stable 

precision multi-axis stage, preferably with near-continuous positioning capability compared 

to the resolution of the transfer device. 

The choice of deflection metrology depends on the working range of the transfer 

artefact. For the higher end of the nanonewton force range a piezoresistive element can 

detect displacement via strain. At the lower end, where displacements are smaller, capaci

tance methods may be used. Such on-board MEMS systems are more suited to operation 

in vacuum or controlled environmental conditions, as well as occupying a significantly smal

ler amount of valuable space. It is now possible to manufacture piezoresistive elements that 

require only low voltages, offer a low failure rate and onboard electronics to make the electro

nic output signal more user-friendly in the field . In one such example developed at Spain's 

Centro Nacional de Microelectr6nica, very small, sensitive micro-cantilevers with integral 

signal-processing have been constructed on CMOS polysilicon with spring constants in the 

range 1.5 mN m- 1 to 12 mN m- 1 [19] (see figure 5.10). In another example, the development 

of a piezoresistive pressure sensor has been reported incorporating a MOSFET differential 

amplifier to improve the output signal [165]. 
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Figure 5.8: Types of piezoresistive silicon sensors developed at PTB: (a) two-leg cantilever with a 
glass sphere as probing tip ; (b) single cantilever with integrated silicon tip (from [16]). 
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Figure 5.9: The NIST piezoresistive cantilever (from [17] ; see also [18]) . 
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Figure 5.10: SEM micrograph of integrated cantilevers and CMOS circuits in an intermolecular force 
detection device developed at CNM-IMB, Spain (from [19]) . 
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Figure 5.11 : The 'blocking force' concept: Piezoelectric element free end displacement as a funct ion 
of applied force and voltage. 

5.2.2 Piezoelectric sensing and actuation 

A particular class of materials, such as quartz, have intrinsic properties that allow them 

to reversibly convert a mechanical strain (and hence stress) into an electrical signal. Th is 

process, known as the piezoelectric effect, is based upon the creation of dipoles in a crystal 

lattice when it is deformed as part of bulk strain [166] . 

The reversible strain-charge relationship makes piezoelectric materials ideal for a 

variety of sensing and motion-generation applications, from cheaper buzzers in doorbells to 

cutting-edge dynamic MEMS pressure sensors. In principle a device based on the piezoe

lectric effect would also make an excellent low force transfer artefact: the ability to generate 

strain would have distinct metrological advantages, as discussed previously (see section 

4.3). 

The piezoelectric effect will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 7, but at the 

highest level , the function of a piezoelectric element can be described as follows. 

In strain generation mode, a potential difference is applied across the element in a 

particular orientation, and the element deforms and holds its new shape. Under zero exter

nalload, the element achieves a repeatable final strain. In the one-dimensional case, this is 

known as the free displacement. An externally applied load shortens the achieved displace

ment, as shown in figure 5.11 ; such that at a maximum force, the blocking force, strain is just 

prevented. 

In strain sensing mode, an applied strain causes a transient flow of charge; a constant 

strain rate creates a constant current from the piezoelectric element. If the piezoelectric ele

ment is placed in parallel with a flexure system, the flexure 's deflection can be deduced. 

However, the development of an accurate strain sensor requires complete collection and 

summation of all charge emitted from the element, without loss to other sinks or addition of 
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Figure 5.12: A commercially available stacked piezoelectric force actuator [20] . 

spurious charge from the environment. For practical reasons it is challenging to el iminate 

either sinks or sources, and such sensors must be operated in a frequency range where the 

peak sensor current dominates such leakage currents. 

For high precision instrumentation for MEMS, however, it may be possible to isolate 

the electrical system to reduce losses to a tolerable level for quasistatic applications. This is 

achieved by appropriately isolating the sensor and electronics from the environment using 

shielding methods [167] . 

The type or format of piezoelectric element used depends on the application . For 

macroscopic devices, bulk crystal is used. For example, in the commercial piezoelectric 

stack actuator in figure 5.12, an applied voltage of 120 V generates a motion in the order 

1 mm with a blocking force of 400 N. For microfabricated devices, machining practicalities 

set a lower limit on piezoelectric layer thickness and necessitate alternative approaches. 

For thick films below 10 11m, the sol-gel process was devised, based on the lead zirconate 

titanate (PZT) piezoelectric material. Further information on the process variant devised by 

Cranfield can be found in [168] . 

For sol-gel based PZT films the upper thickness limit is set by an increased ten

dency to crack [169] ; the lower limit is set by the ability to spin-down the sol-gel. Both strain 

generating ability [170] and mechanical stiffness under sensing mode increase with film 

thickness, the former proportionally ; thickness is therefore a key design factor for a pie-
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zoelectric device. The piezoelectric properties of films differ significantly from those of well

characterised bulk materials; Duval et al [170] report the use of a piezoresistive cantilever 

to directly measure the blocking force of sol-gel film PZT microactuators as part of a wider 

material property evaluation. The authors note that film properties are highly dependent on 

processing conditions. The examined micro-actuators had a PZT thickness of 2.5 11m laid 

on a 10 11m x 200 11m x 900 11m silicon cantilever; the resonant frequency was on the order 

20 kHz. A free displacement of around 0.5 11m and blocking force on the order 100 IlN was 

reported for a 5 V, 100 Hz driving signal. 

In section 2.2.7 the NPL microprobe was introduced; this device concept also uses 

a selectively poled sol-gel PZT layer as oscillation generating actuators and motion sensors. 

The phase difference between the actuator drive signal and sensor output signal indicates a 

change in resonant condition heralding surface contact. 

The piezoelectric effect has formed the basis of devices to both generate and sense 

strain across a range of frequencies, as demonstrated by the following examples. Mohamed 

et al. present an example of a high-frequency voltage-to-motion transducer for scanning 

microscopy [171]. Ledermann et al. detect acoustic signatures, operating the principle in 

reverse [172]. Moallem et al. employ piezoelectric actuators to translate a flexure-based 

positioning system across a bandwidth ranging from quasistatic to moderate frequencies (or 

rather, transient accelerations) [173]. 

More recently Ivan et al. demonstrated a system capable of quasi static (-103 s) 

displacement metrology based on piezoelectric sensors [174]. To do so, known dissipa

tive effects were intensively characterised and corrected online whilst maintaining the same 

conditions. No external mechanical interactions with the cantilever were demonstrated. 

Known practical limitations associated with piezoelectric materials are creep, hyste

resis and an inherent upper temperature limit to operation defined by the Curie temperature. 

In the latter item, as the device is brought close to the Curie temperature of its piezoelectric 

component, that component will progressively depole in line with the Boltzmann distribution. 

It is evident that piezoelectric instrumentation may provide the additional, novel func

tionality desirable for a traceable low force artefact, but that there are significant challenges 

to repeatable sensor operation centred on the collection and handling of charge. Generated 

forces appear to be on the correct order of magnitude for the present application. 

5.2.3 Capacitative sensors, electrostatic actuators 

These techniques are grouped, being the passive and active application, respectively, of the 

electric field between charged surfaces. 
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Figure 5.13: The capacitor comb for linear sensing and actuation. 

A voltage applied across a pair of charged plates generates a force on those plates, 

acting to change the separation of the plates. This force is highly non-linear in separation , 

as noted in the context of the LFB. Similarly, when attempting to measure displacement, 

the capacitance of the two-plate is non-linear with separation , and therefore requires more 

sophisticated control circuitry to support a wider force range. Commercial capacitance-based 

displacement sensors are readily available, and so the challenge would be to adapt the 

associated electronics. Further, it is reasonably straightforward to arrange for adjacent plate 

regions of a multilayer planar structure to form a capacitor, particularly with MEMS fabrication 

techniques that allow well-defined lateral geometry. 

The capacitance or generated force can be linearised by arranging for the plate 

overlap area, rather than the separation, to vary with artefact deflection along the working 

axis. Consider the comb arrangement in figure 5.13. Applying standard classical capacitance 

calculations, it can be shown that relative motion of one comb in { yz } gives a linear t£ (or 

linear M with V); x sensitivity is small and nonlinear. 

This comb arrangement is a standard component in MEMS design. Indeed, MEMS 

devices are good candidates for low force artefacts because their moving elements would 

have very small masses. Gravitational forces would be small improving possibilities of inver

tibility. Low inertia in MEMS devices lead to surprising resilience to mechanical shock. 

Section 2.4.1.4 introduced the Electrical Nanobalance and Lateral Electrical Nano

balance (LEN) devices introduced by Cumpson et al. [8 , 143]. In the first, a vertical asym

metry in the fields generated in a pair of comb drives levitates a landing stage against an in

ternal elastic element. Measurements of the driving electrical signal and resultant deflection 

lead to a spring constant value potentially traceable to SI. At end-use, the device becomes 

a passive, calibrated, elastic device requiring no electrical connections and producing no 
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interacting fields. To convert the Nanobalance to an active device it may be possible to recal

culate displacement from the capacitance across the comb-drive. The device is susceptible 

to stiction in the drives and to the well-known MEMS 'snap-on' effect where the moving stage 

catastrophically adheres to the base plate on contact due to van der Waals forces. The au

thors report a landing stage centre-point spring constant of 0.195 Nm- 1±0.010 Nm- 1 and 

suitability for calibration of AFM cantilevers in the range 0.03 N m- 1 to 1 N m- 1 . The device, 

calibrated dynamically, must be operated in vacuum to avoid dust contamination of the key 

working elements. The LEN is similar in concept, but designed to measure lateral spring 

contants. 

Sun et al. [21] have demonstrated the use of a capacitively-instrumented cantilever 

to monitor the flight of a fruit fly (see figure 5.14). It is notable that this sensor operates satis

factorily in ambient conditions, even with the fly attached. A high sensitivity of 1.35 mV~N-l 

is reported along the single sensitive axis; the device was able to measure an average lift 

force of 9.3 IJN±2.3 IJN, which was confirmed by prior scale comparison with a commer

cial mass balance. Beyler et al. [175J employed a similar device to characterise a magnetic 

microrobot in three dimensions. 

Similar force sensors are now available commercially in practical packaging; the 

example in figure 5.15 has a capacity of 160 IJN and a resolution of 50 nN, though at the 

$3 500 price level. 

5.2.4 Electromagnetic actuator (voice coil) 

The use of a voice coil or other electromagnetic actuator system was discussed previously in 

the context of precise force generation in macroscopic instruments such as the Watt balance 

and the instrumented indenter. It is less clear how such a technique could be successfully 

employed on a scale compatible with the previously discussed transfer artefact dimension 

requirements. The issues associated with miniaturising a voice-coil suspension system, such 

that the internal friction is reduced to an insignificant level would most likely prove to be 

insurmountable. Furthermore, reliable use of an artefact with a magnetic component with 

the LFB, which is constructed from paramagnetic titanium, is likely to prove impossible. A 

similar interaction between a fine motion stage and the flexures of the NIST balance led to a 

systematic uncertainty only identified by comparison with another route of traceability [33]. 

In any case there is absence of established precedent for the use of this technique in MEMS 

sensors, excluding the quantised flux experiment of Choi et al. [106]. 
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Figure 5.14: Capacitative force sensor and the study of fruit flies : (top) schematic diagram of probe 
showing axial force direction ; (centre) block diagram of associated control circuitry; and (c) the sensor 
in action. From electronic version of [21). 
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Figure 5.15: A commercially available capacitor-based force sensor (from [22]) . The device is accom
panied by a controller unit, the cable from which connects to the green pin headers shown. 

5_2_5 Resonance methods 

Changes in the tension of a stretched string can be detected via related changes in its 

resonant frequency. If a force is exerted on one of the string anchor points along the string 

axis, the tension in the string will decrease. For a well-characterised string the force exerted 

can be calculated from an accurate determination of the frequency shift. In this way a low 

force measurement device is created. 

Force measurement via resonant frequency changes is an attractive approach due 

to the possibility for bandwidth selection. With a careful choice of working frequency through 

device design, the effect of noise on the measurement signal can be dramatically reduced 

in comparison to other methods. Operation at or near resonant modes of oscillation lowers 

energy requirements, in turn permitting lower power consumption and reduction of related 

heating effects. A lower limit to energy requirements is set by damping effects at device 

component boundaries, highlighted in examples below, and by intrinsic dissipation [176] . 

There are drawbacks with current examples, however. The first is the need for optical 

interrogation of the resonant frequency by laser Doppler vibrometry [177]. This significantly 

adds to the complexity of the device. Furthermore, the published designs are highly non

linear in force response (much like the NPL microprobe) such that they are better suited to 

contact detection rather than traceable force measurement or generation. 

One apparently successful resonance force sensor is Stalder and Durig's 'nanogui

tar' [23] (see figure 5.16). Operating in vacuum, an SPM tip is pressed against the sample 

cantilever, changing the tension in the oscillating string . The beam is required to be soft com

pared to the string to transmit the interaction force, improving sensitivity. The setup allows 
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Figure 5.16: (left) schematic diagram of a resonance string sensor ; (right) example of actual ex
perimental set-up showing shear piezo for tension adjustment and magnet for actuation of Lorentz 
oscillations (from (23)) 

micrometres of string oscillation amplitude without significant amplitude of parasitic oscilla

tions in the connected cantilever beam. The selection of a cantilever with a lower resonant 

frequency than the string helped prevent such parasitic oscillations. The prototype used a 

carbon fibre with a diameter of 5 ~m and a length of 4 mm , oscillating at 4 kHz. As string 

tension is decreased, force sensitivity rises but the response time drops. The force resolution 

is limited by thermal noise in the string oscillation. The authors report a force resolution of 

2.5 nN, achieved in vacuum for a response time of 1 ms and a sensor stiffness of 160 N m- 1• 

The sensor performance was limited by a low Q-factor and required precise fibre tension ad

justments. Vibration damping was significant because the string was glued to the cantilever. 

Initial tension was set by sliding one anchor relative to the other using a stick-slip mechanism. 

Oscillations were generated using the Lorentz force, an approach probably inappropriate for 

a suitable transfer artefact due to the likely interaction with the Low Force Balance. Even 

small ferromagnetic elements found in sample stage drives can contribute systematic force 

offsets on the order of a nanonewton [33] . 

Assuming the behaviour of the cantilever beam and string can be adequately mo

delled and designed to allow inversion, the remaining challenge would be to suitably mount 

an optical detector system to record the resonant frequency, for example with a fibre laser 

feed . Advances in MEMS technology mean that onboard diode lasers, light guides, focus

sing optics and photodetectors are possible. Thus, it may well be possible to build a complete 

onboard vibrometer, using the Stalder and Durig method of detecting light bypassing the os

cillator. A further level of sophistication could be the use of a small Fabry-Perot interferometer 

using reflected light, although returning light intensity levels from the oscillator might prove 

insufficient. In any case, the cost of successfully prototyping a device of such complexity 

may prove prohibitive for commercial exploitation . 

The double-ended tuning fork concept forms an alternative high-sensitivity force sen-
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Figure 5.17: Schematic diagram of a double-ended tuning fork resonance force sensor (from [24]). 

sor, and has been studied by various groups. In an example presented by Fukuzawa et al. 

[24] a vertical force acting on the sample cantilever beam changes the resonant frequency 

of the fork 'prong' beams (see figure 5.17) . The beams are vibrated by an external elec

tromagnet and the amplitude measured with a laser Doppler vibrometer. The monolithically 

manufactured system has an experimentally determined minimum detection force limit of 

19 J-IN , with a theoretical value as low as 0.45 J-IN, which is too high for use with the LFB. 

Finite element simulation of a further double-ended tuning fork example is presen

ted in [178]. This sensor was designed to be applied as a vibratory gyro-sensor, detecting 

acceleration in automotive applications for example. The sensor is not directly adaptable 

into a transfer artefact but the presented discussion provides an insight into noise reduction 

(through signal subtraction) , device manufacture and oscillation driving methods. 

A further example resonator was constructed to allow force measurements in the 

presence of large force gradients (see figure 5.18) [25]. Such force gradients are produced, 

for example, by sudden conformational changes when stretching proteins with an AFM. The 

presented AFM sensor probe employs a piezoresistively detected, electrostatically driven 

resonant beam sensor oriented perpendicularly to the sample surface. The authors report a 

force resolution of 9 nN in a 1 kHz bandwidth in air with an oscillation amplitude of 36 nm and 

a resonance quality of twenty. In a 1 mtorr (133 mPa) vacuum the force resolution in the same 

bandwidth improves to 200 pN with a resonance quality of 450 and oscillation amplitude of 

53 nm. The resolution of the detector is limited by the white noise of the piezoresistor. The 

piezoresistor was chosen due to the difficulties in directing light onto the oscillator in an AFM 

for optical vibrometry. 
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Currently uncertainty levels are two to three orders of magnitude too large for use 

in a nanonewton range, piconewton resolution transfer artefact. This level of uncertainty is 

perhaps a result of the larger, centimetre scale of previous examples. Since many properties 

scale with size, mathematical modelling may determine that by scaling down the system by 

a factor of one hundred, uncertainties may be brought down to a level permitting transfer of 

nanonewton forces. Furthermore, recent MEMS research may provide the solutions to chal

lenges associated with frequency detection and device inversion can be overcome. Hence 

resonance methods based on the above prototypes are worthy of some further investigation. 

A possible route to miniaturisation of the nanoguitar concept could exploit recent de

velopments in carbon nanotube technology, though further innovation is required. Sazonova 

et al. describe an attempt to create a tuneable carbon nanotube electromechanical oscil

lator whose motion is both excited and detected using the electrostatic interaction with the 

gate electrode underneath the tube [179]. They highlight the advantages of the nanotube: 

they are made of the stiffest material known, have low densities, ultra-small cross-sections 

and can be defect-free. The group report that despite great promise they have as yet failed 

to realise a room-temperature, self-detecting nanotube oscillator due to practical difficulties. 

For example, the adhesion of the nanotube to the electrodes inevitably reduces the device's 

quality factor by several orders of magnitude. Any successful implementation is likely to re

quire a vacuum environment, reducing its usefulness. 

5.2.6 Note on placement of electronics 

In the higher-performance devices shown in this section, much of the required signal pro

cessing is located on the substrate of the sensor chip, adjacent to the sensing element. This 

is not undertaken merely for aesthetic reasons; short connections between sensor head and 

processing electronics minimise the input of unwanted spurious signals. This is particularly 

valid given that, for a given experiment, environmental conditions may only be optimised in 

the vicinity of the sensor (for example, in vacuum applications). However, the drawback is 

the inevitable cost of such devices; on-board integration of drive circuitry drives up the cost 

and duration of development, even relying upon proven components, such that the final cost 

per device is prohibitive. The examples shown here were developed as one-offs to support 

ground-breaking research programmes, in part to demonstrate the limits of micro- and nano

fabrication techniques. It is more likely that a successful artefact would be accompanied by a 

macro-scale dedicated controller/driver unit, as demonstrated by the Kleindiek force sensor 

equipment (see section 3.10) and the device in figure 5.15. As will be shown, development 

for the purpose of this thesis proceeded on that basis. 
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Figure 5.18: Il lustration of resonance force sensing AFM tip presented by Harley et al. (from [25]) 

5.3 Summary of useful artefact fabrication techniques 

Recent advances in microfabrication techniques open opportunities for novel designs for de

vices such as the low force transfer artefacts. Such techniques are, however, not as mature 

and can fundamentally limit the performance of the final deisgn. For example, new addi 

tive processes allow for the creation of 'hidden' device features, but often introduce highly 

anisotropic mechanical properties. The advantages and disadvantages of the most relevant 

techniques are considered briefly below. 

5.3.1 Layered microfabrication 

In this approach, devices are constructed in a layer-by-Iayer approach , typically using well

establish methods and pre-prepared masks. Each layer either has a structural , electrome

chanical or protective function . Additional steps remove material to acheive the desired de

vice behaviour. This fabrication approach can yield extremely small features, below 100 nm, 

such as required for NEMS devices. All devices are essentially planar in form , though in 

many cases this is not a specific disadvantage. The production of the requ ired masks and 

establishment of mask alignment jigs is a costly process, such that prototyping is expen

sive, but volume manufacture can be very cheap. The breadth of published experience is, 
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however, such that for specialist applications layered microfabrication is the only suitable 

method. 

5.3.2 EDM 

Electro-discharge machining (EDM) is a method of precision engineering in which an arcing 

needle etches away material to form features as small as 1 0 ~m in size. Using CNC-type 

control a design prototype can be produced with three-dimensional structure. EDM was used 

to machine the monolithic structure of the LFB flexures and could perhaps be adapted to 

produce millimetre-sized flexures for a low force artefact. The author has prescribed the use 

of this technique to produce a concept model for the triskelion artefact; the NPL Engineering 

Workshop used a plate-foil-plate sandwich method to machine a sub-millimetre thick flexure 

without significant warping. The technique is limited by the thickness of the input material 

and the lateral resolution of the tool. 

5.3.3 Stereo lithography 

Stereolithography, also known in some applications as rapid prototyping or 3D-printing, is 

an additive fabrication method in which a three-dimensional model is built up in layers by 

selective use of adhesive or curing agent. The technique allows the production of devices 

and models with hidden features and various aesthetic features. 

In the context of microfabrication, several insitutes have developed so-called micro

stereolithography facilities, in which specialist polymers are selectively cured by a highly

focused UV laser beam. These devices can produce items up to 10 mm x 20 mm in terms 

of lateral dimensions; vertical range is theoretically unlimited, but in practice constrainted by 

the slow writing time at the highest resolutions. 

The produced polymer models may be selectively metallised or impregnated to en

able a specific device function, or simply used for demonstration purposes (see figure 9.1 for 

an example). The mechanical properties of the layered structures are highly anisotropic, li

miting functional application. Further, care must be taken when designing any model to avoid 

sudden increases in lateral dimensions during the fabrication process, or, to add supporting 

structures that are later machined away. 
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Table 5.4: Summary of findings of review. 

I ,·,·h 11,,1,,:.:, \,1\ a 111.1:':'" Ui.ad, .1111.1:':", 

Deadweight forces Straightforward use. Need only a Handling uncertainties; used as low 
reliable lifting mechanism and correct force balance verification route. 
material choice. No development. 

Elastic element Simple, well-established technology. Integration of onboard deflection 
methods Focus on ensuring traceability in a metrology. Dependence on position of 

proven technology. Robust interaction. 

Electrostatics, and MEMS watt and volt balances Integration of onboard deflection 
electromagnetism currently available and hence metrology without compromising 

development relatively cheap and primary mechanism. Crosstalk with 
quick. balance. 

Resonance methods Promises lower relative uncertainties. Practical issues: bandwidth selection, 
Development of poorly represented low Qs, miniaturisation and absolute 
technology would offer market an uncertainties. Risky development 
alternative. Prototype iterations could prove costly. 

Van der Waals and Harnessing ubiquitous forces. Extreme short-range interaction, 
Casimir effect implying Ie robust artefact. 

Dependence on interaction geometry. 
Hamaker constant determination. 

Biochemical and Possibility of intrinsic and hence Collaboration required due to new skill . 
protein manipulation highly repeatable force calibration. Better for smaller forces (future work). 

Fluid flow and Capillary forces always present and Fluid flow totally unsatisfactory. Higb 
capillary forces must be understood anyway. uncertaintie in capillary methods due 

to, e.g. humidity dependence. Required 
level of traceability highJy unlikely. 

Radiation pressure Simple experimental etup in High-power laser (heating, safety), used 
principle. as low force balance verification route. 

5.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter a number of candidate technologies for transfer artefacts have been reviewed 

against the specific requirements of both target instruments and the NPL LFB. In chapter 2 

additional candidate technologies were reviewed in the context of the Low Force facility as a 

whole, and dismissed. Constraints such as possible uncertainties, ease of development, risk 

and prior experience of other groups have been considered . The findings are summarised 

in table 5.4. 

It is clear that to obtain the desired transfer artefact performance in terms of size, 

robustness and portability, the artefact system should take the form of a MEMS device. 

NPL has considerable prior experience in MEMS device production and can outsource the 

final device design and manufacture. Recently reported examples of devices with onboard 

electronics suggest an advantage in a complete self-contained design with a simple voltage 
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analogue signal output. This would remove the dependence of the artefact performance 

on the connected hardware and the possible need to ship that hardware with the artefact. 

However, the initial cost of prototyping such a design and the manufacturing cost (and hence 

a non-disposable nature) should not be underestimated. 

In summary the following are key requirements for a successful transfer artefact. 

The artefact must interface with the NPL LFB platen, with the help of a metrologically stable 

adjustable mounting and viewing system if necessary. Such a system would probably be 

based on a low-specification AFM for simplicity. The artefact should also interface with other 

electrostatic force balances worldwide, in particular the NIST EFB, to facilitate comparison. 

The current iteration of the NIST EFB is configured with stable translation stages and an 

optical microscope viewing system compatible with AFM cantilever format devices. As the 

NIST EFB operates in an evacuated chamber, vacuum compatibility is desirable. This places 

a limit on the choice of materials. It should be noted that for most applications, satisfactory 

operation in standard atmosphere would be required. 

The device must maintain calibration after inversion with respect to gravity due to 

the different approach directions of the LFB and targets such as AFMs. This points again to 

micro-scale devices where gravitational effects are very small. 

This review has shown that a number of apparently successful calibration transfer 

systems exist performing at the higher end of the LFB force range. A successful artefact 

would cover the operating range of the LFB but would focus on the lower end of its perfor

mance. Uncertainties of less than 1 nN are essential, and less than 100 pN desirable, to 

make best use of the force range of the LFB. 

To ensure the calibration transfer ability it is essential that the artefact is self-contained. 

If external metrology is required, this must form part of the artefact system, and would need 

to be present when calibrating a target instrument. In the case of artefacts based on elas

tic elements, this points strongly to the use of a MEMS-based displacement sensor, such 

as the piezoresistive elements or capacitor arrangements used on a number of examples 

presented in this report. 

Several candidate technologies can be immediately dismissed on closer inspection. 

The extreme short ranges and non-linear effects, combined with exacting geometrical tole

rances and poorly known material constants, mean that atomic and quantum effects will not 

yield a traceable transfer artefact. The uncertainties associated with fluid flow methods are 

simply too high. Surface tension methods introduce the complications of surface contamina

tion, place a high dependency on atmospheric contamination and humidity and disallow the 

option of vacuum operation, required for international comparison and some target applica

tions. 
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Radiation pressure is to be used in the low-range performance verification of the 

balance and could be used as an independent method for calibration transfer. Furthermore 

the high-power laser set-up and associated safety mechanisms are not particularly portable. 

Biochemical methods, such as protein unfolding, will become the focus of future work 

as the calibrated force scale is reduced further. This field will hopefully lead to intrinsic force 

standards: repeatable conformation changes with fixed force input requirements that need 

only be characterised traceable to SI. However, for a force transfer artefact in the 1 0 ~N to 

1 nN range, biochemical methods are not the best choice. 

The remaining methods are based on elastic elements, with added piezoresistive, 

resonance or electrostatic-based metrology. These are all well represented in reported re

search, although the focus has remained mostly on proof of operating principle and optimi

sation of micro-fabrication techniques and not on the demonstration of traceability. Further

more, the key will be to make a design as simple as possible, to reduce costs and increase 

confidence in the underlying metrology. 

Previous research has often emphasised the transfer of a spring constant calibration, 

not a force calibration; whilst of use to the AFM field this approach is of little use in other ap

plications. To ensure wider usefulness of the transfer artefact design, deflection metrology of 

the chosen transfer artefact should be self-contained, so for simple deflected springs an on

board sensor for deflection measurement would be required. A piezoresistive element would 

be a good choice, but as this has been the choice of most other groups it may be preferable to 

develop a transfer artefact based on a semi-independent technology for increased end-user 

confidence following inter-lab comparisons. The quickest route to force traceability would be 

to design an interface support to hold the piezoresistive cantilevers from NPL, NIST or PTB 

against the LFB platen. The support would incorporate a micrometer-scale {xyz} positioning 

system that is metrologically stable when at rest. The LFB platen would require an attached 

tip to interface with the cantilevers. 

An alternative option is some form of MEMS electrostatic balance, building on work 

already carried out at NPL. A comb-drive would not only provide an approximately linear 

displacement-dependent output, but also a feedback force, depending on the mode of ope

ration. Assuming the output fields of the full-size electrostatic primary instrument do not 

affect such a MEMS balance, this technology remains a valid option. 

The final area for possible further development is in utilising the change in resonance 

with tension of a resonating elastic element. Previously one major drawback for this method 

was the requirement for external optical interrogation of oscillation frequency, such as a la

ser Doppler vibrometry system, reducing the system portability. With the advances in MEMS 

technology, however, it may be possible to implement an onboard frequency detection sys-
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tem with a simple voltage analogue output. With considerable further design work to reduce 

the scale, and uncertainties, of the technology, and in-depth consideration of external force 

interface, the technology may become suitable for use in a novel transfer artefact. However, 

the cost of this work may become prohibitive. 

Following the discussions herein, development of a transfer artefact system based 

on incremental modifications of existing triskelion elastic element designs was recommen

ded. Onboard electronic transducers should convert displacement into a suitably ranged, 

repeatable voltage analogue for ease of use in the field. The primary candidate for strain 

sensing was the piezoresistive effect, given the breadth of reported experience. However, 

noting that no precedent had been found for installation of piezoresistive strain sensors on a 

rotationally symmetric flexure of the intended force range, alternatives suggested for future 

consideration were the piezoelectric effect, capacitive and electrostatic technologies. 
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Chapter 6 

Optimisation of transfer artefact 

flexure design by modelling 

This chapter describes the design and optimisation of a flexure geometry for the transfer ar

tefacts based on the triskelion concept. Analytical and finite element models were developed 

in order the predict the stiffness of prototype and future artefacts. This section describes the 

development and evaluation of a set of test flexures of known geometry designed to verify 

the models and inform future designs. 

The developed devices are effectively multi-axis strain gauges, optimised for parallel 

sensing of near-vertical force input. The performance and operating regime of such devices 

will be dictated by geometry and device mechanical properties. The deformation must be 

measured, and the presence of the sensing technology has an effect on the device perfor

mance, but to a large extent the two design components, mechanical and electrical, can be 

considered separately. 

6.1 Overview of chapter 

6.1.1 Chosen flexure design: the triskelion 

Any optimisation effort must be supplied with an initial estimate. In line with the discussion 

presented in previous chapters, in particular in section 5.1.3.1, the triskelion flexure design 

appeared to be a strong initial candidate for a low force artefact. On balance, it was deci

ded to proceed with the triskelion concept, to determine its suitability. The anatomy of the 

triskelion is noted in figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1 : The NPL triskelion form, with nomenclature used in this and related documents. The hub 
and arms are nominally non-compliant , that is , much stiffer than the beams. This stiffness difference 
is achieved through extra thickness on the arms and hub, and resu lts in concentration of deflection in 
the outer beams. 

6.1.2 Geometrical parameters to investigate 

The optimisation of the triskelion flexure can be isolated to a number of key dimensional 

parameters to be varied, as shown in figure 6.2 and listed as follows. 

L Flexure/beam length 

A Arm radius. That is, the distance from the centre 

of the hub to the knee where the beam attaches 

(indicated by a dashed line in figure 6.2) 

Tbeam Total thickness of the beams 

Tarm Total thickness of the arms and hub, to ensure 

'rigidity' 

It follows from the assumption that the inner arms and hub are rigid that they can 

have any rotational ly symmetric shape to suit the activities at the device centre, provided the 

mass distribution is known. From a modelling perspective, it is advantageous to place the 

centre of the inner ends of the beams at a known radius from the hub centre. Prior experience 

at NPL supports the rotation of the outer beams by 120 0 from these radial connection points. 

This results in the arm shape shown in figure 6.2. The hub and arms will of course have 

some finite compliance, which will translate to an effective additional un-sensed compliance 

in the outer beams. However, this parasitic contribution should remain small and repeatable. 

The key requirement, then , is for the arm/hub design to be consistent across any fabricated 

artefacts. 
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Figure 6.2 : Schematic of general model , showing the five key geometry variables for the artefact 
concept. The shape of the inner arm and hub section is fairly flexible to suit fabrication constraints; 
the key is that it be much stiffer than the outer beams. Dashed lines show the effective radius of each 
beam end from the hub centre . The beams are rotated 120 0 from these lines. 

6.2 Development of models for the triskelion 

To ensure that the proposed artefacts will operate within the desired range, it is necessary 

to mathematically model the triskelion flexure's spring constant for a given set of geometry 

parameter values. To this end, analytical and finite element models of the triskelion were 

developed and compared. The discussion also presents other property estimations arising 

from the the modelling work. Simplifying approximations were necessary to permit com

parison between models ; the implications of these are discussed. Actual comparisons are 

discussed later in the chapter with reference to prototype artefacts . 

6.2.1 Analytical model 

If a device can be modelled with a combination of standard beam theory and a set of di

rect coordinate transformations, then analysis of behaviour and optimisation of geometry 

is simplified, at least to first order. Initial inspection suggested that the the proposed tris

kelion geometry was a suitable candidate for a simple model. Such a model is not strictly 

necessary for this test artefact production , since the small number of devices with delibera

tely constrainted parameter values can be efficiently studied using FEA. However, analytical 

analysis will be much more useful for the fine-tuning of later 'functioning' prototypes and for 

this reason it was decided to take the opportunity to develop and test a suitable model. This 
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model is adapted from that by Sun et al. (180) and adopts, in this author's view, a more 

intuitive notation. The Matlab implementation is presented in appendix B. 

6.2.1.1 Basic aim of the model 

The simplest aim of the model was to allow the calculation of the vertical spring constant 

of the artefact for artefact design purposes. The vertical axis forms the major working axis 

for each of the devices. However, the remaining five stiffness values and estimates of stress 

and strain also result from the completed model. Of these five stiffness values, the two plane 

tilt rotational stiffnesses are expected to be finite. An attempt to estimate the first natural 

frequencies of the the devices, however, was less succesful, as discussed below. 

6.2.1.2 Geometry 

In the following analysis, the basic microprobe geometry (shown in figure 6.3) is placed in the 

xy plane so that the centre of the hub's top face is at the origin. The analytical model follows 

the design discussion above but for clarity of understanding the reader should follow variable 

definitions as given in this section. The model assumes that the hub and inner arms are 

rigid, and that all deformation occurs in the outer beams, whose outer ends are constrained 

in 6DOF. Calculation of the beam stiffness requires knowledge of their dimensions; these 

are shown in figure 6.4. 

A displacement is imposed at this top face centre. This results in deformation in the 

outer beams. As the beams have finite stiffness, a force is required. As the system is in 

equilibrium, the forces in the beams sum to equal a force at the top face centre. The force 

and displacement can be used to calculate the stiffness in the system. 

Displacements are given, as required for the stiffness mathematics to follow, as the 

6-vector 
x 

y 

X~(;)~ z 
ex 
~. 

e~ 

where 8.t, e,. and e~ are angles but for small deflections are approximately equal to tan(ex ), 

tan( e,) and tan( eJ respectively. 
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f3 7 =a7 +f3o 
a7 = 0 

R = 2n or 60° Po 3 

Figure 6.3: Microprobe geometry used in this discussion 
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Figure 6.4: Dimensions of the rectangular outer beams 
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6.2.1.3 Input displacement 

The input displacement Xo that generates the reaction force to be calculated is restricted to 

z displacement and Bx and By rotations 

0 

0 

Xo= 
z 

Bx 

By 

0 

6.2.1.4 Arm geometry and displacement of arm tips 

It is necessary to calculate a transformation from the hub centre to the ends of the arms, to 

which the beams are attached. The locations of these arm ends are, therefore, calculated 

under a given rotation, and the result used to form a transformation matrix to operate on the 

input displacement X 0, giving the effect of the centre's displacement on the arm ends. 

Each arm is of equal length a. For each arm i = I, 2, 3 the arm end ai is found in 

the hub plane at 

( 

acos(ai) ) 
ai = aSi~(ai) 

where ai = (i - 1) 2; = 0, 2;, '\Jr. Note that ai derives from a z rotation in ai of (a 0 of, an 

arm lying along the x axis. 

Consider a small rotation of the hub-arm system about the x axis, as shown in fi

gure 6.5. Two of the arm ends will be deflected a short way from the {xy} plane, resulting 

in a non-zero z coordinate. There will also be a small cosine-effect shortening of the (x.y) 

coordinates; this shortening may be assumed negligible for this first-order model. 

Using the small angle approximation tan B ~ B it follows that the z deflection from x 

rotation is 

and similarly the z deflection from y rotation is 
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Figure 6.S: Effect of a small rotation about x on the vertical position of the arm ends 
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This gives a total z deflection of 

The total displacement Xa of each arm end from the origin consists of three parts: 

Xa [displacement of hub centre from origin] 

+ [displacement of arm ends in hub plane] 

+ [vertical arm end displacement due to tilt] 

where the first term is a constant vector and the other terms are matrices operating on Xo. 

Combining, we have 

0 0 0 0 0 acos( a;) 
0 0 0 0 0 asin(a;) 

0 0 asin(a;) acos(a;) 0 0 
X a;= Xo+ 

0 0 0 I 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

This can be written as shorthand for later: 

A; (X) = AIiX + Alii 

that is, a rotation (transformation) term Ali and a translation term Alii. 

6.2.1.5 Rotation into beam coordinates 

To calculate the mechanics in the outer beams, the use of a beam-aligned coordinate system 

is required. Specifically, the total displacement of the arm ends must be rotated in z by f3;, the 

angle in the 'global' coordinate system of each beam to the x-axis. If f30 = j 7r is the angle 

between each arm and beam, then 
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Define a generalised rotation in z of 13, based on standard rotation operation 

COS(f3i) ~ sin(f3i) 0 0 0 0 

sin(f3i) cos (13;) 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 0 
Bi= 

0 0 0 COS(f3i) ~ sin(f3i) 0 

0 0 0 sin (f3i) COS(f3i) 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

This can also be written as shorthand for later: 

Bi(X) = BiX 

and the displacement of the 'free' ends of the beams given as Xbi = Bi (Ai (Xo» . 

Displacement in this sense refers to the fixed geometry of the artefact: the displa

cement of one part of the geometry from another, or from the origin, as here. Under a finite 

input force, the free beam ends move to a new total displacement from the origin, and it is 

this relative vector move that is required when considering the compliance of the beams, 

as in the following sections. This relative displacement is calculable as X bi ~ X biO where 

XbiO = Xbi when Xo = Xoo =: (0 0 0 0 0 O)T. 

6.2.1.6 Forces in the beams 

All elastic deformation is assumed to occur in the outer beams, rectangular cantilevers of 

dimensions shown in 6.4. Each deformed beam is subject at equilibrium to a vector force F; 
and moment M;, where the asterisks refer to the beam coordinate system 

p~ = ( F; ) = 
I M~ 

I 

The total 'force' P; is obtained as the product of the stiffness matrix k and the beam end 

displacement from its initial position 
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where k simplifies for a simple cantilever from the classic suspension beam element stiffness 

matrix to 

w2 0 0 0 0 w2 
[!" -2] 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 
/2 /2 

0 0 k= Etw G 2 [\ t ( t~) ] [! 21 
/' /2 where kss = -t - -0.2\- \--

I 0 0 0 0 E 3 W 1211 21 3" 
0 0 0 0 kS5 0 

w 0 0 0 0 w2 
-21 T 

where E is the Young's modulus and G the shear modulus (see any standard elasticity 

textbook for the individual elements of this matrix). 

6.2.1.7 Propagation of force back to hub centre 

According to Newton's third law, the forces and moments on the end of each beam will equal 

those on the connected arm end. Further, the force at the hub centre (i.e. that exerted to 

generate the initial displacement Xo) will equal the vector sum of the forces on each arm 

end. It is, therefore, necessary to transform each force Pi into hub centre coordinates as P, 

and sum to give the total input force Po 

Pi ~ Pi ~ POi ~ Po, 

each transition of which will be discussed briefly below. 

Propagation Pi ~ Pi: This step is the reverse transformation of Bi (X) and therefore 

given by 

p. = B-:-I (r) = B-:-Ip~ 
I I I I ," 

Propagation Pi t------4 POi: This step is the reverse transformation and translation of Ai (X) 

and therefore given by 

Propagation POi t------4 Po: Finally, the input force Po is simply the sum of those from each 

leg, i.e. [Pi. 
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6.2.1.8 Stiffness 

All of the steps described above can be summarised into one line, giving Po as a function of 

Xo: 

It would be reasonable to expect that, for any given Xo, for this first-order model, 

K (Xo) would reduce to a diagonal matrix K, containing the effective spring constants for 

each degree of freedom: 

kx 0 0 0 0 0 

0 ky 0 0 0 0 

K= 
0 0 k~ 0 0 0 

0 0 0 Ax 0 0 

0 0 0 0 Ay 0 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

which may be used to evaluate design specifications for the prototype artefacts. 

6.2.2 Finite element model 

In order to verify results obtained from the analytical model, a parameterised CAD model 

of the triskelion concept was developed, from which finite element analysis (FEA) load

displacement studies could be undertaken. 

Solidworks Premium 2009 was used to generate the required generalised three

dimensional geometry shown in figure 6.2 above. A convenient feature of Solidworks is the 

ability to parameterise the CAD layout, provided suitable constraints and relationships are 

set up, so that the model can be quickly resized by changing variable values. The variables 

programmed were W, L, T 1, T 2 and A, corresponding to the analytical model's variables, and 

a dependent variable W-2 equal to half of W. Figure 6.6 shows a working view in Solidworks 

highlighting the use of most of these variables. Tl and T2 correspond to Tbearn and Tarm 

respectively. As mentioned previously, the design of the hub and arms is similar but not 

identical to that of the previously fabricated microprobe prototypes; the new design has been 

adjusted to set the 'knee' angles to exactly 120 0
• 

The built-in mechanical FEA tool in Solidworks (SimulationXpress) was used to si

mulate the application of a known (10 IlN) load in the z direction with the free beam ends held 
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CD 0.600 
a 

Figure 6.6: Schema of FEA model corresponding to simplest analytical model. This has been chosen 
as the basis for the shape of the prototype transfer artefact set. Shown are the in-plane geometry 
variables with their working values at the time this figure was created. The 'chain ' and 'sum' signs 
Indicate links to constant and derived parameters respectively. The quantity w- 2 is a derived para
meter equal to W/2. The measured gap D1 is shown at its smallest value of 17 11m, corresponding to 
the smallest value of A in the artefact set, 0.6 mm. 
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Figure 6.7: A comparison of the alignment sensitivity of a cantilever and a triskelion : (a) the physical 
comparison; and (b) a simple model of the triskelion flexure. 

in 6DOF; the output displacement vector was used to estimate the effective vertical device 

stiffness. A similar analysis was completed applying a load in the x direction, to obtain an 

estimate of the lateral stiffness. 

6.2.3 Spring constant sensitivity advantages of a triskelion design 

The rotational symmetry of the triskelion flexure arrangement offers a significant advantage 

over conventional cantilever type artefacts. With nominal contact at the device centre, the 

device vertical spring constant shows a plateau with respect to lateral position , making ali · 

gnment less critical. In contrast, the spring constant for a simple cantilever is always highly 

position-dependent. This result is best explained by reference to an example of each device 

(see figure 6.7). The triskelion may be model led in two dimensions in the vertical plane as 

a bar on two springs. Assuming a suitably sized hub and a nominal spring constant of leo at 

perfect alignment, the vertical spring constant of the device will equal ~Ieo at one extreme 

and ~ko at the other, passing through a maximum of ko in the centre in a second-order 

alignment dependence. A similar derivation for a cantilever shows an approximately linear 

dependence on alignment for small misalignments. 

The relative change in vertical spring constant as a function of misalignment is plot

ted in figure 6.8 for similarly dimensioned triskelion and cantilever of equal nominal spring 

constant. The benefit of the rotationally symmetric triskelion in this manner is clear. 
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Figure 6.8: Representative results for comparative alignment sensitivity of triskelion and simple can
tilever, with common nominal spring constant of 20 N m- 1 . Modelled triskelion arm length : 1 mm. 
Modelled cantilever nominal axial contact point: 5 mm. 

6.3 Prototype artefact development 

In order to develop the low force transfer artefact concept and to verity the performance of the 

related mathematical models described above, a suite of prototype artefacts were designed 

and made. This section describes this process. 

6.3.1 Specification for test artefact 

The primary purpose of the prototype artefacts was not to function as an ideal transfer ar

tefacts per se. Rather, they should allow the investigation of the geometry dependence of 

device performance and the present understanding of their behaviour as represented by the 

current software and mathematical models, by being optimised for easily available evaluation 

tools. 

Advantages could be seen in making use of existing effort carried out, and planned, 

for the microprobe project, with the aim of reducing costs for these prototype artefacts. In 

particular, significant time had already been spent developing electronic and mechanical 

interfaces to the piezoelectric sensors on the microprobe prototypes. Whilst the prototype 

low force artefacts were intended to operate in a quasi static, ' ~C ' mode, the microprobes are 
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vibrating 'AC' devices; however, there remained significant overlap to be taken advantage of. 

The microprobe base design is somewhat larger than what may be used for later 

'working' low force artefacts. However, its larger size implies greater robustness and larger 

signal sizes, both suggesting lower risks and costs for experimental evaluation. 

The test artefacts, therefore, consist of calculated variations from the basic micro

probe geometry, limited to the beam (compliant, sensor-equiped outer leg part) and arm 

(non-compliant hub-ward leg part) lengths, widths and thicknesses. Remaining space on the 

wafer was devoted to reduced-size artefacts to explore the dependency of sensor geometry 

on sensor output, as will be discussed. 

6.3.2 Proposed design 

6.3.2.1 Limitations of fabrication 

The cost and complexity of device fabrication limit the variation of parameter values. The set 

of test artefacts must be contained within a finite-sized substrate wafer, limiting the artefact 

count. Certain variables, such as PZT film thickness, must be set at a constant value shared 

across the wafer and set of test artefacts. Whilst there are few constraints on the planar 

shape of the flexures, each additional region with a unique thickness adds significantly to the 

cost of fabrication, which must be minimised. Finally, the significant risk of some artefacts 

failing to operate implies the need for redundancy in the artefact set, further reducing the 

possible unique artefact count (and hence parameter variation). These limitations will be 

accounted for in the following sections. 

Detailed information on the fabrication processes used to create the most recent 

batch of microprobe prototypes, on which the proposed artefacts are based, is beyond the 

scope of this document. However, it is important to note that the number and complexity 

of masks required defines a major variable cost in fabrication. Although some masks are 

reused for several fabrication steps, at least eight distinct masks will be required for the 

proposed work. The mask requirements are summarised below for ease of reference: 

• Mask 1 : preparation of silicon substrate 

• Mask 2: deposition of titanium/platinum electrode network 

• Masks 3-5: nickel flexure structure, layers 1-3 

• Mask 6: PZT preparation; electrode preparation 

• Mask 7: alignment aid removal 
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Figure 6.9: Wafer layout options: (a) existing layout with twelve 13 mm x 13 mm chips, as used suc
cessfully in microprobe project; (b) proposed higher density layout using 12 mm x 12 mm chips to 
maximise prototype population. Half-die, shown within the red dotted squares, were not present on 
the microprobe wafers but are to be added to further increase functionality ; see 'partial chip' discus
sion below . 

• Mask 8: wafer preparation for plating 

The masks are sourced by Cranfield University from a commercial partner based on CAD 

drawings. 

6.3.2.2 Wafer layout 

The equipment used at Cranfield uses four inch (102 mm) silicon wafers, of which three 

inches (76 mm) of diameter is available for devices. For the microprobe project, the device 

die were arranged in a 2-4-4-2 cross grid with a 3 mm separation (figure 6.9a). The die are 

nominally half-inch (13 mm) squares containing the devices, and pads for electrical connec

tions. Twelve square chips therefore resulted from this wafer design. A reduction in chip side 

to 12 mm, as shown in figure 6.9b, increased the possible die count to fourteen, permitting 

a greater variation of parameters. 

Introduction of partial chips The spare wafer capacity around the full-size chips was 

used for 'partial' chips containing smaller devices with fewer connection requirements. To 

simplify both design and testing of the various chips, it was decided that the 'full ' chips would 

contain full instrumented triskelia primarily for the study of mechanical behaviour, whilst the 

partial chips would contain simple cantilevers to focus on sensor/actuator performance de

pendencies. 
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6.3.2.3 Full chips: triskelia 

Master chip design and variables The full chips were intended to demonstrate the me

chanical dependencies of device properties such as stiffness on the triskelion geometry 

dimensions. To achieve this in a straight-forward way, the chips would vary by small adjust

ments from a basic parameter set optimised for experimental behaviour verification. To re

duce risk and simplify the design of verification experiments, this basic parameter set would 

closely follow the microprobe prototypes previously fabricated at Cranfield. 

The basic shape of the triskelion has already been shown in figure 6.2. The three 

beams are equally distributed about the device centre, and the centre of the beam end is 

held at a distance A from the device centre by the arms. The beams are rotated 120 0 from 

these radial connection lines. The arms and beams have widths Warm and W respectively, 

which in the proposed artefact set would not be varied. The hub radius is defined by the 

above and is equal to Warm + ~ W. The beams of a single device share a common thickness 

Tbeam, and the arms and hub a common thickness Tarm . 

Sensor design Constant force actuation is acheived in principle by maintaining a constant 

potential difference across the relevant actuator. The existing sensor and actuator design 

implemented on the microprobe flexures fabricated at Cranfield, upon which these test ar

tefacts are based, was hoped to suffice for an initial proof of concept of quasistatic sensor 

function. Further, the reuse of the same design, and hence the same fabrication steps, was 

intended to significantly reduce the risk, and hence cost, associated with fabrication. 

The in-plane shape of the sensor and actuators is defined by the geometry of the 

platinum electrodes that form the signal connections. Portions of the PZT film between the 

electrodes and the grounded nickel flexures are activated during the poling process to form 

the required active regions. 

For simplicity the electrode design, would follow that from the microprobe prototypes, 

as shown schematically in figure 6.10a. To achieve the changes in beam length required 

between test artefacts, the entire beam layout design should be scaled lengthways. This 

would maintain the size ratio between sensor and actuator and maintain the same placement 

of sensors with respect to the regions of maximum strain. Maximised strain in the sensors 

maximises signal output and hence device sensitivity. 

The fabrication process defines the minimum practical width and separation of the 

signal tracks running from the hub-ward electrodes onto the body of the chip. That is, a fixed 

minimum absolute width portion of the beams must be allocated to these tracks. It is impor

tant to maximise sensor/actuator area both to maximise basic function and to minimise the 
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Figure 6.10: Schematic diagrams of the proposed sensor/actuator design adapted from previous dra
wings by Cranfield, not to scale: (a) top-down (from substrate side) view of sensor/actuator electrode 
layout over PZT and nickel layers; (b) expected cross-section of proposed beam showing PZT layer 
somewhat wider than the nickel flexure. 

relative contribution of parasitic signals from the tracks themselves. Due to limitations of the 

fabrication process, the tracks also become activated, increasing the area of the connected 

sensor/actuator in an undesirable region. 

Cranfield suggest a minimum nickel flexure (beam) width of 350 ~m , which would 

permit a total electrode width of around 290 ~m and an active sensor/actuator width of 

around 250 ~m. A typical cross-section given schematically in figure 6.10b highlights the 

fact that the PZT extends past the nickel layer due to the nature of the fabrication process. 

The outer edges of the sensor regions should coincide with the effective ends of the 

beams, that is the ends of the regions of beam thickness. The sensors and actuators should 

be separated by the minimum recommended gap. 

Wafer layer thicknesses Device stiffness is highly dependent on flexure thickness ; beam 

theory has cantilever out-of-plane stiffness proportional to the cube of the thickness. The 

latest microprobe prototypes are assembled from a constant 4 ~m to 5 ~m layer of sol-gel 

PZT and two 9 ~m electroplated layers of nickel. Explicitly: 

Hub and arms: 

Beams: 

9 ~m (Ni) + 4.5 ~m (PZT) = 13.5 ~m approximately 

18 ~m (Ni) + 4.5 ~m (PZT) = 22.5 ~m approximately 

The proposed design was to retain these thicknesses and add a third , to allow mul

tiple beam thicknesses. Following consultation with Cranfield, it was proposed that the nickel 

structures on the wafer be constructed using three electroplating sessions (that is, one extra 

mask), using the following procedure : 
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1. Plate all flexure regions to 5 11m. This creates a stable base for all flexures and forms 

by itself the thinnest beams. 

2. Plate thicker beams and hubs/arms with 4 11m, completing the thicker beams. 

3. Finally plate only the hubs/arms with a further 9 11m, completing these inner regions. 

The total thicknesses of these regions would, therefore, be approximately as follows: 

Hub and arms (common): 

Thinner beams: 

Thicker beams: 

5 11m (Ni) + 4 11m (Ni) + 9 11m (Ni) + 4.5 11m (PZT) = 22.5 11m 

5 11m (Ni) + 0 11m (Ni) + 0 11m (Ni) + 4.5 11m (PZT) = 9.5 11m 

5 11m (Ni) + 4 11m (Ni) + 0 11m (Ni) + 4.5 IJm (PZT) = 13.5 IJm 

This approach maintains a relatively large arm to leg stiffness ratio whilst keeping 

the absolute stiffnesses small, as appropriate for testing. 

As discussed, the PZT film layer, which is deposited via spin-coating, must be constant 

for the whole wafer. This, therefore, precludes any variation in sensor/actuator thickness, 

despite the value such variation might bring. 

Chosen parameter values With the above discussion in mind, a set of parameter values 

were chosen for the test artefacts; these are given, with justifications, in table 6.1. The exis

ting microprobe prototype has a central hub and arm set such that the arm radius is about 

1 mm. The outer beams have length, width and thickness of 2 mm, 350 IJm and 14 IJm res

pectively. The second full chip device ('8') would be equivalent to this, with a modified hub 

shape as shown in figure 6.2. The vertical stiffnesses of the chosen devices have been 

calculated using analytical and finite element models, as described in section 6.3.3. 

It was assumed that fourteen full chips would be possible. If closer inspection of 

the fabrication process had indicated that only twelve could be accommodated, the two 

variations labelled with an asterisk in table 6.1 would have be reduced by one. It was likely 

that some of the fabricated devices would fail to operate as designed due to failures in the 

fabrication process. Therefore, many of the variations were represented on two die which 

would be physically separated on the wafer to increase the chances of at least one surviving 

fabrication. However, the desire to try as many parameter combinations as possible had 

ruled out further duplication. See section 6.3.2.5 for the physical assignment of chips across 

the wafer. 

Chip body design The devices were to be built on a silicon wafer substrate that forms the 

12 mm x 12 mm chip body. The chip body provides a rigid support for the nickel triskelion 

and a location for solder pads. The chip layout used on the latest microprobe prototypes 
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10 # .I_A/mm 1 M Umm M W/mm Tbeam/Ilm LlTbeam/llm Tann/Ilm LlTarm/llm 

5.0 + 4.5 18.0 + 4.5 

9.0 + 4.5 18.0 + 4.5 

18.0+4.5 

18.0 + 4.5 

- 13 

This special case artefact has a hub/arm thickness equal to that of its beams. The behaviour of this artefact will 
deviate from what is predicted by the analytical model , and such deviations will inform the development of future 

analytical models. 

Table 6.1 : List of proposed test artefacts and their parameter var iation from the original microprobe prototype. 



had proved successful, and was to be retained. Suitable interfacing hardware for the solder 

pads had been designed and sourced, and was not be altered. As will be discussed, the 

pad locations on the partial chips should, if possible, use the same relative locations. A chip 

holder for the previous 13 mm x 13 mm chip can be altered to accommodate the proposed 

smaller chips. 

It was not necessary for the void in the silicon to form a full triangle - this could be 

clipped to suit, particularly for the larger proposed triskelia. However, the microprobe ground

plane border from the nickel plating was to be retained in equivalent form. 

6.3.2.4 Partial chips: cantilevers 

Overview The function of the partial chips was to enable optimisation of sensor and actua

tor design. To do this, the devices on the partial chips were designed to allow comparative 

evaulation of different sensor/actuator geometries. The test sensors/actuators were placed 

on rectangular cantilevers that not only offer a simpler geometry, and hence analysis, but 

also required less room, as necessitated by the partial chip sizes. The four chips were grou

ped in two pairs. The first pair contained simple cantilevers with different sensor sizes; the 

second pair contained an advanced arrangement designed to further localise strain and 

hence attempt to increase sensitivity. 

Simple cantilever: chips A, B To optimise the design of future triskelion low force arte

facts, a good understanding of the relationship between sensor/actuator dimensions and 

performance was required. To achieve this effectively, it appeared useful to have simple phy

sical test artefacts similar to the triskelion beams in which the sensor dimensions are varied. 

The first two partial chips WOUld, therefore, take the form shown in figure 6.11 . 

The chips would contain three adjacent cantilevers, numbered C1 to C3 for ease of 

reference. Each cantilever would be instrumented with two sensor/actuator pads of equal 

length and unequal width. The width ratio would allow better understanding of width depen

dency by comparison of output under beam deflection. Cantilevers C1 and C2 were of equal 

length but carried sensors of unequal length. The comparison of these would confirm the 

sensitivity increase acheived by extending the sensor pads only over the region of maximum 

strain, and, conversely, the benefit of actuating all the available beam area. Cantilevers C2 

and C3 had a 213 length ratio but the sensor coverage fraction was to be equal on both. 

Thus one cantilever should be around a factor of 3.4 stiffer yet the sensitivity should be 

approximately equal. 
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Figure 6.11 : Simple cantilevers C1 to C3 equivalent to portions of beams on full artefacts A and D; 
these cantilevers allow investigation of sensor dimensional requirements in a simplified system. The 
cantilevers have common thickness nickel thickness 5 Ilm (circa 9.5 Ilm with PZT) equal to the beam 
thicknesses on full artefacts A, D. 
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Allowing for a 350 ~m to 500 ~m separation between adjacent cantilevers, the entire 

active area, from which the silicon substrate has been removed, should need to be no larger 

than 3 mm square; this would allow for some flexibility in placement on the chip. 

The common cantilever thickness will be 9.5 mm, that is, formed only from the first 

5 ~m nickel plating mask. However, the later nickel plating layers were to be used to form 

locator fiducials at a well-defined point close to the cantilever ends, as shown in figures 6.11 

and 6.12. The exact form of the fiducials was subject to discussion, not least regarding the 

lateral plating resolution acheivable from the standard masks. 

Modified cantilever: chips C, D Having devised test structures to help optimise the tris

kelion sensor/actuator design in the form of the simple cantilevers in section 6.3.2.4, the 

remaining partial chips were to be used to consider a non-standard cantilever design, as 

shown in figure 6.12. This design incorporated two narrow legs at the base of the cantile

ver that drastically increased the compliance (and hence strain concentration) in the root 

area. Beam theory suggests that this would not only dramatically increase the device sensi

tivity, but also somewhat reduce the dependence of detected stiffness on contact point along 

the cantilever. The latter result implied lower measurement uncertainties; this fact motivated 

the development of the NIST piezoresistively instrumented cantilever, discussed in section 

5.2.1.2. The fact remains that cantilevers were less than ideal due to inherent assymetries 

and arcuate motion concerns, motivating the development of the triskelion-based sensor. 

However, there may be situations in which a cantilever is more appropriate, and these de

vices were expected to help in that regard. Further, the cantilevers shall usefully simulate 

typical cantilever-type targets to be calibrated by the NPL Low Force Facility. 

Figure 6.12 shows three cantilevers, labelled C4 to C6 for convenience; the key diffe

rence between the three being the width of the small symmetrical legs at the root. C4 has a 

continuous root region; C5 and C6 have 80 ~m and 120 ~m width legs respectively. The root 

legs have length 200 ~m, and thickness 9.5 ~m formed from the 5 ~m initial nickel plating 

session. The remainder of the cantilevers, 1 000 ~m x 350 ~m, have thickness 22.5 ~m ba

sed on the full 18 ~m nickel plating. Electrode size would be maximised but the exact shape 

was to be finalised as appropriate for fabrication at the mask design stage. The form of the 

fiducial marks would also be finalised at mask design stage. 

Chip body design The wafer layout sketches shown earlier in figure 6.9 suggested that 

three-quarters of the full chip shape would be available; the removed section forms a rough 

triangle from one corner to the middle of an opposing side, as shown in figure 6.13. The 

sketch appears to support the four to six contact pads required by the proposed designs 
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Figure 6.12: Multiple-legged cantilever variants with a less critical stiffness dependence on length. 
The cantilevers C4 to C6 are identical except for base leg width . These are based on a previous 
concept developed at NIST [18] . 
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Figure 6.13: Schema highlighting the possibility for reuse of at least four, if not eight of the full ch ip 
solder contact pads on the partial chips. Note that the current ground pad position also remains 
viable. The pink square and red quadrilateral indicate the expected edge locations of the proposed 
fu ll and partial chips respectively ; the blue dotted square indicates the previous 13 mm chip edge. 
Adapted from mask drawings from Cranfield University. 

above, as well as supporting the ground pad. The proposed cantilevers should requ ire a 

fraction of the area of the triskelia, permitting the maintenance of a thick border of substrate 

about the active regions. Note, however, that the substrate-free active region of the chip 

should be placed as centrally as possible in the full-chip outline, certainly within the central 

7 mm x 7 mm region of the larger 12 mm x 12 mm chip. Subject to these constraints , the 

exact layout was to be determined at mask production stage at Cranfield. 

6.3.2.5 Chip distribution across the wafer 

Due to the finite risk of fabrication failure for some chips on the wafer, duplicate chips had 

been specified when numbers allow. Given also that physical separation of the chips will 

decrease the likelihood of them being negatively affected by a given localised defect, the 

chips were to be distributed across the wafer. The mapping of the chip IDs (column '#') from 

table 6.1 onto the layout sketch in figure 6.9b is shown in figure 6.14. 

6.3.3 Modelled stiffnesses 

Table 6.2 summarises the results of applying the previously described finite element and 

analytical models to the parameter sets in table 6.1. The results show good correlation 

« 15 %) between the vertical spring constants k .. obtained from the two methods, but si

gnificant discrepancies between the respective lateral stiffness estimates. 
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Figure 6.14: Placement of proposed chips on the wafer such that duplicate chips are spatially sepa
rated . The numbers refer to the chip 10 ('#') column in table 6.1. Letters refer to the partial chips ; A, 
B are the simple cantilever ; C, 0 are the two-legged cantilevers . 

Dimensions relative to chip 10 "A", Modelled stiffnesses INperm 
Chip as multiple or absolute change in ~m FEA Analytical 

10 M M ~Tbcam ~Tann k;: kx k;: kx 

A x 1.0 x 1.0 0 0 22.3 63k 23.6 540k 

B x 1.0 x 1.0 + 5 ~m 0 52.6 84k 67.8 767k 

C x 1.0 x O.75 0 0 50.3 84k 56.0 736k 

0 x 1.0 x 1.5 0 0 6.75 63.3k 7.0 354k 

E x 1.0 x 1.5 + 5 ~m 0 17.0 68.9k 20.1 503k 

F x O.6 x 1.0 0 0 22.9 182k 23.6 540k 

G x O.6 x 1.5 0 0 7.09 146k 7.0 354k 

H x 1.5 x 1.5 0 0 6.88 22.7k 7.0 354k 

I x 1.0 x 1.0 0 - 13 ~m 11.8 43 .5k N/A N/A 

Table 6.2: Summary of result of application of the previously described finite element and analytical 
models to the parameter sets in table 6.1. Note that the analytical model would produce meaningless 
values for model "I" identical to those for model "A", due to the identical beam geometry. As the arms 
are no longer rigid for this structure, the analytical model would clearly break down. 
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I Artefact ID I kz FEA/N m 1 I kz.Anal/N m 1 I kz.Anal/ kz FEA I % increase SA I sis L T 

A 22.3 23.6 1.058 5.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 
8 52.6 67.3 1.279 27.9 1.0 1.0 1.26 
C 50.3 56.0 1.113 11.3 1.0 0.75 1.0 

D 6.75 7.0 1.037 3.7 1.0 1.5 1.0 

E 17.0 20.1 1.182 18.2 1.0 1.5 1.26 

F 22.9 23.6 1.031 3.1 0.6 1.0 1.0 

G 7.09 7.0 0.987 -1.3 0.6 1.5 1.0 

H 6.88 7.0 1.017 1.7 1.5 1.5 1.0 

Table 6.3: Comparative analysis of vertical stiffnesses from the two models, and corresponding rela
tive dimensional values as multiples of Artefact A's A, Land T values (SA, sL and ST respectively). 

6.3.3.1 Discussion of vertical stiffness estimates 

The estimates obtained for the triskelion vertical stiffnesses show a good correlation between 

the two modelling approaches. Table 6.3 presents the percentage increase of the analytical 

results over the FE results. Adjacent are the dimensional scale factors relative to Artefact A's 

dimensions. 

If, for the present purposes, it can be assumed that the FE models represent well 

the short-range behaviour of the model flexure described by the underlying CAD model, then 

for vertical stiffnesses the analytical model appears to be a satisfactory approximation and 

therefore the ideal candidate for automatic numerical parameter optimisation. The simple 

bending modes associated with vertical motion conform well to the assumptions made in 

simple beam theory, which underlies the analytical model. 

The discrepancy between models is particularly large for those artefacts (8, E) with 

thicker beams, because the arm-to-beam thickness ratio reduces and the hub/arm infinite 

stiffness approximation breaks down. Similarly, decreasing the length of the beams drives 

up their relative stiffness, contributing to a lesser extent to the hub/arm rigity assumption 

breakdown. The 1.3 N m-1 negative increase observed for Artefact G may be a consequence 

of the finite FE mesh size, and therefore a good estimate of the internal uncertainty on the 

FE-derived results. 

It must be noted that the CAD model behind the FE results is itself a simplification. 

In particular, the CAD model assumes beams and flexures constructed uniformly of nickel, 

rather than the proposed nickel-PZT bilayer. In order to estimate the significance of this, the 

vertical stiffness calculated for a flexure system consisting entirely of PZT can be considered 

as the worst case. Respresentative values for Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and shear 

modulus are 65 GPa, 0.28 and 20 GPa respectively. Using PZT, Artefact A's vertical stiffness 

drops to 6.9 N m- 1 , that is, a factor of 3.3 reduction. Thus typical (reduction) discrepancies 
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between modelled and physical artefact, considering material choice only, could be expected 

on this order. 

Further, fabrication uncertainties introduce thickness discrepancies between model

led and actual beam thickness; for example, a half-micrometre fabrication error in beam 

thickness equates to around 3 N m- 1 stiffness error in the same direction. 

A key benefit of typical FEA is the ability to quickly visualise the stress and displace

ment across a structure, and to identify where strain is concentrated. This latter ability can 

be used to evaluate the applicability of assumptions such as those made in the analytical 

model. Figures 6.15, 6.16, and 6.17 show such plots for artefacts A, I and F respectively. 

In Artefacts A and F, stress is concentrated in the beams, which show a mostly symmetric 

stress distribution consistent with the classic s-shaped double-ended cantilever. In Artefact 

I, however, stress in concentrated on the knee rather than the beam, and there is a strong 

stress peak in the inside corners. For high-load applications this peak would be designed 

out. Clearly the lack of a standard s-shape dictates that beam theory cannot be applied. 

Displacement itself is still concentrated in the beams, in line with the constant second deri

vative of vertical displacement, moving away from the centre of symmetry (the hub centre), 

predicted by basic beam theory. 

6.3.3.2 Discussion of lateral stiffness estimates 

The likely explanation for the lateral stiffness inconsistencies between the models reflects 

a common error produced by over-simplified mechanical models. The analytical model as 

devised does not allow for the parasitic hub rotation observed in the FE results. This rotation 

occurs about the axis in the plane perpendicular to the direction of the applied force, pas

sing through the point of force application (see figure 6.18). The origin of the out of plane 

rotation is the vertical asymmetry of the device cross-section and an effective buckling at the 

knees; once this motion is initiated, further force amplifies the rotation. The effective fixing 

of these rotational degrees of freedom in the current analytical model derives from the basic 

assumption that the beams do not twist, and results in an effective stiffening of the structure, 

as reflected in the kx values. 

Each degree of freedom of the hub centre in the model has a stiffness associated 

with it - whether translational or rotational. The stiffnesses combine in series according to 

the general formula for springs k\ , ... , ki • ... ) kn in series 
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Figure 6.15: Total displacement (left) and strain (right) plots of artefact A under a ten micronewton vertical (z) load at the hub centre. View is in the z 
direction . Other views clarify that the total displacement is effectively entirely vertical in the hub centre. 
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For two springs kl and k2, this simplifies to 

klk2 
ktot =--. 

kl +k2 

Note that for the special case kl » k2, kl + k2 :::::: kl and k tot :::::: k2, as expected. Similarly. in 

the case that kl = k2 = k, ktot = !k, also as expected. 

Viewed in terms of compliance (defined as the inverse of stiffness) the picture is 

even clearer. Let total compliance ClOt = k;'t
1

, CI = k]1 , C2 = k21 ; then the total compliance 

simplifies using the previous equations to 

Ctot = Cl +C2· 

When kl »k2, CI «C2 and Ctot :::::: C2; also when kl = k2 = k = 1, CIOI = 2c. e 

The FEA model suggests that the triskelion moves in two degrees of freedom under 

an x-axis lateral force: x translation and y rotation. The analytical result shows only x trans

lation of the bulk model, and a much higher total lateral stiffness (lower total compliance) 

than shown in the FE analysis. Based on the above relationships it is suggested that the 

total x compliance of the hub centre is dominated by the rotational compliance of the twis

ting beams. The x-stiffnesses reported by the analytical model would therefore be largely 

suppressed within the total stiffnesses that the FE analysis generates .. 

The device geometry is critical to its behaviour under applied load. Note from figure 6.18 that 

the majority of the artefact distortion occurs in the beams, though the arms are somewhat 

deformed. For different artefacts with equal-dimension beams, the same moment at the 

beam end will create the same beam distortion. A moment applied about the beam end, 

which would result in a beam twist, would be proportional to the relevant component of the 

net force at the hub centre and the length of the arm A. The arm acts as a lever to reduce 

the force required at the hub centre to create the same beam twist deformation, translating 

to an effective increase in compliance about y. The total x compliance Cx can be written as 

k- 1 
Cx = CX. pure + cx. rot = Cx. pure + x. rot 

where the translational x compliance Cx. pure is small and, it is suggested, may be neglected. 

The x compliance due to beam distortion, Ct. rot, relates to the beam torsional stiffness 4eam 
with the following approximate relationship: 

aA 
ex. rot ~ A.ream 
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where a is some constant. At,eam has the form 

KG 
~am=-

L 

where G is the beam material modulus of rigidity, and K the polar 'moment of inertia'. For a 

general beam with rectangular cross section a x b, a 2: b, K is given approximately by [181] 

K~ab - -3.36- 1- -- ;::::: -ab3 . 3 [16 b ( b
4

) ] 16 
3 a 12a4 3 

The latter approximation applies when a » b, as here. Substituting the current beam 

dimension variables and collating the constants into the representative constant {3, -4cam is 

given by 

and Ct. rot is given by 
a AL 

ex, rot ~ {3W' T3 . 

The compliance due to beam distortion is of course dependent on the beam dimen

sions, which vary across the artefact set. Note that, for the artefact designs considered in 

this document, the beam width is constant, and hence has been grouped as such. 

Numerical analysis in pursuit of this line of enquiry is summarised in table 6.4. The 

lateral stiffness values from the FEA method are reasonably spread, reflecting the range of 

dimensional parameters in play. The compliance dependencies derived above suggest that 

the ratio of the FEA lateral stiffness results kx,FEA to the geometry factor TJ/AL should be 

constant for all artefacts. The argument should remain valid if the absolute geometry factor 

T3 / AL is replaced by a relative geometry factor si-/ SASL where ST, SA and SL are multiples of 

artefact A's dimensions for a given artefact. These unitless multiples derive directly from table 

6.2 and are of the order of unity. The descaled stiffnesses, that is the ratio kx,FEA/ [4;'~ASd 

should be constant and of the same order as the raw FEA lateral stiffnesses. 

The calculated descaled stiffnesses, given in table 6.4 and in figure 6.19, in fact show 

no clear reduction in spread or an obvious common constant value. Clearly the simplistic 

analysis above fails to account for all the components of the relationship between the hub 

lateral stiffness and the twisting of the outer beams. 

Despite the failure of the above analysis, it is interesting to note the apparent linear 

relationship between the descaled FEA stiffnesses and the ratio of the FEA and analytical 

stiffnesses shown in figure 6.19. Cancelling the FEA stiffnesses from those quantities, figure 

6.20 shows and highlights the underlying apparent linear relationship between the relative 
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Table 6.4: Comparative analysis of lateral stiffness derived from FE and analytical modelling techniques. 

[-Artetacil~ r ~~A/~m=rl kx,AnaI./kNm-1j kx,FEA/kx,AnaI. I SA SL ST I S}/SASL I [kx,FEA/ (s}/SASd] /kNm I I 
---------

A 63.0 540 0.117 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.00 63.0 
B 84.0 767 0.110 1.0 1.0 1.26 1.60 52.6 
C 84.0 736 0.114 1.0 0.75 1.0 1.33 63.0 
D 63.3 354 0.179 1.0 1.5 1.0 0.67 95.0 
E 68.9 503 0.137 1.0 1.5 1.26 1.06 64.8 
F 182 540 0.337 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.67 109 
G 146 354 0.412 0.6 1.5 1.0 1 .11 131 
H 22.7 354 0.064 1.5 1.5 1.0 0.44 51.1 
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Figure 6.19: Comparative analysis of results from FEA and Analytical models of the eight comparable 
artefact types. The stiffness ratio kx, FEA / kx,Anal. maps to the right-hand secondary axis ; the other raw 
and descaled FE stiffness plots map to the left-hand axis. 

geometry factor sf / SASL and the analytical stiffness values kx. Anal . , which as yet have not 

been linked by the analysis. 

This apparent correspondence would require further study beyond the scope of this 

document, but any explanation would likely shore up the failed analysis earlier in this section. 

6.3.3.3 Partial-chip artefacts: stiffness estimates 

The partial-chip artefacts take the form of simple cantilevers (A, B) and pairs of cantilevers 

with a further pseudo-rigid extension . An analytical derivation of their stiffnesses would be 

a relatively trivial exercise in Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. However, as their dimensions are 

determined purely by the adjacent full artefacts to allow comparison as discussed above, 

FEA has been used exclusively in the interest of efficiency. 

Simple cantilever: partial chips A, B A master cantilever was created in Solidworks 2009 

to model the cantilevers in figure 6.11 . As in the case of the full triskelia, the single nickel 

layer simplification was used. Each cantilever in turn was created, and subjected to a 5 ~N 

vertical test force at its platen . Figure 6.21 shown one of these cantilevers with the resultant 
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Figure 6.20: The apparent linear relationship between the relative geometry factor and the analytical 
lateral stiffness results. The trend line is a linear least-squares fit to the data. The horizontally groups 
points share common Land T values but different A values. 

displacement and stress distributions. Note that cantilevers C1 and C2 are intended to have 

the same stiffness, and under the simplifications made for the FEA, are identical. Cantilever 

C3 is 50 % longer than its neighbours, or more precisely its platen is 50 % further from the 

cantilever root ; consequently the modelled stiffness for C3 should be scaled by a factor of 

(~)3 ~ 3.38. 

The modelled vertical stiffness of 'identical' cantilevers C1 , C2 was 16.7 N m- 1 
; the 

stiffness estimate for C3 was 4.95 N m- 1 . The ratio of these stiffnesses corresponds to the 

above scale factor. 

In addition, beam theory predicts that cantilevers C1 /C2 should have a vertical stiff

ness 0.67 of that of artefact A; the actual ratio is 0.71. Finally, cantilever C3 should have 

0.67 times the vertical stiffness of artefact 0 ; the actual ratio is 0.74. These are reasonable 

given the approximations made in beam theory not reflected in the FEA, and the limited 

interpretation of point stiffnesses in FEA. 

Modified cantilever: partial artefacts C, D Solidworks was also used to model the modi

fied cantilevers introduced in figure 6.12; again the nickel-only simplification was employed. 

Cantilever C4 is shown subjected to the 5 ~N test force in figure 6.22 . Beam theory predicts 

a linear relationship between the leg width and the total cantilever stiffness, provided the leg 

compliance dominates that of the whole cantilever. The modelled vertical stiffnesses of the 
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Figure 6.21 : A 'simple' cantilever from partial chips A, B (a) and its displacement (b) and stress (c) 
distributions under a 5 ~N vertical load. The cantilever shown is C1. 
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Figure 6.22: A 'modified' cantilever from partial chips C, 0 (a) and its displacement (b) and stress (c) 
distributions under a 5 IlN vertical load. The cantilever shown is C4. 

three cantilevers C4, C5 and C6 were 7.8 N m- 1 , 11 .9 N m- 1 and 17.9 N m- 1 respectively. 

These appear to support a linear dependency model of vertical stiffness on base leg width 

(80 11m, 120 11m and 175 11m respectively). 

6.3.4 Summary of prototype artefact development 

The objective of the work descibed in this section was to design a set of test artefacts to 

bridge the gap between current NPL knowledge and experience, particularly with micro· 

probes, and the knowledge required for successful future prototype low force transfer arte

facts. 

A suite of test artefacts have been designed and made that employ the fabrication 

processes from the recent microprobe prototypes manufactured by Cranfield University. The 

proposed test artefacts cover a range of geometrical parameter values to facilitate the opti

misation of those parameters for the first working prototype artefacts. 

The set of test artefacts contain both full triskelia, to study the relationships between 

stiffness and geometry, and simple cantilevers, to assist with sensor design optimisation , 
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though the use of these falls outside the scope of the reported work. 

Both analytical and finite element models have been developed to astimate the li

kely stiffnesses of the proposed triskelion artefacts. The models make several simplifying 

assumptions, the most significant being a nickel-only construction; these have associated 

systematic errors. For the triskelia, both models show good agreement for vertical stiffness 

across the set of triskelia. The estimated range of stiffnesses is around 7 N m- 1 to 70 N m- 1 , 

though the actual values may be a factor of two to three smaller due to the neglected lower

stiffness PZT component. 

The models do not agree in terms of lateral stiffness, with the analytical model re

porting much higher estimates than the finite element analysis. The lateral estimates are, for 

both models, three to five orders of magnitude larger than the vertical stiffness estimates, 

suggesting effective uniaxial (1 OOF) motion. The exact cause of the discrepancy is unclear; 

however, it is likely to originate in the different mathematical approximations employed in 

each model. 

The cantilever-based artefacts on the partial chips were also modelled using FEA; 

vertical stiffness estimates obtained correspond, via the expected ratio, to those from the full 

triskelia with equivalent sized beams, where applicable. 

The partial chip artefacts stiffnesses were in the range 5 Nm- 1 to 18 Nm- 1 and will 

also be somewhat smaller in practice. 

These devices were not intended to work in practice as low force transfer artefacts; 

in particular they were not expected to have the desired force resolution to be more useful 

than currently available alternative artefacts. Instead, the devices were intended to operate 

in a similar wayan a force scale more accessible to characterising instruments at NPL and 

the University of Warwick. An example of such an instrument is the Taylor-Hobson Talysurf

derived bespoke instrumented indenter system at Warwick [182], a candidate characterisa

tion tool. The modelled vertical stiffnesses (approximately 10 N m- 1
) of the various proposed 

artefacts, as well as their dimensions and high force capacity, are well suited to this instru

ment. 

The artefacts were specifically designed to assist in the optimisation of future ar

tefacts' sensor performance and supporting electronics were to be developed as a parallel 

exercise, as described in the following chapter. 

The output from the design process presented in this section informed the fabrica

tion of the artefacts at Cranfield, and indeed Shaw et at. at Cranfield [183] were consulted 

thoughout an iterative design process flattened into the discussion above. 
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6.4 Prototype artefact evaluation 

6.4.1 Inspection and measurement 

6.4.1.1 Overview 

The chosen micro-fabrication route for the prototype artefacts was selected based on the 

prior experience of NPL and the fabrication partner, Cranfield University, in the context of 

microprobe development. The motivation for reusing the same fabrication technique with 

modified geometrical parameters was purely one of risk minimisation. 

However, Cranfield's technique is nevertheless experimental and, as with all micro

fabrication techniques, there were discrepancies between design and end product. These 

fall into two main categories: localised defects and thickness variation. In addition, a failure 

of a key piece of fabrication equipment at Cranfield severely delayed final delivery of the 

prototype artefacts and subsequent work. 

6.4.1.2 Localised defects 

Defects to the produced devices included over-etched regions and holes, incompletely re

moved silicon substrate and mottled nickel plating. Examples for artefact A, representative 

of the set, are shown in figure 6.23. Clearly the nature and placement of such defects affect 

the mechanical and electrical behaviour of the devices. Descriptions of the artefacts to be 

considered in this chapter are given in table 6.5. 

6.4.1.3 Dimensional measurement 

The fabrication partner advised of variation in fabricated feature thickness compared to the 

dimensions specified. The device layer thicknesses are dependent on deposition and spin

off rates which are known to be highly environmentally sensitive and typically non-linear. 

Cranfield undertook measurements of the final thicknesses, for reference; these are presen

ted in table 6.6 along with crude estimates of the impact on device spring constant. Such 

estimates should be treated with caution because of the bulk stiffness difference between 

layers. Further, the full extent of the uncertainties associated with the measured thicknesses 

is not clear. In exploratory experiments by Claverley et al. at NPL using a Zeiss F25 micro

CMM (not yet reported), it was not possible to define a suitable reference plane for the mea

surement; the artefacts proved too stiff for the CMM to push repeatably into an underlying 

hard surface. A fortuitious accident during later work deformed an artefact out of the plane 
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Figure 6.23 : Fabrication defects on artefact A, obtained using a digital optical microscope. 
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Table 6.5: Summary of defects to artefacts considered in chapter 6 
I Artefact 10 I Description of defects 

A Incompletely removed silicon substrate on one flexure, suggesting localised 
stiffening. About 10% missing from width of root of another flexure; reduced 
width at strain concentration zone suggests localised reduction in stiffness. 

Loss of sensor connectivity. Score-markings across one or more arms, 
compromising rigidity assumption. 

B Good condition, localised silicon flakes and small pits away from zones of 
maximum strain. Small pit in strain zone of one flexure. Localised flexure edge 

damage in another strain zone. Surface scoring on one flexure. 

C Good condition but with three significant pits; one each in two flexures' 
maximum strain zones; one where an arm meets the hub possibly 

compromising the rigidity assumption. 

E Significant pitting on one flexure, away from strain zone. Localised pitting in 
strain zone of another, affecting sensor connectivity. Residual silicon on final 

flexure, reinforcing strain zone. Poorly laid-down nickel layers. 

such that the layers were visible from above; however, attempts to estimate the fractional 

thickness of each layer was confounded by poor contrast and lateral layer offsets. 

The lateral dimensions of the delivered chips were not traceably measured, but a 

brief inspection using a digital optical microscope and its online measurement tools sugges

ted that the fabricated feature lengths had ratios much more consistent with those specified 

than for the flexure thicknesses. In light of the above results no further measurements were 

undertaken. 

6.4.2 Spring constant determination 

6.4.2.1 Motivation 

A knowledge of the vertical spring constant of the prototype artefacts would not only faci

litate their immediate practical application but also permit the evaluation of the mechanical 

models developed previously. The experimental confirmation of modelled spring constants 

across a representative region of geometrical parameter space would add confidence to 

future simulations for alternative artefact sizes. This experimentation was undertaken by a 

student colleague under the direction of the author. Initial results were published in (35). 
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Artefact ID 

nominal 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

Table 6.6: Difference in thickness between specified and actually fabricated devices. 

Arm thickness/I..lm of which PZT thicknesslj..lm and flexure (nickel plus PZT) thicknessll..lm 

Measured Fraction of Spring Measured Fraction of Measured Specified Fraction of 

nominal constant nominal specified 

modifier 

22.5 - - 4.5 - - - -
21.7 0.96 0.90 4.7 1.04 6.2 9.5 0.65 

21.5 0.96 0.87 4.6 1.02 11.6 13.5 0.86 

21.4 0.95 0.86 5.2 1.16 5.7 9.5 0.60 

22.7 1.01 1.03 5.3 1.18 6.4 9.5 0.67 

21.5 0.96 0.87 4.7 1.04 10.4 13.5 0.77 

22.1 0.98 0.95 5.4 1.20 6.2 9.5 0.65 

21.7 0.96 0.90 5.1 1.13 6 9.5 0.63 

19.9 0.88 0.69 4.7 1.04 5.6 9.5 0.59 



6.4.2.2 Approach to experimentation 

In principle, the spring constants of the artefacts would be directly measured using the LFB 

over its working range. A previously-calibrated secondary stage would lower the artefact 

holder onto the LFB such that the artefact deflects; from the variation in LFB force readout 

with artefact holder position, the artefact spring constant would be calibrated. 

In practice, the prototype artefacts were too stiff to allow the correct operation of 

the LFB, and an intermediate reference cantilever in the range 1 N m -1 to 10 N m -1 was 

used to complete the measurements. It was previously noted (see section 3.10) that the 

LFB struggles to calibrate devices of stiffness much above 10 N m- 1 . Test experiments with 

artefact A (nominal spring constant about 20 N m-1) confirmed this incompatibility. 

An alternative, two-step, measurement process was devised, and is summarised in 

figure 6.24. In the first step, the spring constant kCANT of the reference cantilever is deter

mined from the variation in LFB force readout with cantilever holder position, or rather, the 

external stage displacement. In the second step, the reference cantilever is used to deflect 

the (unpowered) LFB flexure and transfer artefact in parallel. From the displacement of the 

external stage, that of the LFB mechanism, the spring constant of the reference cantilever 

and that of the LFB mechanism, the spring constant of the artefact can be calibrated. This 

can be derived mathematically as follows, using the quantities as defined in figure 6.24. 

Neglecting measurement frame compliance, the displacement of the secondary stage is 

distributed between the reference cantilever and LFB-artefact system: 

&EXT = &CANT + &LFB . (6.1 ) 

And at force equilibrium the following holds, assuming equal deflection of LFB and 

artefact: 

kCANT&cANT = (kLFB + kART) &LFB (6.2) 

Inserting 6.1 in 6.2 and rearranging with ~~;~. = (~~~;.;) -I yields the following ex

pression for the artefact spring constant kART: 

[( )
-1 1 d::'EXT 

kART = kcANT -- - 1 - kLFB 
dZLFB 

(6.3) 

The uncertainty derivation associated with the above will be discussed later, but it is 

noted that for stiffer artefacts the poorly defined LFB stiffness has a smaller contribution to 

the relative uncertainty in artefact spring constant determination. 
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Figure 6.24: The workaround two-step prototype artefact spring constant measurement process. 

6.4.2.3 Reference cantilever design 

It was already noted that the required reference cantilever would have a spring constant in 

the range 1 N m- 1 to 10 N m- 1
. In addition, non-specialist manufacture and usage of the 

cantilever demanded macroscopic dimensions - that is, dimensions on the order ten milli

metres. Finally, in order to access the artefact within its holder, a cantilever tip of several 

millimetres was essential. To reconcile these requirements and to minimise arcuate canti

lever motion, and hence lateral tip motion, a parallel flexure design was implemented, as 

shown in figure 6.25. 

Noting that for a parallel-beam cantilever the beam-theory spring constant equation 

for a simple cantilever modifies to 

Ewr3 2Ewr 3 

k = 4(/ / 2)3 = -[3-' 

it was found that a practically-dimensioned cantilever could be constructed from 30 11m 

thick, 12.26 mm wide stainless steel slip gauges. Based on a Young's modulus for steel of 

207 GPa, a 33 mm long cantilever would have a satisfactory nominal vertical spring constant 

of 3.8 Nm 1 
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Figure 6.25: Parallel-flexure reference cantilever employed to measure prototype artefact spring 
constants : (top) schematic diagram; (bottom) actual implementation. 

To minimise the unladen deflection of the double-cantilever, it was essential to use a 

low-density material for the spacers defining each end of the bending zone. One millimetre 

thick Nylon washers were machined to size and glued in place using epoxy adhesive. The 

length of the free-flexing region was then confirmed. The Nylon spacers, whilst light, were 

not particularly stiff, and in combination with the uneven boundaries of the adhesive were 

expected to contribute some non-linearities and hysteresis to the mechanical behaviour of 

the reference cantilever. 

The cantilever tip consisted of a 4 mm length of 0.8 mm single-core steel electronics 

wire soldered to the underside of the cantilever. A 0.5 mm ruby sphere was glued to the tip 

of the wire to improve the definition of contact with the artefact and LFB platen and to reduce 

progressive tip shape change. Compliance in the tip stem was accounted for in the cantilever 

stiffness measurement, along with any compliance in the cantilever mount, an advantage of 

in-situ reference cantilever calibration. 

6.4.2.4 Reference cantilever spring constant measurement 

Generation and measurement of reference cantilever motion was achieved using the PI Na

nocube nanopositioner system introduced previously (see section 3.10), where scale linea

rity at the 0.2 % level was determined. Measurement of force was provided by the LFB 

operating in indirect voltage measurement mode, thus contributing a further 2.5 % relative 

uncertainty. Basic alignment between LFB platen and cantilever tip was achieved by using 

the lateral axes of the nanopositioner to move one tip sphere over the other, finding the 

centre based on the LFB force readout. At 0.14 % for 3 0 misalignment, the cosine error was 
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considered insignificant. 

The nanopositioner closed-loop target was cycled repeatedly between 0 ~m and 

1 0 ~m in intervals of 0.2Ilm. The resultant LFB force reading, once settled, was recorded for 

each position. The full range of the LFB force scale was used. Sixty-nine contiguous cycles 

were found to be valid; the associated force and displacement is presented in figure 6.26. 

Firstly, a significant amount of hysteresis is observed, perhaps consistent with the crude 

nature of the cantilever design and friction effects at the cantilever tip. Much of the apparent 

variation at a given point was assumed to be due to drift in the LFB force reading. The useful 

cycles were recorded over forty hours, with thirty-four minutes per cycle and twenty seconds 

per point. To reduce the effect of drift, an average force was calculated for each cycle and 

deducted from the member data of that cycle, in the manner of a zero-order drift correction. 

The result is plotted in figure 6.27 and shows residual variation due to short-term drift and 

repeatability in the mechanical motion of the reference cantilever. 

From figure 6.27 two linear regions were identified for approach and retract opera

tion respectively. A linear least-squares fit was calculated for these regions for each drift

corrected cycle, returning the gradient and the associated fitting uncertainty. Figure 6.28 

summarises these results. The mean and standard deviation of these values were 4.48 N m- 1 

and 0.11 N m- 1 respectively with no significant difference between approach and retract va

lues. Since most of this variation is assumed to be due to the behaviour of the reference 

cantilever itself, rather than measurements of it, the standard deviation is taken as an esti

mate of repeatability. The uncertainty due to repeatability is reducible with repeated use of 

the cantilever; after ten repeats the total uncertainty is dominated by the known scaling error 

in the LFB (about 2.6 %) which persists. Given at least ten repeated uses of the cantilever, 

its spring constant was therefore estimated as kcANT = 4.48 N m- 1 ±0.11 N m- 1 
. 

6.4.2.5 Prototype artefact spring constant measurement 

The measurement of the spring constant of each artefact proceeded in the following manner. 

The artefact was inserted between reference cantilever and LFB platen to achieve the arran

gement in figure 6.24. The nanopositioner target displacement (that is, kEXT) was stepped 

incrementally over a range of 30 Ilm, in steps of up to 500 nm resulting in a total LFB-artefact 

displacement on the order of 51lm. At least ten complete bi-directional cycles were comple

ted for each artefact. In each case, hysteresis was observed consistent with that recorded 

above (see for example figure 6.29). The hysteresis cycle followed an anti-clockwise path 

with the lower portion describing the approach and the upper portion the retract motion. 

The aim was to determine the ratio ~~:~~ from linear regions of the plot of LFB (and 
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Figure 6.26: Raw data from the measurement of the reference cantilever spring constant. 
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Figure 6.27: Processed data from the measurement of the reference cantilever spring constant. 
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Figure 6.28 : Per-cycle approach and retract stiffness estimates from least-squares linear fits. 

Table 6.7: Exemplary calculation of uncertainty in measurement of artefact spring constant, for arte
fact 8 

Term Unit Value Uncertainty Sensitivity coeH. CoeH. value CoeH. unit Product 

"cANT Nm 1 4.48 0.11 I(~) 1 -II 10.8 unitless 1.19 

~ ZI9<l 
unitless 0.0848 0.0006 kCANTT$~:~-) 2 623 Nm 1 0.35 

kLFB Nm 1 1.615 0.009 1 1 unitless 0.01 

Nm 1 46.72 Quadrature sum Nm 1 1.24 

artefact) displacement ZLFB as a function of the nanopositioner target position ZEXT· The 'ap

proach' linear region was typically defined as between the ZEXT values of 6 11m and 30 11m ; 

the 'retract' region was between 24 11m and 0 11m. A linear least-squared fit was applied to 

each linear region to estimate the required ratio. Based on the assumption that the arte

fact under test demonstrates better mechanical behaviour than the reference cantilever, the 

decision was taken to calculate a mean and associated standard error for all values. 

The ratio was propagated through equation (6.3) using previously determined va

lues for the other parameters. The associated uncertainty was calculated using the usual 

quadrature sum approach. Sensitivity coefficients and an exemplary uncertainty calculation 

are presented in table 6.7. The final results for each artefact are summarised in table 6.8. 
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Figure 6.29: Displacement-displacement curve for the use of the reference cantilever to measure the 
spring constant of artefact B. 

Experiment 10 Uncertainty IN m 1 ReI. uncertainty 

A 4 15.15 0.42 2.8 % 

B 46.72 1.24 2.7% 

c 5 31 .86 0.95 3.0% 

2 15.53 0.43 37.5 % 2.8% 

E 3 14.87 0.43 62.5 % 2.9 % 

combined 15.12 0.43 2.8 % 
L....... 
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Table 6.9: Comparison of modelled and experimentally obtained spring constant estimates for three 
artefacts. Ratios are defined to simplify comparison 

Artefact Beam Beam Analytical FEA ratio Expt. stiffness Experimental I 

length thickness ratio fNm- 1 ratio 

A 1 1 1 1 15.15 + 0.42 0.76 

B 1 1.42 2.87 2.36 46.72 ± 1.24 2.36 I 
E 1.5 1.42 0.85 0.76 15.12 ± 0.43 0.76 I 

6.4.2.6 Comparison with modelled estimates of spring contants 

A key function of the prototype artefacts was to evaluate the suitability of the analytical and 

finite element models developed; such an evaluation is described here. The performance of 

a model can only be as good as the input parameters provided. As noted in section 6.4.1, 

the actual dimensions of the artefacts appear to differ somewhat from that specified, but the 

accurate measurement of those dimensions, in particular the thickness, is problematic. The 

approach taken, therefore, was to recalculate the model outputs using best estimates for 

artefact dimensions (specified lateral dimensions and Cranfield's thickness measurements) 

and compare with the experimentally determined values. Due to suspected correllated un

certainties in the estimates, such as incorrect material property inputs to the models, an 

additional step was taken to calculate stiffness ratios between the artefacts for each me

thod. The results are presented in table 6.9; they are not particularly conclusive. Whilst the 

experimental ratio between Band E is in line with the FEA results, which might be assumed 

to be the accurate model, artefact A appears to be much more compliant in practice than 

justified by the circa 20 % narrowing of one leg due to damage. 

6.5 Conclusions 

Described in this chapter is the employment of a triskelion flexure design in a novel way to 

form the elastic element of the transfer artefact's transducer function, based on the earlier 

review of the precedent for low force transfer artefacts. The planar triskelion flexure shares 

the majority of the features and functionality of the popular cantilever artefact format, whilst 

its spring constant is comparatively insensitive to lateral contact misalignment. Significant 

misalignment may be detected as signal differences between sensors on the three legs. 

In order to be able to predict the spring constant of an artefact with given dimensions, 

models of the triskelion flexure were developed. The spring constant is key to the function 

of the artefact, and most significantly determines the type of target instrument or process 
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the transfer artefact can interact with. Therefore, the ability to predict spring constant will 

inevitably shorten expensive design and fabrication iteration processes. 

An analytical model of the triskelion flexure was developed for low force measure

ment based on similar reported models. The model incorporated several first-order approxi

mations to limit the computational complexity for later artefact performance predictions. A 

complementary finite-element model was also developed, and parameterised to allow com

parison with the analytical model. 

A comparison of results from the two models supports the following conclusions. 

The analytical model satisfactorily predicts the vertical spring constant of the triskelion, that 

is, along the nominal single degree of freedom of the flexure design. The analytical model 

performed much more poorly when predicting the parasitic compliance of the remaining 

degrees of freedom of the artefact hub centre, due to mathematical over-constraints. The 

performance of the analytical model also decreases when the triskelion geometry is set 

such that the 'thin flexure' approximation no longer holds. 

An extension of the analytical model to consider the response to lateral forces was 

undertaken. A linear combination of lateral and rotational compliance of the artefact hub top 

face centre did not conclusively account for the differences between predicted behaviour 

from the simple analytical and finite element models. 

It can therefore be concluded that the analytical model is suitable for rapid initial 

geometry parameter value selection for a given target spring constant, but that verification 

of the chosen parameter values using finite element analysis should be undertaken where 

possible to better understand both linear and non-linear behaviour. 

The key common weakness of both models as developed is the representation of the 

combined material properties of the laminated artefact structure. A suitable extension of the 

model to reflect the nickel-PZT layer structure should be incorporated in future. Nevertheless, 

the current analytical model can be used to rapidly establish bounds on the artefact spring 

constant based on all-nickel and all-PZT construction in turn. 

A suite of prototype artefacts was developed to assist with the optimisation of the 

flexure and sensor design. The microfabricated artefacts consisted of a nickel flexure and 

piezoelectric instrumentation, with dimensions chosen to cover a volume of geometry para

meter space and hence a range of spring constants. The fabricated artefacts were observed 

to have a number of fabrication defects that were likely to affect both the observed mechani

cal and electronic behaviour. 

The vertical spring constants of a number of the fabricated devices were directly 

measured using the LFB and a secondary cantilever. The ratio of measured spring constants 
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broadly followed the expected ratio as modelled, but the level of agreement was low. It is 

suspected that, given the high sensitivity of spring constant to beam dimensions, fabrication 

defects were the primary cause of the poor agreement. Thus, the accuracy of the mathema

tical models remains unconfirmed and would benefit from further experimental confirmation, 

perhaps using a macroscopic equivalent or flexure-only microfabricated devices. 
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Chapter 7 

Optimisation of instrumentation and 

control for the artefacts 

7.1 Overview of chapter 

In the previous chapter, the development of the triskelion flexure system for the low force 

artefact concept was presented. The process involved the production of a set of test arte

facts, based on the production method used for the NPL microprobes, in order to minimise 

development risk. As such, the test artefacts were equipped with piezoelectric sensors and 

actuators. 

This chapter describes efforts to develop and optimise interface circuitry for the pro

totype transfer artefact sensors, with the aim of exploiting the possibility for strain generation. 

From the previous comparison of sensor/actuator candidate technologies, the piezoelectric 

effect was identified as a possible transducer mechanism for a low force transfer artefact, 

but not necessarily the primary choice. Operational constraints on the project precluded the 

development of further prototypes, and so the test artefacts were considered in more detail. 

This chapter is organised as follows. A brief summary of applicable background 

theory is provided, with an emphasis on practical aspects. The incremental development of 

a sensor circuit for quasistatic operation from the proven operating range of near-resonance 

is presented. Finally, the ability of a demonstration system to measure near-constant forces 

is evaluated. 
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Figure 7.1: The piezoelectric effect in quartz: (A) unstressed unit cell ; (8) unit cell under compression 
produces a dipole; (C) under tension, the sign of the dipole is reversed (from [26]) . 

7.2 Background theory 

The discussion in this section builds upon the introduction in section 5.2.2. 

7.2.1 The piezoelectric effect 

Piezoelectricity is a bulk property of a crystalline material whose unit cell develops a charge 

dipole when subjected to a stress (26). The piezoelectric effect can only occur along axes of 

asymmetry in the unit cell , and so, not all materials exhibit this property. 

A common natural piezoelectric material is quartz. Figure 7.1 shows a simplistic ball 

model of the quartz unit cell. Stress applied along the x axis results in a displacement of 

charge in the y direction according to the magnitude and sign of the stress. This charge dis

placement equates to an induced potential difference across the bulk material , or a transient 

current. Due to the finite Poisson's ratio of quartz it follows that stresses in the )' direction 

will also resu lt in a y charge displacement. Further interactions can typically be identified in 

other crystal planes. 

A full characterisation of the piezoelectric effect for a given material would consider 

the tensor equation for polarisation 

( 

Pxx ) 
P= ~')' 

P-.z 

where (Jii are axial stresses and dnur are the piezoelectric coefficients, with units of coulombs 

per newton. 
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The piezoelectric effect is reversible; if an external potential difference is applied 

along the appropriate axis, it is energetically favourable for the piezoelectric crystal to de

form to neutralise the applied potential. This process is lossy, giving piezoelectric materials 

hysteretic characteristics. 

In practice most engineered piezoelectric materials are polycrystalline, and must 

be heated above their Curie temperature and 'poled' within a strong electric field to align 

the crystals to mirror the behaviour of a single crystal. If the sensor electrodes are used 

to generate the required electric field, it is possible to arrange multiple independent active 

zones within the same layer of piezoelectric material. 

7.2.2 Generating motion 

As discussed, the method of generating a force within a piezoelectric device would simply be 

to apply a suitable potential difference and constrain the device to prevent it from reaching 

its free displacement state. The act of constraining the device will subject the constrainer, 

the LFB or target instrument, to a force calculable based upon prior artefact calibration. 

It had been expected at the planning stage of the project that the established tris

kelion concept would be able to generate quasistatic displacements on the order of 0.1 11m 

to 1 !-1m and exhibit related blocking forces on the order of 0.1 IlN to 1 IlN, such as later de

monstrated elsewhere [170]. However, preliminary experiments with the microprobe triskelia 

using, in turn, a laser Doppler vibrometer and the LFB could not resolve any displacement. 

Voltages were applied up to, and slightly beyond the 8 Vllm- 1 potential gradient limit recom

mended by the fabrication partner, with no success. The problem may have been compoun

ded by the unavailability of a proportion of actuators on each artefact due to defects. Further 

diagnosis was not attempted under the scope of this thesis. 

7.2.3 Sensing motion 

There are two ways in principle to detect the electronic output of a piezoelectric sensor: 

using a voltage amplifier or a charge amplifier. The voltage amplifier presents the sensor 

with an infinite impedance, trapping the displaced charge within the sensor, and amplifying 

the potential difference induced across the sensor to a useful level. The charge amplifier pre

sents the sensor with zero impedance, collects all the charge, and by means of a feedback 

capacitor, produces a practically scaled analogue of the sum of charge collected. 

Implementations of either approach are subject to practical limitations. As the input 

impedance of the voltage amplifier is increased, the charge will find another route towards 
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Figure 7.2: An electronic model of the sensor, charge amplifier system (from [27)) 

ground, such as via cable capacitance. In the case of the charge amplifier, charge may be 

lost to leakage currents into the amplifier. In either case, it is essential to properly shield the 

sensor and interfacing circuit from additional , external sources that would result in inaccuracy 

of strain analogue. The amount of charge generated by sensors of the size used in the 

prototype artefacts is estimated to be on the order of picocoulombs. 

The charge amplifier is the established choice for piezoelectric sensors, and conse

quently is frequently discussed in the literature. Bartolome [27) gives a pragmatic description 

of the amplifier, of which the following is a summary. 

The sensor charge amplifier system is shown schematically in figure 7.2. The sensor 

is modelled as a capacitor and a charge source in parallel , which reflects the behaviour of 

the PZT and also conforms to the standard form of a device with high output impedance. 

The charge amplifier has a very low input impedance, presenting a virtual ground 

to the sensor output and hence accepting all charge input. Charge arriving at the sensor 

(Cd) or on the parasitic capacitance of the operational amplifier (op-amp) (Ca) will establish a 

potential at the non-inverting op-amp input. This potential will immediately be compensated 

by a current through the feedback network. Neglecting the feedback resistance RFB for a 

moment, this current will lead to buildup of charge on the feedback capacitor in principle 

equal to the net sum of all charge from the sensor. The resultant potential difference across 

CFB is the output voltage of the charge amplifier Vout , and hence the gain of the charge 

amplifier can be approximated as gain = C~. The feedback resistance RFB slowly allows 

charge past CFB to bring the charge sum back to zero over time, counteracting unwanted 

drift and DC components in dynamic applications. This action aims to make saturation of 

the op-amp output more difficult, permitting a higher gain factor and hence higher sensitivity. 
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The charge amplifier is therefore a high-pass filter, with the cut-off frequency 

For DC applications, however, a feedback resistance would distort or remove slow

moving, quasistatic displacement signals. For a feedback capacitance of 100 pF and a cut-off 

frequency of 0.1 Hz, a feedback resistance of 16 Go. is necessary. Such a resistance would 

be difficult to establish. An alternative is to use a switch to only connect RFB, with a smaller 

value, as needed to 'zero' the amplifier output based on an external monitoring system. 

However, the challenge remains to ensure that cross-trace PCB resistances do not provide 

an additional RFB· 

In order to achieve a successful charge amplifier implementation, the central op-amp 

must have the following characteristics: 

• very high input impedance, to avoid direct interaction between signal wire and ground 

via the two inputs; 

• very low input bias current, or at least very low input offset current, and an excellent 

common mode rejection ratio, so that signal is not lost to the workings of the amplifier; 

• excellent thermal stability of output; and 

• low noise. 

7.3 Sensor circuit development 

7.3.1 Overview and early attempts 

Based on section 7.2, noting the challenges to DC operation and the fact that local disrup

tive influences were not fully understood, an incremental sensor circuit (charge amplifier) 

development approach was employed as summarised below. 

1. Verification of sensor operation at the resonant frequency of the flexures. 

2. Development and optimisation of circuit between 50 Hz barrier and resonant fre

quency. 

3. Signal detection below 50 Hz barrier. 

4. Optimisation for quasistatic operation. 
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Figure 7.3: An unsuccessful early interaction experiment that produced a ficticious sensor signal , 
due to electric fields from the PI Nanocube nanopositioner system: (top) the physical arrangement ; 
(bottom) example results. 

A key challenge was the establishment of pure mechanical inputs to the triskelion device for 

testing, such that the external flexure actuator would not induce a parasitic charge mistaken 

for a signal from the sensor. 

Previously, more optimistically planned experiments used the arrangement shown in 

figure 7.3 (top) to displace the artefact. The nanopositioner, itself piezoelectrically actuated, 

interacted with an early charge amplifier circuit to produce a false signal (figure 7.3 bottom) 

of the expected form. The problem was finally identified when the characteristic form was 

recreated with the pusher tip lifted away from the triskelion , having been previously masked 

by poor repeatability. 

7.3.2 First stage: behaviour at resonance 

The microprobe development process at NPL had previously established a vibrometer-based 

technique for evaluating the integrity of each sensor and actuator ; th is technique was applied 

to the prototype artefacts reported here. The chip was mounted beneath a Polytec CLV 2543 

laser Doppler vibrometer such that the vibrometer's measurement beam struck the centre 
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Figure 7.4: A typical frequency response characteristic for the triskel ion obtained from a laser Doppler 
vibrometer using a software tool developed by others at NPL. This plot was obtained from energising 
actuator '3Am' on artefact D. The first mode corresponds to the vertical oscillation mode ; the higher 
pair of peaks show the two plane-tilt modes and if fabricated perfectly would overlap. The small low
frequency notches are assumed to correspond to resonant modes of the metrology frame. 

of the hub, with the beam aligned normal to the plane of the device. A moderate-voltage, 

constant-amplitude sinusoidal driving signal from a programmable function generator (AIM

TTi TG330) was connected to each sensor and actuator in turn and a frequency response 

spectrum acquired from the vibrometer over the range 200 Hz to 2250 Hz. The vibrometer 

used relies on the mechanical loop for displacement reference but this is acceptable for the 

described purpose. Figure 7.4 shows a typical response from an actuator on artefact D. 

Resonant peaks associated with the primary vertical and two plane rotational modes are 

evident. 

In a separate activity relating to the microprobe development process, it was noted 

that the resonant peaks of the piezoelectric triskelia increase in frequency by a few percent 

after the device has been baked at around 80 'C for ten minutes. This is probably due to 

the resultant evaporation of absorbed humidity and either a lower moving mass or a change 

in piezoelectric properties (or some combination) . Heating was required in order to fully 

cure the silver conductive paint used to implement connections from the artefact chip to the 

underlying printed circuit board. 

The peak amplitude for each sensor and actuator at the first resonant frequency was 

recorded . Table 7.1 gives example results for artefact D. There is no conclusive difference in 

amplitude between actuator and sensor response ; the variation in performance within each 

set is too great. The variation was attributed to fabrication defects and only those elements 

with highest response selected for future use. 

Based on the assumption of reversibility of the piezoelectric effect, these results 
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Table 7.1: The spread of maximum resonance amplitudes acheived for the set of sensors and actua· 
tors. Since all use the same flexure, the results indicate the quality of each sensor and actuator. 

I Sensor 10 I First mode maximum 1Hz I Displacement amplitude 111m I 
1Am 845 1.2 
3A 845 10.0 

1Am 845 1.0 
2A 845 1.0 

2Am 844 1.0 
3Am 843 8.0 

18m 843 9.0 

28m 843 2.6 

28 843 2.1 

38 843 5.0 

18 845 1.0 

38m 843 3.2 

appear to confirm that the devices would sense correctly at resonance, using an interface 

circuit of the form developed elsewhere for the NPL microprobes. 

7.3.3 Second stage: AC operation below resonance 

A pure mechanical input trivially implies the use of a mechanical resonator. The challenge 

lies in choosing a resonator with the correct amplitude and decay time constant, and further 

in generating a repeatable initial oscillation amplitude without a dangerous transient mecha

nical input. The test system developed, shown in figure 7.5, adapts a medical tuning fork 

to include a voice-coil actuator and a pusher stylus. The pusher stylus was a sharpened 

length of wire. The aluminium tuning fork, commonly used for hearing and pheripheral sen

sory tests, had a nominal resonant frequency of 128 Hz and a mass of around 100 g. The 

voice coil drive was implemented as a 5 mm diameter neodymium magnet surrounded by 

a hand-wound coil. The coil, constructed to standard hobbyist instructions widely available, 

consisted of around 200 turns of 30 AWG (0.26 mm diameter) insulated copper wire, and 

had a DC resistance of around 8 .0.. Two paper or plastic film layers are secured around 

the circumference of the magnet and the coil wound on; after gluing the coil, the inner layer 

is removed to free the magnet, leaving the two elements to be mounted independently as 

required. The coil was attached to the fork to avoid the situation of a moving magnet over 

the nickel flexure. 

The coil was attached to the TG330 function generator 50 .0. output and the resonant 

peak determined for a 5 V sinusoidal driving signal. The assymetrically distributed additional 
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Figure 7.5: The tuning fork actuator system. The fork is placed across the centre of this image and 
secured with bolts through the handle out of shot. The coil is glued to the fork, and the magnet to the 
square-section rigid aluminium bar along the top of the image. On the opposite fork, approximately 
coaxial to the coil, a wire stylus is attached to contact the artefact. The system was rigidly mounted 
to a 5 mm high-resolution motion stage of the kind used elsewhere in this work. 

mass raised the maximum-amplitude frequency to 230 Hz± 1 Hz with a slight response at 

around 120 Hz. Under normal operation the driving voltage was reduced at 230 Hz± 1 Hz 

until oscillation blurring was just visible, with the amplitude estimated at around 100 11m. 

7.3.4 Proof of pure mechanical input 

To verify that any obtained sensor signal was purely due to the piezoelectric response to 

the mechanical input, the tuning fork was brought to a steady state oscillation, the coil po

wer abruptly disconnected, and the decay of the coil voltage and sensor signal compared. 

An abrupt drop in sensor signal would indicate interaction with the electromagnetic drive ; a 

clearly exponential decay, even if rapid , would suggest dependence only upon the mechani

cal motion of the tuning fork. 

Artefact H, leg 3 outer sensor was used for this work. 6 11m of oscillation amplitude 

was observed for this sensor using the laser Doppler vibrometer in an earlier characterisation 

experiment, based on a 10 V peak-to-peak driving signal at the artefact H vertical mode fre

quency of 590 Hz±5 Hz. The feedback capacitance and resistance were 3.3 pF and 500 MD. 

respectively, giving a cut-off frequency of 96 Hz. The charge amplifier was powered by stan

dard 9 V batteries to minimise noise input from this source ; however, a 7 V peak-to-peak 

50 Hz notched sinusoid mains signal persisted throughout all experiments. The feedback 

capacitor was shorted manually to recentre the output voltage between the amplifier rails. 

Figure 7.6 summarises the physical interactions and data flow in the experiment. A 

software tone measurement function measured the RMS amplitude of the 230 Hz component 

of the filtered sensor and coil driving signals. Figure 7.7 demonstrates a typical response to 
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Figure 7.6: Summary of physical interactions, noise sources and data flow in the tuning fork expe· 
ri ment. 

abruptly connecting and disconnecting the function generator from the coil. The 230 Hz sen· 

sor signal amplitude with the coil de-energised was about 7 mV, most likely due to limitations 

in the ADC unit. With the coil energised to 0.8 V at the 230 Hz coil resonant frequency, the 

230 Hz sensor amplitude component amplitude increased to 70 mV. This latter amplitude 

appeared to oscillate over time, probably due to an interaction between motion signal and 

the 250 Hz harmonic of the mains noise. 

On change of connection state of the function generator, there is a sharp discon

tinuity in the coil voltage indicating a switch between effective 'speaker' and 'microphone' 

modes, due to finite energy conversion efficiencies in each direction. There are no detec

table equivalent discontinuities in the sensor data. On connection, there is a slight phase lag 

between amplitude variation in the driving and response signals consistent with the beha

viour of a driven resonator. The phase lag may be explained by considering the finite rate 

of energy transfer to the resonator. On disconnection of the function generator, the coil vol 

tage decays exponentially as the fork amplitude decays. The lack of discontinuity in only the 

sensor data is shown more clearly in figure 7.8. 

Both lack of discontinuities in the sensor signal and the presence of phase lag from 

the driving signal for low-frequency amplitude variation clearly indicated that the charge am

plifier circuit was detecting the mechanical motion of the artefact. 
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However, the amplitude of the background mains noise remained much larger than 

the useful sensor signal itself. The main consequence for AC operation below artefact reso

nance was a fundamental barrier to gain selection, and hence an upper limit on the possible 

working signal amplitude. If the gain were to be increased such that the mains signal is 'clip

ped' by amplifier saturation, this would distort any filtered, useful signal. For lower operating 

frequencies, the mains supply noise could obscure the useful signal entirely. 

7.3.5 Noise reduction 

Options to reduce the influence of mains supply noise were considered, using the proven 

tuning fork arrangement to provide a consistent signal-to-noise contrast reference. Both 

electronic and physical filters were considered. Physical solutions (that is, shielding) were 

expected to be more successful, but would also introduce significant constraints on the ope

ration of the artefacts. The experiments were undertaken in an RFI-shielded laboratory with, 

however, known problems with earth-connection noise. Shielded cables were used from the 

outset to connect the sensor to the charge amplifier, with shield foil connected to ground in 

a manner avoiding ground loops. 

7.3.5.1 Electronic noise reduction: filtering 

High-pass filter The first approach was to set the high-pass filter significantly above the 

working frequency, and to accept a reduction in working signal in exchange for further reduc

tion of the mains supply noise. The feedback components (6.8 pF, 10 Mil) on the LF412CN 

amplifier provided a cut-off frequency of 2.3 kHz. With the mechanical input as described 

previously, the 50 Hz and 230 Hz components had similar magnitudes (see figure 7.9) 

Noise subtraction Next, an instrumentation amplifier was used to attempt to subtract a 

similarly-sized nearby noise reference signal from the noisy sensor signal. The circuit is 

shown in figure 7.10. A 10 kil gain resistor was used with the instrumentation amplifier to 

fix the differential gain; the gain value was six. The output result is shown in figure 7.11; 

the 230 Hz component now dominated, though mains noise remained. An improved op-amp 

(LMC6082) was sourced for the two charge amplifier sub-circuits. The LMC6082 benefits 

from a lower input bias current {4 pA compared to 4 nA, and half the total harmonic distortion 

(THO). The improved results are shown in figure 7.12. Both the 50 Hz noise spike and higher 

harmonics are significantly reduced. The circa 470 Hz peak and wobble on the sensor signal 

shown in the following figures is due to excessive fork amplitude and consequential excitation 

of the fork's higher modes. 
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Figure 7.10: Circuit diagram for noise reduction through subtraction of a nearby noise reference. 

Further experimentation permitted the optimisation of the instrumentation amplifier 

gain resistor; for 2.5 kn the mains supply noise was significantly reduced (see figure 7.13). 

Effect of cable and input capacitance: low pass filter It was mentioned previously that, 

provided the charge amplifier circuit input impedance is sufficiently low, the potential diffe

rence across, and hence influence of, the cable and input capacitance is negligible. This is 

certainly true for low frequencies. However, a finite input capacitance will contribute a low

pass filter to the circuit in combination with the output impedance of the sensor, defining a 

bandwidth of operation. For example, by increasing the value of a capacitor placed across 

the charge amplifier terminals from 500 pF to 5 nF the ratio between 230 Hz and 470 Hz 

components was increased from two to seven. However, since the definition of this filter re

lies on the properties of each sensor, which can be expected to vary somewhat, it is not 

appropriate to implement a block for a specific noise source using such a method, even for 

operation below 50 Hz as to be discussed. 

7.3.5.2 Physical noise reduction 

Cable management The importance of correct shielding of electronics and connections 

is clear. However, appropriate implementation without affecting sensor function was challen

ging. 
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Figure 7.13 : Observed reduction in noise in the sensor circuit output due to optimisation of feedback resistor. Time and frequency are in units of seconds 
and hertz respectively. 



Care was taken to ensure the correct connection of shield lines such that ground 

loops were avoided. The ground connection of each artefact was isolated from the artefact 

holder (turret) and cable shielding and passed through the twisted pair cable to the charge 

amplifier to connections there. The cable from turret to amplifier was kept as short as prac

tical and held immobile; even small cable motions were found to have a significant influence 

on the DC sensor level. 

Enclosure of sensor Whilst the above cable management and circuit design reduced 

mains supply input significantly, both 50 Hz noise and other drift sources remained; such 

inputs would be unacceptable for quasistatic sensor operation and would need to be remo

ved. 

Humidity variation An unplanned humidity excursion in the laboratory to 65 % (usual spe

cification 40 % ± 10%) highlighted a large and almost linear relationship between humidity 

and PZT performance, as indicated by the change in resonant frequency and amplitude of 

a functionally identical microprobe. It was expected that humidity variation would also affect 

quasistatic operation. Transient humidity changes would be a feature of human interaction 

as well as many in-process applications. 

Residual EMF input Inevitable proximity of the artefact and amplifier circuit to mains 

cables, trunking and similar results in the insertion of EMF noise of the form discussed 

above. 

light input Semiconductor devices such as the low force test artefacts function as good 

light sensors, as the artefacts demonstrated. A voltage analogue to a torch strobed over the 

artefact was easily identifiable. 

Electrostatic interaction Finally, the artefact-amplifier system was found to have good 

remote sensing capabilities, being able to sense the proximity of a rubber-soled shoe to the 

floor from a distance of four metres. 

The most practical solution to the above drift inputs was to entirely enclose the 

artefact-amplifier system within a grounded aluminium box, stabilising the humidity as well 

as temperature and blocking light, electrostatic fields and EMF. An enclosure of sufficient 

thickness (two millimetres) was chosen to approximate the ideal Faraday cage [184]. Ports 
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of maximum diameter 10 mm were cut to allow connections and mechanical input for future 

experiments, as are to be shortly described. 

It was apparent that drift would remain an issue and warrant some sort of low

frequency cyclical artefact usage to isolate longer-term drift. Such operation would limit 

application of the artefacts but would be acceptable for the calibration of other secondary 

artefacts. 

7.3.6 Third stage: proof of sensor signal below 50 Hz 

To continue the optimisation of the sensor circuits, it was first necessary to detect. isolate 

and improve a sensor response to actual mechanical input below the mains noise threshold. 

A crude mechanical oscillator was assembled, as shown in figure 7.14. Since steady linear 

manual motion is much easier to provide, a simple low-AWG wire pull-cord was wound upon 

the cam axle such that oscillation frequencies between 2 Hz and 30 Hz were possible, with 

the cord failing preferentially in the event of over-force. The shape of the lever was compatible 

with the shielding enclosure. The vertical position of the lever pivot axle set the limits of 

artefact deflection. 

To simplify this detection-only stage and avoid saturation, a feedback resistor was 

employed; 500 MO and 6.8 pF feedback components set the high-pass pole to 47 Hz. Figure 

7.15 shows the result of driving the artefact in bursts at around 5 Hz within each burst. 

The resultant periodic features have a frequency of around 35 Hz. Those cycles at 

the start of the highlighted trace (figure 7.15 bottom) have the form of a u-shaped tapping in

put subjected to a high-pass filter. In the remainder of that trace the tapping appears to settle 

to full oscillations in contact. The observations are, collectively, evidence of the oscillator bar 

vibrating at its resonant frequency of 35 Hz under the energy input of the cam system. This 

unwanted vibration was confirmed by change and removal with the addition of extra moving 

mass to the oscillator bar. 

Figure 7.15 does not, however, show significant signs of the intended 5 Hz driving 

signal; this was a result of the high-pass filter. An increase of feedback resistance to 1 GO 

reduced the pole to 23 Hz but caused the charge amplifier circuit to become unstable. In

stability only occurred when shielded from the mains supply noise within the enclosure. The 

cause of the problem was diagnosed as due to the limited extent to which the capacitor 

approximates the ideal capacitor. 

Standard references (for example [184)) note that any real capacitor can be repre

sented by an equivalent circuit containing additional elements such as dielectric loss equiva

lent resistance, isolation resistance, packaging series resistance, series inductance and so 
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on. Capacitors also have temperature-dependent properties. Most critical for this application 

are the equivalent resistances which were particularly high for the ceramic capacitor used 

up to this point. 

A 10 pF polystyrene capacitor intended for low loss replaced the 6.8 pF. This change 

stabilised the charge amplifier circuit, but with the 5 Hz signal remaining small. 

The final change was to increase the feedback resistance to a nominal 5 GD., de

creasing the high-pass filter pole to 3.2 Hz. Figure 7.16 shows the resultant sensor signal 

for a steady manual oscillation input in the range 0.5 Hz to 1 Hz. The frequency analysis 

shows a clear low-frequency cluster of peaks consistent with the slight variation in frequency 

of the raw signal. The half-sine trace of partial contact of the mechanical oscillator upon the 

artefact during each cycle is evident. 

7.3.7 Quasistatic operation 

7.3.7.1 Test system 

The demonstration of sensor operation below 1 Hz prompted return to the Physik Instru

mente Nanocube nanopositioner for further evaluation work. A simple arrangement consis

ting of a modified pair of metal forceps attached to the working surface of the nanopositioner 

(see figure 7.17) facilitated generation of artefact deflections in a way compatible with the 

noise enclosure. Indeed it appears that any useful application of the current artefacts will 
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Figure 7.17: The nanopositioner actuation system. 

involve this form of interface. The enclosure lid was replaced after initial alignment, for which 

the Physik Instrumente 5 mm-range coarse stage axes were used. 

A National Instruments AOC/OAC interface device (NI USB-6009) permitted software 

generation of closed-loop displacement targets for the nanopositioner, to allow automation of 

motion. The NI interface limited the range of motion to 50 ~m and was found to ultimately limit 

the scope of the device evaluation , as will be discussed in section 7.3.7.4. Initial experiments 

were undertaken to confirm that the charge amplifier circuit could not 'see' the motion of the 

nanocube, but rather only the resultant mechanical input once in contact. 

7.3.7.2 Initial square-wave tests 

For the purposes of resolving a useful signal from a noisy background, a well-defined si

gnature in frequency space is ideal. This fact motivated the use of reference mechanical 

resonators in the characterisation reported so far. To evaluate efforts to minimise charge 

leakage and resultant drift, however, a square or triangular waveform studied in the time 

domain is more useful. 

Initial experiments with the final charge amplifier circuit from section 7.3.6 (feedback 

resistance 5 Gil) showed large peaks at the edges of a 0.5 Hz, 1 0 ~m square wave mecha

nical input, dissipating each time within 0.5 s (figure 7.18). A further multistep experiment in

dicated a proportional relationship between mechanical and sensor step size (Figure 7.19). 

It might be possible to use such a circuit and appropriate analysis software to sum a se

ries of such peaks to track incremental displacement, but it is likely that the result would be 

highly dependent on the exact abruptness used. Figure 7.20 compares the sensor response 

to similar-frequency, equal-amplitude square and triangle inputs. The latter is an order of 

magnitude smaller than the former. 
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Figure 7.19: Sensor response using section 7.3.6 circuit under stepped input. 
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Figure 7.21 : Sensor-charge amplifier response to a sinusoidal mechanical input, showing eHect of 
use of the feedback capacitor reset button. The top plot shows detail of the lower plot. 

7.3.7.3 Removal of feedback resistance 

In order to reduce the high-pass pole further, the decision was taken to remove the feedback 

resistor entirely, setting the system to a limit defined by the PCB resistance between the 

amplifier input pins. To repeatably initialise the charge amplifier feedback loop necessitated 

the development of a suitable reset switch arrangement. Solutions involving transistors and 

simi lar, which would have allowed for automatic reset-on-saturation action, would introduce 

charge-leakage routes and was therefore rejected. A simple mechanical switch, however, 

was found to act as a noise antenna when placed for human interaction. The best solution 

used the switch to actuate a relay, which in turn briefly shorted the capacitor to initialise 

it. Figure 7.21 shows the system resuming a previous steady state around three minutes 

after use of the reset button. The response to a sinusoidal artefact actuation is overlaid for 

reference. Figure 7.22 demonstrates typical longer term behaviour: a rise to an apparent 

point of long-term stability followed by slow but significant drift and later instability. The level 

of such drift would, by itself, preclude the use of the artefacts for calibrated force comparison . 

7.3.7.4 Sensor circuit resolution and vibration sensitivity determination 

To establish a baseline for further characterisation work, the background noise level in the 

sensing system was established. The resolution of the sensor system was limited by the 

sum of noise within the measurement bandwidth, whether received by artefact, amplifier or 

ADC unit, and by the input resolution of the ADC unit. 

The ADC/DAC unit used, the National Instruments USB-6009, incorporates fourteen

bit ADCs with a range of ± 1 a v and hence a resolution of 1.2 mV; the ADC accuracy is about 

1.4 %. The accompanying DAC channels produce a voltage in the range a v to 5 V with a 
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Figure 7.22: Evaluation of the long-term behaviour of the charge amplifier circuit. One day equates 
to about 82 ks. The simplicity of the lower plot, taken from the upper plot , emphasises the danger of 
assumptions about long-term behaviour. 

twelve-bit resolution, giving a resolution of 1.2 mV also; the output accuracy is 7 mV or 0.1 % 

of full range. 

Figure 7.23 summarises an attempt to define a resolution by progressively decrea

sing the mechanical input until no longer resolvable; a steady state statistical method would 

also have provided a measure of resolution. The upper plots show the drive signal from a 

OAC monitored by an AOC on the same device. The discrete bands have standard devia

tions on the order 3 mV; this would equate to a maximum nanopositioner position jitter of 

30 nm, which is on the same order as the nanopositioner's repeatability. The standard de

viation on the sensor input signal noise as shown was around 12 mV. The individual noise 

source contributions were not clear but from prior experience the AOC unit was expected 

to have a significant contribution. Figure 7.23 suggests that for small amplitudes the OAC 

output was non-linear and produced a smaller-than-expected target shift; the demonstration 

was limited by the AOC/OAC unit. For large amplitudes the driving signal was much cleaner 

than the sensed signal, implying that the amplifier circuit noise dominated. An independent 

confirmation of the nanopositioner motion would have added confidence to interpretation of 

this data. 
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7.3.8 General comments on influences upon the circuit 

7.3.8.1 Variation between device sensors 

Earlier work (section 7.3.2) highlighted significant variation and occasional gross discrepan

cies in performance across the array of actuators and sensors for a given artefact, most li

kely due to fabrication defects. The variation seen using each element to excite vibration was 

echoed by sensor response variation during the tuning fork experiments. In an experiment in 

which well-performing elements produced a sensor signal of around 3 V peak to peak, other 

elements produced signal levels of 50 mV peak to peak against which the 100 mV peak to 

peak residual mains noise was clearly visible. 

7.3.8.2 Noise influences 

The enclosure described previously significantly reduced the contributions of external electri

cal noise. However, all mechanical and electronic connections into the enclosure re-introduced 

noise. Whilst it is no doubt possible to further optimise the artefact's own circuitry to prevent 

such reintroduction, sensor performance is likely to be highly dependent on the nature, ope

rating principle and packaging format of the target instrument, a dependency that is not ideal 

for widespread practical application. 

7.3.8.3 Signal processing 

The ultimate observed performance of the artefact sensor will be affected by the sensor 

signal processing steps employed. Both charge amplifier and final interface will have an 

associated transfer function, the effect of the former component dominating. Additional soft

ware steps also modify the signal. The evaluation work presented here has benefited from a 

well-defined input frequency, for which an equivalent-pole software band-pass filter or tone 

measurement could be applied. The broader bandwidth associated with a real application 

would reduce the effectiveness of noise rejection measures. This would support the use of 

the artefact at a low (0.1 Hz to 1 Hz) but well-defined frequency. 

Brief attempts to implement a low-pass filter to smooth signal noise resulted in unac

ceptable phase shifts; a higher order filter might have had greater success. In any case, in 

the author's experience better results can be obtained from statistical analysis of key metrics 

obtained from unfiltered data. 
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7.3.8.4 Power supply limitations 

To minimise the impact of mains noise upon the sensor circuit, batteries were used to power 

the circuit amplifier. Gradual reduction of battery supply voltage over time should not scale 

the output signal, which is dependent only upon the feedback capacitor, but will gradually 

reduce the saturation limits and working range of the circuit. For the brand of 9 V cells used, 

a 150 mV drop was observed in the first twenty-four hours from new with an exponential 

trend. Such behaviour is reasonable given the sink properties of the interface box but will be 

battery-specific. 

7.4 Verification experiments 

7.4.1 Expected behaviour 

Based on preliminary results, the artefacts were not expected to perform in a manner ap

propriate for a low force artefact. For the purposes of the narrative and future comparison, 

however, the dependence of force sensitivity upon artefact deflection amplitude and rate was 

evaluated. 

For the perfect artefact-circuit system, the change in output voltage should be pro

portional to the change in artefact deflection. The constant of proportionality, the displace

ment sensitivity, should be independent of amplitude or speed. In addition, the sensitivity 

should be repeatable under constant amplitude and velocity. It was expected that, in prac

tice, there would be a finite repeatability due to drift, a speed dependence due to filtering 

and charge losses, and non-linear behaviour for small amplitudes due to hysteresis. 

7.4.2 Initial overview 

In the first instance, a set of seven experiments were undertaken varying combinations of 

either amplitude or velocity, using triangular waveforms to quickly iterate parameters. Table 

7.2 summarises the experiments and figure 7.24 presents the related waveforms. The expe

riments were undertaken with artefact D. The collection of experiments are combined in the 

displacement-voltage plot figure 7.25. Overlying noise and drift are apparent; however, the 

consistency of gradient across the set was sufficient to warrant further evaluation. 
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Figure 7.24: Results of initial experiments undertaken on artefact 0 to evaluate the stability of the 
displacement sensitivity. The input movement is the commanded nanopositioner displacement step 
calculated from the change in command voltage; it was not independently verified. 
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Table 7.2: Overview of initial experiments undertaken on artefact D to evaluate the stabil ity of the 
displacement sensit ivity. 

I I D I Description 

1 Amplitude increase from 1 0 ~m to 50 ~m in 1 0 ~m steps, 1 s period; hence, velocity 

variation from 20 ~ms- 1 to 100 ~S-1. 

2 Constant 50 ~m amplitude, 1 s period ; hence, constant 1 00 ~m S- 1 velocity. 

3 Amplitude increase from 1 0 ~m to 20 ~m in 1 ~m steps, 1 s period; hence, velocity 

variation from 20 ~m s 1 to 40 ~m s- 1 . 

4 Amplitude increase from 1 ~m to 5 ~m in 0.5 ~m steps, 1 s period ; hence, velocity 

variation from 2 ~ms- 1 to 10 ~ms- 1. 

5 Constant 1 0 ~m amplitude, period increased from 0.1 s to 1 sin 0.1 s intervals; hence, 

velocity variation from 200 ~ms- 1 to 20 ~m s 1 

6 Constant 1 0 ~m amplitude, period increased from 1 s to 10 s in 11 s intervals; hence, 

velocity variation from 20 ~ms- 1 to 2 ~m s- 1. 

7 Constant 1 0 ~m amplitude, period increased from 10 s to 13 s in 10 s intervals ; hence, 

velocity variation from 2 ~m s 1 to 0.67 ~m s 1 

· Try1 . Try 2 • Try 3 Try 4 Try 5 Try 6 Try 7 
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Figure 7.25: Displacement-sensor voltage plot for collection of initial experiments. 
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7.4.3 Sensitivity as a function of artefact displacement amplitude 

To quantify the variation in sensivity as a function of amplitude, a series of constant speed, 

constant amplitude experiments were undertaken, using triangle-wave target displacement 

waveforms as above. The constant velocity specified for all was 10 11m S-1 , equivalent to the 

peak velocity of a 1.6 11m amplitude, 1 Hz sinosoidal displacement trajectory. The displace

ment amplitude specification was increased in 5 11m steps for each successive experiment, 

between 5 11m and 50 11m. For each experiment, at least twenty-five repeats were completed. 

Since direction-dependent effects such as hysteresis and one-way drift was expec

ted in the experimental data, the data were separated by direction and a least-squares linear 

fit applied to the linear region of each traversal of the range. Figure 7.26 shows example fit 

parameter data for the 5 11m experiment. Error bars are based on the statistical errors asso

ciated with the mathematical fit. It was not clear what caused the event between the thirty

fifth and fortieth loops. The slight separation between offset curves indicated background 

drift occuring in each period. 

Figure 7.27 summarises the results of the remainder of the experimentation. Error 

bars are the standard error in the mean of all gradient estimates for the direction of motion for 

a given amplitude and do not include the obvious systematic effects in the system. Despite 

consistently stable gradients within each experiment in line with figure 7.26, the data show 

a factor of two variation across the range of amplitudes. It is noticable that for amplitudes 

greater than 20 11m, the sensitivity estimates separate per direction. An increased separa

tion was also noted in the linear fit offset value above the 20 11m threshold. It is possible 

that differences in beam stiffness across the artefact caused the hub to tilt under a centrally 

applied force, and that at higher amplitudes, lateral slippage both modified the relationship 

between nanopositioner and artefact deflection and introduced friction effects. The apparent 

initial upward trend at 20 11m and below was not thought to be significant. Unfortunately, lo

gistical and time constraints on the project prevented repeat experiments with an alternative 

artefact to confirm the results, which conflict with figure 7.25. 

7.4.4 Sensitivity as a function of velocity 

Constant amplitude, variable speed experiments were also undertaken in a manner analo

gous to section 7.4.3. The experiments undertaken are summarised in table 7.3; a 20 11m 

amplitude was used for all experiments except for two low-speed instances in series two, 

in order to limit the duration of those two experiments. Series one through three were com

pleted with artefact D; series four used artefact G. Artefact G, which was supplied to NPL 
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in particularly good condition, had previously been reserved for later application , but was 

chosen due to early concerns with the artefact 0 data. 

Data analysis proceeded as before, separating data by direction of motion and fit 

ting a linear fit to each traversal. It was clear from the hysteresis in data for speeds above 

1 00 ~m S - 1 that the nanopositioner could not track the provided targetting command, and the 

related data was not considered. The sensitivity estimates and associated statistical uncer

tainty estimates derived from the fitting process are summarised in figures 7.28 (artefact D) 

and 7.29 (artefact G). Error bars indicate one standard deviation in the spread of sensitivity 

estimates associated with each datapoint. A calculation of the standard error of the mean 

is not appropriate since it it likely that the true variation of the sensitivity is being shown. It 

appears that, for artefact 0, there is no significant dependence upon direction of motion over 

this range of velocities. 

The artefact 0 data suggest a downward trend in sensitivity with velocity consistent 

with a low-pass filter action in the charge amplifier circuit. The increased spread of artefact 0 

data for the fastest experiment are probably due to the finite capabilities of the nanopositio

nero Should further evaluation be warranted, a more sophisticated motion generation system 

would be advisable. There is no resolvable effect of passage of time in the data, with the S2, 

S3 data sandwiching the S1 data. 

The sensitivity estimates for artefact G are an order of magnitude larger than for 

artefact 0, suggesting higher performance levels and a better-quality artefact. The data show 

a decrease in sensitivity with increased speed, consistent with the observations for artefact 

D. Whilst the sensitivity estimates for motion in the direction of decreasing deflection are 

consistently lower than those for the direction of increasing deflection, the offset is within 

one standard deviation of most datapoints. 
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Table 7.3: Summary of experiments to determine the dependence of artefact sen ·t· 'ty 
vertical deflection Sl IVI upon rate of 

S1 (artefact D) 

10 Speed Amplitude 
111m S - 1 Imicm 

1 400 20 
2 80 20 
3 40 20 
4 8 20 
5 4 20 
6 800 20 
7 4000 20 

NB. Series S2, S3 were undertaken 

approximately three days after series S 1. 
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Figure 7.28: Summary of experiment series S1 , S2 and S3 to determine the dependence of displace
ment sensitivity upon rate of artefact deflection. Data for increasing and decreasing artefact deflection 
are shown separately. Series are connected for readability and not necessarily to infer a trend. 
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7.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, the development and evaluation of instrumentation and control for a set of 

prototype piezoelectric triskelion flexure low force transfer artefacts is described. 

The decision to pursue the unconventional choice of the piezoelectric effect for a 

quasistatic force artefact was motivated in part by the promise of direct self-deflection abi

lity in a thus-instrumented artefact. The ability to self-deflect, to internally generate a force 

and measure the resultant collinear, equal deflection of artefact and target, would remove a 

significant ambiguity in the operation of current force artefacts. 

In the course of the reported investigation it was found that the current prototype 

artefacts could not generate a significant deflection and were therefore incapable of useful 

force generation. This may be due to unforeseen mechanical behaviour in the PZT-nickel 

hybrid structure inconsistent with that of similarly dimensioned silicon-type artefacts. 

A series of prototype circuits and mechanical motion generators were developed to 

isolate and clarify the electronic sensor response to well-defined mechanical input along the 

vertical axis of the artefact. In doing so, key influences upon the circuit have been identi

fied and, where possible, their effects minimised. These influences include, in approximate 

order of significance: 50 Hz mains supply interference; nearby charge sources ; external illu

mination ; humidity variation ; and RF noise. Temperature was also expected to have some 
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influence on the circuit, though this was not verified. 

The most significant addition to the artefact system to control external noise in

fluences was a metallic enclosure. The effect of such an enclosure does, however, severely 

limit the practical utility of the artefacts, breaking the effective artefact size requirement and 

raising the question of interference from the end effector of the target instrument itself. In all 

respects, shielding is important and worthy of investment to optimise. 

To ensure the best-case performance of a piezoelectric sensor, the described work 

has confirmed the importance of appropriate component choice. For the amplifier. for example. 

a low input bias current, low DC offset voltage and good noise characteristics are important. 

Appropriate signal filtering should be applied to the raw charge signal to remove 

unwanted signal components that may otherwise dominate the sensor signal. whilst antici

pating the resultant attenuation of the useful signal. 

Final performance verification experiments indicate that. whilst the developed sensor

circuit system is capable of producing an approximate analogue of the vertical deflection of 

the artefact, accuracy and repeatability fall well below that which might reasonably be expec

ted from, for example, piezoresistive strain gauges. It can reasonably be concluded based on 

the findings of this chapter that even in the best case. the current artefact concept is unlikely 

to be made reliable and cost-effective under the constraints of the present application. 

The observation of fabrication defects on the chips would support non-linear beha

viour and the observed inconsistent performance between sensors on an artefact. Further. 

trends such as the decrease in sensor displacement sensitivity with device speed may be 

solvable with further circuit optimisation. However. the observed variation and noise in the 

sensitivity data alone ensures that the technology does not meet the stability demands of 

the ideal low force transfer artefact. 

It is, therefore, recommended that an alternative technology be selected to instru

ment the triskelion flexure in any future artefact design. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

The general aim of the work described in this thesis was to complete the NPL Low Force 

Facility in order to create an accessible route to traceability for the measurement of small 

forces in the UK. The facility was to benefit, in particular, nanometrologists and users of 

nanotechnology in UK industry and academia. 

To conclude on the degree to which this general aim has been achieved, it is neces

sary to consider the individual objectives defined in section 1.2. 

The first key strand of the described work was to upgrade, commission and verify 

the performance of the LFB, to act as the primary source of traceability for 10 nN to 30 IlN 

forces. 

8.1 Achievement of objectives 

Objective 1.1 It was hypothesised that initial force measurement drifts of up to 60 % were 

caused by surface charging effects on the dielectric vane of the LFB mechanism. The LFB 

feedback controller was successfully rewritten to modulate a DC controller output with a high

frequency carrier, whilst maintaining phase between plate voltages to effect a constant DC 

force. The controller hardware was extensively redesigned and built to amplify propagate the 

AC signal from controller to LFB plates. This objective was therefore successfully achieved. 

Objective 1.2 A high-speed FPGA lissajoux phase counter was incorporated into the LFB 

controller to enable full, continuous fringe counting operation for the LFB ;: interferometer. 

This objective was therefore successfully met. A direct comparison with another traceable 

displacement interferometer is recommended. 
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Objective 1.3 A vibration isolation table and acoustic enclosure were procured and instal

led, and significantly reduced unwanted medium-to-high frequency inputs to the LFB system. 

However, the resultant need to site the displacement interferometer laser on a cantilevered 

platform outside the enclosure may have affected the low-frequency stability of the LFB. A 

fibre laser feed to the interferometer is the only realistic solution to be applied in the future. 

This objective was therefore partially achieved. 

Objective 1.4 A procedure for measurement of the capacitance gradients of the LFB 

was established. In doing so, a better understanding of the non-Iinearities in the nominally 

constant capacitance gradients was established. An appreciation of position-dependent non

linearities is essential for specifying the required capability of an absolute displacement re

ference for the LFB displacement interferometer. 

The possibility of indirect measurement of the plate voltages, that is, traceability of 

the generated plate voltages via pre-calibration, was investigated and rejected. Direct, cali

brated, synchronised measurement of the three AC voltages supplied to the plates must form 

the basis of a successful voltage measurement procedure. Objective 1.4 was successfully 

achieved. 

Objective 1.5 Measurement of the weight of small masses on the LFB were compared to 

independent mass-traceable calibrations and were used to quantify the systematic uncer

tainty associated with indirect measurement of voltage (see above). This work was analo

gous to a comparison carried out at NIST that also led to the correction of a key systematic 

uncertainty. Objective 1.5 was therefore met. 

Objective 1.6 The performance of the LFB was compared to the equivalent facilities at 

laboratories worldwide. To do this, the force sensitivity and spring constant of a commercial 

cantilever were measured at each facility in turn, and the results compared. The LFB measu

rements agreed with the results from the other facilities within quoted uncertainties. Further 

experimentation would have yielded more useful information on uncertainty in the operation 

on the LFB. Nevertheless, this objective was broadly met. 

Strand two was to develop an improved transfer artefact flexure design based on the 

triskelion concept. 

Objective 2.1 A targeted review was undertaken of the state-of-the-art in flexure design, 

as well as relevant fabrication techniques. Particular attention was paid to precedent arte-
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facts at other NMls. The strengths and weaknesses of the common rectangular-cantilever 

artefact format were considered. Objective 2.1 was successfully achieved. 

Objective 2.2 Based on the flexure design and fabrication review, the triskelion flexure 

concept was selected as the basis for a novel flexure design, achieving objective 2.2. 

Objectives 2.3, 2.4 An analytical model of the triskelion flexure was developed for low 

force measurement based on similar reported models. The model incorporated several first

order approximations to limit the computational complexity for later artefact performance 

predictions. A complementary finite-element model was also developed, and parameterised 

to allow comparison with the analytical model. 

A comparison of results from the two models supports the following conclusions. 

The analytical model satisfactorily predicts the vertical spring constant of the triskelion, that 

is, along the nominal single degree of freedom of the flexure design. The analytical model 

performed much more poorly when predicting the parasitic compliance of the remaining 

degrees of freedom of the artefact hub centre, due to mathematical over-constraints. The 

performance of the analytical model also decreases when the triskelion geometry is set 

such that the 'thin flexure' approximation no longer holds. 

An extension of the analytical model to consider the response to lateral forces was 

undertaken. A linear combination of lateral and rotational compliance of the artefact hub top 

face centre did not conclusively account for the differences between predicted behaviour 

from the simple analytical and finite element models. 

It can therefore be concluded that the analytical model is suitable for rapid initial 

geometry parameter value selection for a given target spring constant, but that verification 

of the chosen parameter values using finite element analysis should be undertaken where 

possible to better understand both linear and non-linear behaviour. 

The key common weakness of both models is the representation of the combined 

material properties of the laminated artefact structure. A suitable extension of the model to 

reflect the nickel-PZT layer structure should be incorporated in future. Nevertheless, the cur

rent analytical model can be used to rapidly establish bounds on the artefact spring constant 

based on all-nickel and all-PZT construction in turn. Objectives 2.3 and 2.4 were therefore 

achieved, though there is plenty of scope for additional model functionality. 

Objective 2.5 A suite of prototype triskelion artefacts was fabricated in collaboration with 

Cranfield University. The known fabrication method from the NPL microprobe device was 
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deliberately employed to reduce the fabrication risk and to produce artefacts suitable sized 

for in-depth performance evaluation. A range of triskelion dimensions were specified to pro

duce a range of spring constants and to verify the models. The analytical model was used 

to predict the spring constants of the devices. 

The delivered suite of artefacts contained a large number of defects and a very low 

yield rate. This influenced the results of the below experimental objectives. Objective 2.5 was 

therefore only partially achieved. 

Objective 2.6 The performance of selected members of the suite of prototype artefacts 

was evaluated and compared with modelled behaviour. A low-cost parallel flexure cantilever 

was successfully developed to extrapolate the force measurement range of the LFB to that 

of the prototype artefacts. 

The ratios of experimentally measured spring constants of three representative arte

facts broadly agreed with ratios from the finite element and analytical models. Discrepancies 

were attributed to the fabrication defects and variation in flexure thickness across each arte

fact. It is difficult to draw conclusions on the comparison of modelled and measured spring 

constants for these artefacts. Objective 2.6 was achieved. 

The third strand of the project was to evaluate the suitability of the piezoelectric ef

fect for traceably calibratable quasistatic force sensors for low forces. If suitable, the sensors 

could be used with the triskelion flexure to form a complete artefact to complete the tracea

bility chain. 

Objective 3.1 A review of the state-of-the-art in on-board strain sensing in microfabrica

ted flexures was undertaken with the aim of identifying promising candidates for use in a 

low force artefact. The piezoresistive effect was identified as the most suitable sense-only 

technique, having been exploited by other NMls with low force measurement capabilities. 

Nevertheless, the piezoelectric effect was identified as a candidate for strain gene

ration, required to avoid a key displacement ambiguity in the use of the artefacts. Objective 

3.1 was successfully achieved. 

Objective 3.2 A sensor circuit was developed capable of detecting the electronic response 

of the piezoelectric elements on the prototype artefacts to quasistatic flexure deflection. The 

circuit was developed iteratively, demonstrating operation at flexure resonance, at 230 Hz, 

at around 30 Hz, and under quasistatic motion equivalent to 0.1 Hz to 1 Hz. Based on 
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the correspondence between features of the recorded sensor signal and generated pure

mechanical input to the flexures, it can be concluded that the circuit could detect the strain 

of the flexure via the piezoelectric film. That is, it can be concluded that parasitic electronics 

interactions related specifically to motion generation were note responsible for the detected 

signals. Objective 3.2 was therefore met. 

Objectives 3.3, 3.4 Initial experiments clearly indicated that the prototype artefacts were 

incapable of useful quasistatic strain generation, and this intended functionality was not pur

sued further. 

Experimental comparisons of sensor output to known quasistatic mechanical strain 

inputs were undertaken. The developed sensor-circuit system is capable of producing an 

approximate analogue of quasistatic deflection of the prototype artefact flexure. However, 

the accuracy and repeatability fall well below the requirements for a calibratable transfer 

artefact. It can reasonably be concluded based on the experimental findings that even in 

the best case the current artefact concept is unlikely to be made reliable and cost-effective 

under the constraints of the present applications. 

It is noted that further improvements could be implemented to reduce the effect of 

spurious noise sources and systematic effects such as performance variation across a set 

of nominally identical sensors. 

Nevertheless, it can be reasonably concluded that the piezoelectric effect should not 

be considered further for use in low force transfer artefacts. It is therefore recommended 

that an alternative technology be selected to instrument the triskelion flexure in any future 

design. Objectives 3.3 and 3.4 have been achieved. 

8.2 Overall conclusions 

Based on the above analysis it is evident that the majority of the objectives for this thesis have 

been achieved. The LFB has been upgraded, commissioned and independently verified. 

A flexure design concept for a transfer artefact for use with the LFB has been proposed 

and modelled, with the models experimentally confirmed. The piezoelectriC effect has been 

successfully evaluated for use for traceable quasistatic force measurement, and conclusively 

rejected in favour of established techniques. In summary, it can be concluded that, whilst the 

NPL Low Force Facility is not yet complete. the reported work has placed NPL in a strong 

position to do so in the near future. 
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8.3 Recommendations 

Since the motivation for low force metrology remains clear and increasing, it is highly re

commended that efforts continue to complete the traceable low force facility at NPL. The 

following chapter will present the recommendations for the transfer artefact in the form of a 

proposed design. The priority with the LFB is to fully understand all sources of uncertainty 

in operation, including quantification of those in the interaction of an artefact or other sensor 

with the balance. A key component of this work will be in the form of future comparisons with 

other laboratories. Further iterations of low force transfer artefacts should form the medium 

of such comparisons. 
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Chapter 9 

Recommendations for a future 

working low force transfer artefact 

The conclusions to the investigative chapters of this thesis presented in chapter 8 may be ap

plied to the design of an improved low force transfer artefact suitable for end use. Presented 

in this chapter are the recommendations of the author for such an artefact. 

9.1 Overview of recommended design 

The proposed modified low-force transfer artefact system would have the following key fea

tures. It would retain the triskelion flexure design of the earlier prototypes in light of the 

symmetry benefits presented earlier. The triskelion flexure design would be instrumented 

with piezoresistive deflection sensors, choosing a more reliable strain sensing technology at 

the cost of the possibility of direct strain generation. To achieve strain generation, the artefact 

will be supplied with a precision nanopositioner stage of suitable specification. Provided the 

nanopositioner can be appropriately calibrated, the artefact metrology system is then closed 

and independent of user equipment. However, optional compatibility with user-supplied na

nopositioners, particularly at other NMls, will be maintained. The following sections explain 

how this summary function might be achieved. 

9.2 Flexure fabrication 

The central zone of stiffness insensitivity to contact misalignment, due to the symmetry of 

the triskelion, is very attractive, and it is expected that any future devices would use the same 
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flexure geometry. 

To maintain the isotropic stiffness required for symmetry, nickel would continue to 

be used, or a suitable replacement found. The nickel beam flexures have also shown re

silience to over-loading, in situations where a silicon flexure would have shattered. This 

would likely increase the working life of each artefact, provided that over-loading did not 

change the mechanical properties of the artefact significantly. One point to clarify would be 

the consequence of material choice to beam flexure thickness uncertainty and uniformity 

due to fabrication constraints at the chosen fabrication partner. 

The author understands from communications with the current fabrication partner 

that it can be challenging to attach films correctly to the nickel plating, representing a risk to 

development. 

It is also necessary to find a suitable piezoresistive film with the correct gauge factor 

and isotropic behaviour. One option might be to use selectively-doped polycrystalline silicon 

deposited on the nickel flexures. Suitably-prepared polycrystalline silicon should be isotropic 

in bulk, though the validity of this bulk approximation for small film thicknesses should be 

considered. It is not clear what thickness would be required or what resultant displacement 

sensitivity would be achievable. 

If it is not possible to design an isotropic piezoresistively-instrumented triskelion 

flexure, an alternative four-legged geometry could be specified. Beam flexures and lines of 

symmetry would be aligned with crystal planes of a (non-isotropic) silicon wafer to maintain 

symmetry of mechanical response. Beam flexure lengths would then be scaled with effec

tive material properties for that direction of alignment. Piezoresistive sensors would then 

be added using standard doping methods also used for the NIST and PTB piezoresistive 

cantilevers discussed in section 5.2.1.2. 

9.3 Flexure dimensions and related performance 

The required artefact and flexure dimensions are dictated by the intended range of operation 

of the artefact. It was noted previously that uncertainties associated with the calibration of 

current low force sensors is at the 0.1 % level. In order to at least meet this uncertainty level, 

the use of at least two artefact force ranges is suggested to cover the range of the LFB. The 

upper range would have a maximum force of 50 !IN, repeatability and linearity at the 50 nN 

level, and a resolution of around 5 nN; the lower range would have a maximum force of 1 !IN, 

repeatability and linearity at the 1 nN level, and a resolution of around 1 pN. This latter device 

would also enable future intercomparisons between NMls. 
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In addition to the subdivision of the LFB force range above, it is necessary to support 

a range of target instrument spring constants. Further user consultation would be advisable 

but in the first instance, artefacts for each decade of stiffness from 0.1 Nm- 1 to 100 Nm-1 

should cover the majority of applications. 

Without knowledge of the replacement device layer required to implement piezore

sistive sensing, it is not yet possible to use the models developed earlier to define exact 

artefact dimensions for a given force range. Any optimisation effort WOUld, however, follow 

the same route. 

Total effective vertical artefact stiffness will be defined predominantly by the length 

of the beam flexures and the thickness of the nickel layer of the beam flexures. Because 

the uncertainties and variation in final fabricated dimensions are typically absolute and inde

pendent of dimension, longer, thicker beam flexures could be specified to achieve the same 

total stiffness with lower relative uncertainties. Since beam flexure length is constrained by 

packaging size limits, it would be best to maximise beam length and adjust beam thickness 

to suit. 

The theoretical force range is defined by the stiffness of the artefact flexures and 

by the maximum permissible vertical deflection for the given flexure length. The maximum 

deflection would be set by the sensor range or linear region, itself tuned to cover some 

fraction of the flexure elastic zone. 

To ensure a linear force-displacement characteristic and a constant stiffness within 

the required range-resolution window, second order bending effects would need to be mini

mised. From inspection of the triskelion design informed by standard texts (e.g. (123)) two 

non-linear effects become apparent, each of which is dependent upon the elbow angle, la

belled as f30 in section 6.2.1 (see figure 6.3). When f30 equals 0° (straight legs) or 180° 

(folded legs), the beam flexures must stretch laterally to accommodate an out-of-plane de

flection. When f30 is in the region of 90°, the hub centre rotates to allow the lateral projection 

of the flexure to shorten as it is deflected out of plane. This minimises the beam flexure 

stretching effect but introduces a lateral bending stiffness at the hub that is highly dependent 

upon beam width. The author understands that the current choice of f30 aimed to optimise 

the contribution of these two non-linear effects, though this was not confirmed. In any case, 

such non-linear effects should be modelled using a finite-element approach and optimised 

to bring stiffness non-linearities below the specified threshold. 
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9.4 Piezoresistive sensors and control electronics 

The current prototype artefacts have sensors at both inner and outer ends of the beam 

flexures. This was intended to offer redundancy and has helped to circumvent fabrication 

flaws. However, the connection along the beam to the inner pad is itself particularly vulne

rable to flaws, and occupied valuable beam width once minimum track separations were set. 

If fabrication yield rate can be improved then redundancy would only be required for noise 

reduction, and omission may be simpler. 

It is expected that, due to fabrication limitations, each beam flexure will have a dif

ferent deflection sensitivity, and, in combination with beam stiffness inequalities, a different 

force sensitivity. Each sensor would be connected to an independent Wheatstone bridge, 

voltage amplifier and ADC circuit. Standard sixteen-bit ADCs give a resolution of less than 

0.003 % of full sensor force range which is likely to be significantly better than other mea

sures of device performance such as linearity and repeatability. Repeatability is typically the 

ultimate limiting factor on the calibration of a self-sensing transfer artefact such as the one 

proposed. 

Thermal variation is a significant source of uncertainty for piezoresistive sensors. 

The artefact chip would incorporate an additional resistive element to function as a tempe

rature reference probe, of the form used by the PTB artefacts shown in section 5.2.1.2. An 

independent circuit would monitor the temperature analogue and automatically correct the 

sensor signals. 

9.5 Interpretation of signals 

In principle, the triskelion is a platform suspended on three independent, parallel linear 

springs. For a single, vertical force applied to the hub centre, three independent analogues 

of the applied force are created. If the contact location is misaligned, the three independent 

force measures will adjust accordingly, indicating the additional moment. If the displacement 

sensitivities of the three legs are known, under this approximation of independence, three 

heights are known and the plane of the artefact hub can be deduced. 

In practice, the three legs are not independent. Even if only one elbow is displaced 

vertically whilst the other two are constrained in the vertical direction, the effective stiffness of 

the deflected beam will be influenced by the torsional stiffness of the other beams. However, 

the correlation between sensor responses should be repeatable and, therefore, characteri-

sable. 
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Figure 9.1: A rapid-prototyped artefact demonstrator designed by the author and produced by the 
University of Nottingham showing a likely packaging format for the low force artefact. The dimensions 
are 10 mm x 7 mm x 1 mm. 

One experiment to be included in the commissioning of each artefact would, there

fore, be to build a sensor response map as a function of contact point over the area of the hub 

centre, using the LFB as the force reference. If displacement measurement is also required, 

it should be possible to use a fast optical imaging system to map the displacement and tilt of 

the hub centre as a function of alignment. This data would then be used automatically by the 

artefact software to calculate misalignment and effective applied force in application . If the 

final artefact stage is used for this work, it should be possible to absorb certain repeatable 

systematic errors into the correction maps. The final stage should be suitable also for this 

experiment. 

9.6 Packaging 

In view of the work reviewed and reported in this document, including discussions with ex

perts in the low force metrology community, the following artefact packaging requirements 

will be important to enable practical use of the artefacts. 

The chip forming the substrate for the artefact must have a shape compatible with 

interfacing devices. A chip width no more than 10 mm is recommended, with electronics 

placed together to one side of the artefact. Figure 9.1 demonstrates the general shape to be 

considered. 

The contact surface at the hub centre should be aligned co-planar with the surface 

of the chip to allow close approach to target instruments and minimal tilt for interface. This 

is likely to mean that the sensors and their connections will be in the same plane as contact. 
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Consequently the electrical contact pads should be removed from the vicinity of the triskelion 

and any connections kept to minimum height. The limit on connection track length may be 

defined by increases in noise sensitivity. 

In some applications it is useful to measure the stiffness of the measurement loop. 

This is done by applying a force to a rigid part of the chip close to the same axial position as 

the force sensor platen. Fiducial marks will be located on the supporting arms of the chip to 

improve alignment for this measurement. 

Finally, to keep the sensors clean and safe until installed and ready to use, the sensor 

would incorporate a dust-cap, in the manner demonstrated in figure 5.15. 

9.7 External motion stage requirements 

The external motion stage must satisfy three criteria, summarised in the following para

graphs. 

The stage must move the artefact over the required range with the required reso

lution and repeatability. The stage positioning specifications translate to force specifications 

via the artefact stiffness (or that combined with any series compliance, as discussed be

low). If stage motion is only required to generate an artefact deflection and hence a reaction 

force, then stability in position is essential and good repeatability and resolution convenient 

for operation. If spring constant is to be calibrated then stage sensor accuracy and sensor 

resolution becomes essential, in addition to stability. 

Single-axis stages with suitable performance characteristics are readily available 

from commercial suppliers. For example, the P-772 from Physik Instrumente (185) has a 

quoted range of 10 Ilm with a sub-1 00 pm resolution; its resonant frequency should be suffi

ciently high to average out jitter in position. The question remains whether the cost associa

ted with such a stage allows the total artefact package to remain affordable. 

The stage must incorporate an optional vertical series compliance to facilitate in

teraction with the LFB. This additional compliance would also have the effect of increasing 

the effective stage resolution by dividing the displacement. Should it be necessary to know 

the series stiffness of the metrology loop, for example to allow spring constant calibration, 

then it should be possible to isolate and measure that stiffness. If the motion stage and all 

fixtures are provided with the sensor, then to some extent metrology loop compliance can be 

incorporated into automatic software corrections through prior calibration. In section 9.6 the 

inclusion of fiducial marks for this purpose was discussed. 
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The stage must not exhibit significant compliance in any other axis, and should assist 

with angular alignment. The primary purpose of this is to minimise and fix the cosine error 

term in the uncertainty budget associated with the use of the artefacts. 

Aspects of the preceeding sections are summarised in the concept drawing figure 

9.2. The key labelled features are as follows. Supported on a rigid immovable surface or 

equivalent coarse positioning system (A) is a modular low force artefact system consisting 

of a precision vertical motion stage (B), an optional series flexure (C), the artefact chip hol

der (F) and the replaceable artefact chip (H). Electrical connections (0) would need to be 

very compliant in order not to affect the behaviour of (C). However, (C) could be replaced 

with a rigid connector as required. Low profile clips (G) acheive mechanical and electrical 

connections between (F) and (H). (I) is an optional dust and safety jacket for the artefact 

flexure (M). (J) represents an interfacing instrument such as the LFB. Clustered away from 

the working part of the artefact chip are the electrical connections; the number shown would 

be for a half-bridge arrangement plus connections for the temperature sensor (L). The re

straining contact clips would need to have a total stiffness (N) several orders of magnitude 

higher than that of the artefact flexure. It is suggested that tipless instruments (represented 

by cantilever (P)) would approach from above, where a small tip or sphere could be installed, 

whereas instruments with styli or tips (represented by (a), such as the LFB, would contact 

the artefact from either vertical direction. 

9.8 Uncertainty in operation 

In most respects, the uncertainty analysis for the proposed low force artefact is similar to that 

presented for the Kleindiek commercial force sensor in section 3.10. Without experimental 

data to derive estimates from, it is not possible to complete an uncertainty budget for an 

artefact concept. However, key differences from the Kleindiek example can be discussed 

as follows. The most significant change is the introduction of temperature correction and 

multiple parallel sensors in the form of the three legs. 

In the Kleindiek calculation, relating to measurements undertaken at an NMI, tempe

rature was assumed to vary within tight environmental control tolerances, and uncertainties 

estimated accordingly. With the provision of a temperature sensor and the likelihood of ope

ration in more general environments, the measured temperature can be used to apply a 

known correction or indicate an uncertainty contribution for live user feedback. A tempera

ture correction would be ideal, since most research and industrial users would be able to 

acheive a stable if uncalibrated temperature. However, such a correction factor would have 

an associated uncertainty. 
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Figure 9.2: A concept sketch for a belter traceable low force artefact: (a) overview of artefact system 
including artefact module and external positioning stage; (b) top view of artefact chip showing location 
of electronic contacts and artefact ; (c) side view of the same; and (d) cross·sectional end view through 
the hub centre with suggested instrument contact modes. The labelled items are explained In the text . 
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The definition of a single force sensitivity or spring constant for the device would 

also have to be approached as a nominal, central value, plus a map of corrections across 

the hub, plus a map of uncertainties. This will certainly increase the time required to calibrate 

the device, but real-time application of such error maps should be trivial for standard pes. 

In any case it may be possible to approximate variation satisfactorily with a second-order 

function of displacement from the hub centre. 

9.9 Summary 

Outlined in this chapter is the concept for a functioning low force artefact system capable of 

transfering a traceable calibration of force. The concept brings together the findings of the 

previous chapters, discarding the piezoelectric sensor approach in favour of more conven

tional piezoresistive instrumentation. 

The most critical barrier to success is likely to be in finding a nickel-compatible piezo

resistive film that is suitably isotropic in mechanical and electrical properties. However, there 

is no reason why a pure-silicon design could not be implemented to mitigate this risk; the de

veloped models could be modified to represent a four-legged design. The presented design 

combines the proven concept of strain-sensor plus external stage with a novel application of 

the triskelion flexure design. 

The general aim for future artefact development should be to devise a suitable, high

performance, cost-effective way of instrumenting the triskelion flexure design with piezoresis

tive sensors, implementing the design concept outlined in this chapter. The development of 

a suitable fabrication technique will require collaboration with a suitable partner. Fabrication 

of any artefact would be followed by full characterisation at NPL. The developed triskelion 

models should be verified with early artefact prototypes, and the models used to set the 

fabrication specifications for subsequent artefacts. This would facilitate artefact performance 

tuning for specific applications, whether for nanoindenters, surface topography instruments 

and SPMs, or more exotic applications. 

As suitable artefacts are developed, and third-party alternatives identified for less 

demanding applications, the remaining core task would be to develop a suitable measu

rement facility and service to bring traceable micro- to nanonewton force metrology to UK 

nanotechnology industry and academia. Suitable licence agreements with appropriate ins

trument manufacturers would accelerate this process significantly. 
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Appendix A 

Summary of surface interaction 

forces 

A full derivation of the surface interaction forces significant at the MEMS scale is beyond the 

scope of this document, and indeed has been presented by various groups previously. Never

theless the basic force separation dependencies are worthy of consideration by the reader 

and a selection are presented in table A.1. Equations obtained from referenced works have, 

where necessary, been adapted to use common nomenclature. To simplify comparison, the 

interaction of a sphere and flat plate is considered where possible. Since the tips of most 

probes can be adequately modelled as a (hemi-) sphere, this is a suitable approach. The 

sphere-plate separation is assumed to be much less than the sphere radius. Figure A.1 is a 

comparative plot using typical values for the given parameters. 

Table A.1: Summary of surface interaction force equations. In these equations F is a force com
ponent, U the work function difference between the materials, D the sphere-flat separation, r the 
free surface energies at state boundaries, and H the Hamaker constant. In the capillary force the 
step function u (.) describes the breaking separation; e is the liquid layer thickness and r the radius 
of meniscus curvature in the gap. e, the contact angle of in-interface liquid on the opposing solid 
surfaces, is assumed to be approximately zero (wet). 
[ Interaction I Equation 

Electrostatic (based on [186]) 
., R-

F = -EoU-nfj1 
+ 

Capillary [186, 187] F--= 4nyR ~I - 1i ,;~) ·U (-h + L) 
f--:-:-'-----:.--- F HR Van der Waals, for non-retarded, attractive forces [188] = - (ill'! 
f------

F=-~ Casimir effect [117] 
lli~ -----~ 
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Figure A.1 : Comparative plot of described surface interaction forces, based on the following values: R 
= 2 ~m ; U = 0.5 V; Y= 72 mJ m 2; H = 10 18 J; e = r = 100 nm. Physical constants take their standard 
values:£o= 8.854 x 10- 12 C2 N 1 m - 1;n=1.055 x 10 34 m2 kgs 1andc=3x108ms 1 
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Appendix 8 

Analytical model of triskelion flexure 

mechanics: MATLAB code 

The following MATLAB code constitutes the analytical model developed for the work and 

referred to in section 6.2.1. Not all of the functionality in the model code has been reported 

above. 

clc; clear all %#ok<*SAGROW> 

%% SYMBOLIC EVALUATION 

%% Create the input displacement $X_O$ 

display('### Create input displacement X_a') 

syms xO yO zO thxO thyO thzO 

XO = [xO; yO; zO; thxO; thyO; thzO); 

XOO= [0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0); 
% we will later set xO yO thzO to zero when values are provided 

%% Derive tilt $A_IIi}$ and translation $A_IIIi}$ to arm ends 

display ( ... 
'### Derive tilt A_IIi) and translation A_IIIi} to arm ends') 

syms a ap1 ap2 ap3 % define arm length and alphas 

ap = [ap1 ap2 ap3); 

for i = 1:3 

AI (i) = [ 1 o o o 
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0 1 0 0 0 0; 
0 0 1 a*sin(ap(i) ) a*cos (ap (i) ) 0; 

end 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

AII{i}= [ a*cos(ap(i»; 

a*sin (ap (i»; 

0; 

0; .. . 

0; .. . 

0] ; 

0 1 

0 0 

0 0 

%% Derive rotation into beam coords $B_{i)$ 

disp1ay('### Derive rotation into beam coords B_{i)') 

syms bel be2 be3 % define arm length and alphas 

be = [bel be2 be3]; 

for i = 1:3 

B{ i) [ cos(be(i» sin(be(i» 0 

-sin (be (i» cos (be (i» 0 

0 0 1 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

end 

%% Derive stiffness matrix $k$ 

display('### Derive stiffness matrix k') 

syms E G 1 w t 

%G = double(50e+9); E = double(120e+9); 

kmat =[ (w/l)"2 0 0 

0 1 0 

0 

0 

0 

cos (be (i» 

-sin (be (i» 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 (t/l) "2 (t"2) / (2*1) 
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0 

0 

0 0; 

1 0; 

0 1); ... 

0 0; 

0 0; 

0 0; 

sin(be(i» 0; 

cos(be(i» 0; 

0 1); ... 

- (w"2) / (2*1); ... 

0 , ... 
0 , ... 



0 0 (t"2) 1 (2*1) 
0 0 ° -(w"2)/(2*1) 0 0 

k = ( (E*t*w) /1) * kmat; 

%% Apply $A_{Ii)$, $A_{ IIi) $, $B_i$ 
display (' U# Apply AI, All, B and k 

for i = 1:3 

Xa{i) = AI{i}*XO + AII{i}; 

XaO{i)= AI{i)*XOO + AII{i}; 

Xb{i} = B{i}*Xa{i}; 

XbO{i} = B{i)*XaO{i}; 

Pb{i} k*(Xb{i}-XbO{i»; 

(t "2) 13 0 ° 0 k55 ° 0 0 ((w"2) /3) 

and $k$ to $X_O$ 
to X_O') 

% Use A\b instead of inv(A)*b ? 

end 

Pa{i} = inv(B{i}) * Pb{i}; 

%Pa2{i)= Pb{i) \ B{i); % matrix divide, equiv. to B"-l * Pb 

POi{i} = inv(AI{i}) * (Pa{i)-AII{i}); 

%POi2{i)= (Pa{i)-AII{i» \ AI{i); 

PO = POi{l) + POi{2) + POi{3); 

%% Substitute in actual values for symbolic variables 

, ... 
I·· . 

) ; 

% Note that the displacement input x_a is not specified until later. 

display ( ... 

['### Substitute in actual values for symbolic variables (not X_O)') 

% Device properties 

% material 

E 2l0e+9; 

G = 76e+9; 

%arm info 

a = 2le-6; 

%angles 

apl 0; ap2 = (2/3)*pi; ap3 = (4/3)*pi; 

beO (2/3)*pi; 

bel apl+beO; be2 = ap2+beO; be3 = ap3+beO; 
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%beam dimensions 

1 200e-6; 

w = lOe-6; 

t 1e-6; 

Ltip = 20e-6; % stylus length 

%% Evaluate $P_O$ 

display('### Evaluate P_O in terms of X_a') 

POeval = eval(PO); %evaluate P ° as a function of x_a (messy exact output) 

% display('--- P_O, evaluated to 12 s.f. :') 

% POev12 = vpa(POeval,12) % evaluate new POeva1 to 6 sig. fig. and display 

% pretty(POev12) % redraw POev6 in 'pretty' format 

%display(' ') 

disp1ay('--- P_O, evaluated to 3 s.f.:') 

POev3 = vpa(POeval,3) % evaluate new POeval to 2 sig. fig. and display 

pretty(POev3) % redraw POev6 in 'pretty' format 

disp1ay(' ') 

display(['L= ' num2str(1»)) 

display ( [' A= ' num2str (a) ) ) 

display(['W= ' num2str(w»)) 

display(['T= ' num2str(t»)) 

%% Derive stresses, strains 

display('### Derive stresses, strains') 

for i = 1:3 

% sigma 
sig(i) = 6*(POi{i}(3)-POi{i}(6»/(w*t"2); % i.e. 6*(F_zi-M_zi)/wt"2 

% epsilon 

sig(i+3) sig(i)/E; 

end 

%sig (:) 

%pretty(vpa(eva1(sig'») 

%display (' ') 
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%% Derive stiffness summary 

display{'### Calculate stiffness summary ###') 

coeff=coeffs{POev3(1),xO); kx 

coeff=coeffs{POev3(2),yO); ky 

coeff=coeffs{POev3(3),zO); kz 

coeff{l); 

coeff{l); 

coeff(2); 

% FIX THESE MANUAL 

% ASSIGNMENTS 

coeff=coeffs{POev3(4),thxO); lamxx 

coeff=coeffs{POev3(4),thyO); lamxy 

coeff=coeffs{POev3(5),thxO); lamyx 

coeff=coeffs{POev3(5),thyO); lamyy 

coeff(2); 

coeff(2); 

coeff(2); 

coeff(2); 
coeff=coeffs{POev3(6),thzO); lamz = coeff{l); 

kxrot 

kyrot 

lamxy/{Ltip"2); 

lamyx/ (Ltip"2); 

ktip = [kxrot; kyrot; kz]; ktip=abs{eval{ktip)) 

%% NUMERICAL EVALUATION 

% New code added 26JAN2010 

%% Create trial input displacement{s) $X_O$ 

XO = [le-6, le-6, le-6, 0, 0, 0]'; 

%% Derive tilt $A_(Ii}$ and translation $A_(IIi}$ to arm ends 

display{ ... 

'##t Derive tilt A_(Ii} and translation A_(IIi} to arm ends') 

% redefine arm length and alphas numerically 

ap = [apl ap2 ap3]; 

for i = 1:3 

AI(i} = 1 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 a*sin{ap{i)) 

0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

AlI (i)= [ a*cos{ap{i)); 

a*sin (ap (i)); 

0; 

0; 
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0 0; 

0 0; 

a*cos(ap(i)) 0; 

0 0; 

1 0; 

0 1] ; ... 



end 

0; ... 

0) ; 

%% Derive rotation into beam coords $B_Ii}$ 

display('### Derive rotation into beam coords B_{i}') 

% redefine beam angles numerically 

be = [bel be2 be3); 

for i = 1:3 

B{i} [ cos(be(i» sin (be (i» 

-sin(be(i» cos(be(i» 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 0 

0 cos (be (i» 

0 0 0 -sin (be (i) ) 

0 0 0 

end 

%% Derive stiffness matrix $k$ 

display('### Derive stiffness matrix k') 

kmat =[ (wll) "2 0 0 

0 1 0 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 (t/l) "2 (t"2) / (2*1) 0 

0 0 (t"2) / (2*1) (t"2) /3 

0 0 0 0 

-(w"2)/(2*1) 0 0 0 

k = ( (E*t*w) /1) * kmat; 

%% Apply $A_{Ii}$, $A_{IIi} $, $B_i$ and $k$ to 

display (' #U Apply AI, All, B and k to X_O') 

for i = 1:3 

i· , 
Xa{i} = Alli}*XO + AII{i}; Xa{i}; 

XaO{i}= AI{i}*XOO + AII{i}; XaO{i}; 

Xb{i} = B{i}*Xa{i}; Xb{i}; 

XbO{il = B{i}*XaO{i}; XbO{i}; 
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0 

k55 

0 

SX_O$ 

0 0; 

0 0; 

0 0; 

sin (be (i) ) 0; 

cos (be (i) ) 0; 

0 1) ; ... 

- (w"2) / (2*1); ... 

0 , ... 
0 , ... 
0 , ... 
0 , ... 

«w"2) /3) ); 



end 

Pb{i} = k*(Xb{i}-XbO{i}); Pb{i}; 

Pa{i} = inv(B{i}) * Pb{i}; Pa{i}; 

POi{i} = inv(AI{i}) * (Pa{i}-AII{i}); 

%POi2{i}= (Pa{i}-AII{i}) \ AI{i}; 

POi{i}; 

PO POi{l} + POi{2} + POi{3} 

KO PO./XO 

display('### Run complete ') 
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